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CHAFTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The finest curriculmn guides, the greatest educational media and 
' 
terials, the most modern and imaginativ~ly built school buildings can not 
.r·--
and do not equal the value of competent teachers. Competent teaching is the 
essential ingredient for quality education, and we, in a democratic society, 
believe that quality education is the inherent right of all students. We 
elleve tre. t quality education should be imde available to all the people, 
ich and poor alike. We indicate our acceptance of this precept through the 
support of public education with public funds. How can the public be assured 
that these funds are wisely used? How do they know that public funds for 
education will actuaJJ.y_ be spent for the services of competent teachers, 
hereby insuring capable teaching for every student in every classroom? 
How do they protect youth from being guided by the inept and ill prepared? 
instrument used is certification. 
Certifica.tion is a legal sanction granted to an individual to 
teach or sup:irvise in certain types of school positions in a govern-
mental area. It is an effort to bar incompetent persons from direct-
ing the learning of students in the types of schools covered, and to 
imke certain that public money is spent for the services of the com-
petent teacher.1 
Substnndard certification is granted to persons who cannot qualify 
1E. w. Anderson and E. M. Rusher, "Staff-Certification", EncycloEf:dia 
of F.ducational Research, ed. Chester W. Harris, 3d ed. (1960). 
1 
for the standard cert~ficate.b~t who.are the bes~ ~vailable for a 
specific position. This certificate is usually linu.ted to one year 
:.., · t>ut is I"erte,;;able,.i.f the holder had additional college credits since 
·the date issued. 2 
The definition of certification implies that standards for identi-
eompetency must be set. Great controversies arise over 
should be and how they should be evaluated. Neverthe-
' 
ess, it is doubtful that certification r~quirernents w.i.11 ever be perfect • 
.: .... -~ ... 
n if perfection were achieved, a second problem would persist. That is 
he question of mat to do when an emergency arises and no certified teacher 
8 available to fill a specific position. Kinney states, 
"Emer'gency" certification is as old as certification itself. 
An overriding policy in certification has always been to maintain 
teacher rupply at the expense of quality whenever necessary, and 
usually it has been necessary. The nornal status has been an 
"emergency11 situation.3 
Through the practice of provisional certification the 11back door" 
education profession is open to those who wish to by-~ss standards 
t as certification requirements. No other profession is so lenient. Pro-
sional certification parading as a "stop-gap" measure has historically 
· been a permanent procedure of substandard certification • • • the policy of 
iving priority to quantity over quality is coeval with certification.4 
Today there are about seven thousand provisionally certified teachers 
in the state of Illinois. Approxinately one out of every fifteen Illinois 
2Robert Hall, Ye~trbook of Education, {New York, World Book Co., 
195.3,) 587. 
31ucien Kinney, Certification in Education, {New Jersey, Prentice 
11 and Co., 1964), 25. 
4Ibid., p. 38. 
2 
teaching without the legal sanction that theoretically indicates 
,· petence for the teRching ta'sk. Wlnt is their level of competency? Do 
}lese provisional teachers possess the competence demanded by the position, 
are they incompetent? This problem .is a difficult one with l'ffiich to 
contend and it becomes even_ more complex as other factors affect it--custom, 
current trends an1 controve.rsial issues. 
One of the most publicized trends.of today is the diversification 
3 
r teaching roles, with nonteachers such as teacher aides, interns, assistants, 
etc., playing active roles in the school. This trend raises r:'L:'1.ny questions 
egarding both qualification and certification of personnel. These assistants 
ve varying qualifications making the line of demarcation difficult if not 
impossible to distinguish between them and those holding provisional and regu-
lar certificates. Where does' the provisi<:>nally certificated teacher stand 
in the school hierarchy? Are provisionally certificated teachers considered 
less competent than these assistants? What differentiations in re-
qualifications are there? What and who will detennine differentiation 
of roles, requirements and certification standards? This particular trend 
raises many questions regarding qualification, certification, and role of 
~rsonnel. 
Special waiving of reqai.re~nts is now being requested for return-
· g veterans of the paace corps. If special certification consideration is 
possible for them, what about the provisional teachers? Surely a teacher 
no has faithfully and creditably served youth in this state should also 
have consideration. 
Some modern day educational or~anizations presently advocate 
that certification requirements be restructured to eliminate the 
Yet, critics of education accuse the establishment 
· r eontinually raising standards to perpetuate and strengthen control over 
e professio~. They claim that current and proposed standards result in ex-
uding competent, creative, and even outstanding potential teachers from 
he profession. This division of opinion places the provisional teacher in 
he middle of controversy. 
, 
Teacher militancy also affectstli.e problem of provisional certi-
fication. With teacher militancy on the increase, provisional teachers are 
rganizing and becoming more and more vocal in their dissatisfaction with 
·certification requirements and with their status as provisional teachers. 
bey are ~ing their dissatisfaction known through statements in the public 
dia and in the educational journals. The complainants decry their11 unjust11 
as provisional certificate holders and give nurr&rous illustrations 
t the adverse effects of unreasonable requirements. 
Here is an illustration of this t~ of protest. During the winter 
of 1967-1968, discontent by ho1ders of substandard certification was drama.ti-
cally highlighted when teachers in the Chicago Public Schools holding sub-
.standard certificates formed the Concerned Full-Time B-3.sis Substitute Teachers 
4 
~ssociation and went on strike. They protested against certification practices 
and procedures. Though the objections raised related specifically to problems 
Chicago teachers, many aspects of those objections pertained to substandard 
certification problems in general. The followin.g article reports an outcome 
of that strike. Implications are apparent in this article that are relevant 
o many issues surrounding provisional certification. 
SUB TEACHERS FLUNK HEAVILY IN RATING TEST 
A special examination designed to produce large numbers 
er ified teachers for Chicae:o 's ublic schools "l'Jas 
, than one-third of the applicants, School Supt. James F. Redm::>nd said 
yesterday. 
' out of 2/381 teachers who applied for the special written exam-
ination, only 714 passed, said Redmond, who heads the three-nan 
boa.rd of examiners which governs teacher certification. 
The '\'iritten test was given last May 4 as a one-time chance for 
fU.11-time-basis substitute teachers to get certified without taking 
the oral examination usually required in addition. 
Agreement Follows strike 
Redmond agreed to the unusual procedure last winter, in the wake 
of a two-week strike by the Concerned 'Full-Time-Basis Substitute 
teachers, who claim to represent. 2,000 of the 6,000 full-time-basis 
substitutes in the city, most of whom are Negroes. 
The Concerned FrBs had been demanding automatic certification 
after two years of satisfactory teaching in the system, charging 
there was cultural bias in the oral test. 
Frank Gardner, an aid to the board of examiners who will become 
its secretary next month, said the cutoff score on the wrl tten test 
was "generous" 1 meaning it was set low to avoid flunking most appli-
cants. 
I.a.ck of Preparation? 
Gardner wondered "how well most of the unsuccessful applicants 
pre~~red themselves" for the test. He added he hoped they ~uuld 
"analyze their failure and make efforts" to be better prepared for 
the next examination. 
John E. Desmond, president of the Chicago Teachers Union, said 
"so ire thing in the teacher's education 11 probably led to failures. 
He pledged the union would set up "coaching" in the form of in-service 
courses for teacrers who failed the test. 
No I.a.ck of Teacher.s 
Mrs. lcuis Hickey Jc· director of the bureau of teacher persor..nel" 
said yesterday that every publj.c school classroom l'r.i.11 be covered 
by a regular or .full.time substitute teacher when schools open next 
month. 
"This is the best shape we've been in for at least four years",. 
she said.5 
The article is thought provoking. Some of the questions which arise 
are related to the causes for provisional certification, some to the status 
of the provisional teacher and some to possible solutions for provisional 
5 
6 
certification. It appears that the percep'c,ions of the administrators as well 
. as those of the provisional teachers played a significant part in this t:bn• 
troversy. Tr.e vlews of these two groups differ~d as to the major cause of 
retai.ning th~ provisional certificate. Was it due to cultural bias in the 
eJC8.minations or to lack of preparation? If "something in the teacher's pre-
paration" led to the mmy failures as claimed, was this the fault of indivldual 
teachers or the fault of the institutions that prepared them? From this 
newspa:p3r report, it seems as if there is a great difference between the ad-
ministrators' view of provisional teachers and the provisional teachers' view 
:of tho!Jmselves. The two groups even disagree on what constitutes demonstrated 
competency for teaching. As noted, only one-third of the applicants quali-
.. fied for regular certification. Could the superintendent •·s solution to the 
.Provisional problems be considered successful? Do these groups of Chicago 
edu0c"Ltors merely reflect attitudes unique to the Chicago Public Schools or is / 
it a microcosm of attitude toward provisional certificates throughout the 
state? How do provisional teachers and their administrators throughout the 
state of Illinois view provisional certification? The nnjor question is; are 
present certification procedures arrl practices reasonable, rational, and 
relevant in this moiern day? Or, are long standing certification procedures, 
in fact, µi.sse 1? Is provisional certification actually perpetuated by current 
procedure.a and practices or is it efficiently and effectively discouraged? 
statement of the Problem 
This study ·was designed to collect and analyze empirical and descrip-
ltive evidence from Illinois administrators arrl provisionally certified teach-
ers:' (a) to reveal their perceptions and attitudes toward provisional certi-
fication. (b) to determine the status of provisional teachers, (c) to in-
stigate suggestions for solution of specific problems related to provisional 
. ertification and (d) to make recomnendations to alleviate the problems. T"he 
specific dimensio~1s for which data were collected included the experience, 
preparation and needs of provisional teachers, a.s seen by both adm:i.rAstrators 
nd provisional teachers. It included administrator and provisional teacher 
and perceptions regarding some specific aspects of these 
:roblems as well. 
The Importance of This Study 
A search of the dissertation abstracts reveals that no studies of 
: provisionally certified teachers have been conducted in Illinois. Generally 
speaking, studies reported in the literature on certification are centered 
ound current practices of certification or histories of certification. A 
ew studies such as Albert H. Shuster' s on "Professional Fiducation and Teach-
. · 116 have examined the effectiveness of certification requirements in terms 
f the opinions of administrators. A~mpa.rative study between the attitudes 
of provinionaJ. teachers and those of regularly certified teachers was conduct-
ed on beginning teachers by Joseph Bledsoe and Ralph Lightsey, entitled 
'Selected Perceptions of Beginning Teachers in Georgia as Related to Certi-
fication Status". 7 There is a noticeable lack of any study that attempts to 
analyze the problems of provisional certification from the point of view 
f those most directly involved, provisional teachers an:l their administra-
tors. It '\'tould seem that such a study should be the first step taken in any 
6Albert H. Shuster, "Professional Education and Teaching, "Journal of 
eacher F..ducaticn, Vol. 6:258 - 62, 1955, pp. 84-90. 
7 Joseph Bledsoe and Ralph Lightsey, "Selected Perceptions of Be-
ginning Teachers in Georgia, "Journal of Teacher F..ducation, Vol. XXVII, No. 4, 
66,. pp ,_, - ,q 
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.c gram aimed at solving provisional certification problems. It is dangerous 
. · -~age in p1~oblem solv.tng on the basis of supposition. Sttr"ely a n'lOl"~!r 
8 
tional method is to examine the evidence befox-e proposL11g possible solutions. 
8 menlioned earlier, various solutions to the problem have been advanced. 
rent events are compounding the problems. Action is needed, but action 
on knowledge. 
The Office of the Superintendent ·of Public Instruction of the state 
:r Illinois is ro gniza.nt of the fact that very little data are now available 
n provisional teachers in this state. It recognizes the importance of this 
udy for gathering base~ine data on provisional teachers and in analyzing 
The Office has given its full cooperation and wholehearted· 
of this study. 
The importance of this study is also reflected in the responses of 
ose who were asked to participate in it. The percentage of return to the. 
estionnaires, was surprisingly large (1,005 of 1,315 or 76 per cent of the 
tal nUJ11ber surveyed, responded to Survey A). This would seem to indicate a 
ecognition th:~t a problem truly exists, and an eagerness to assist in finding 
Comments written on the questionnaires 1·.rere often lengthy and emo-
They reflect the very real concerns of teachers and administra-
caught in the problems of provisional certification. 
This study provides essential data on provisionally certified teach• 
concerning their prepa.ration, their cu.rrent position and their needs rel~-
ed to certification requirements. The inforrrat.ion concerning the causes for 
. eceiving and retaining the provisional certificate, the status of the hold~r, 
d possible solutions to problems related to provisional certification was 
analyzed, and described. The perceptions and attitudes of admin-
issues were compared and contrasted with those hold by 
Data gathered from answers to the objective questions 
. ; on the surveys ·wcx-e computerized for statistical analysis. Chi-square was the 
. statistical treatment most frequently used. Answers to open ended question$ 
re analyzed, categorized and values compiled. Data from personal interviews 
re treated descriptively to add depth and clarification to the study. The 
organized, analyzed and interpreted in terms of the hypotheses as. 
stated. 
Scope and Limitations of This study 
9 
In this study ma~y possible variables were available for investigation. 
section specifies the validity, variables, data, sample, and the extent 
which the results can be generalized. 
1. The validity of the variables is directly related to the sttrvey 
irtstrtunents and the structure of the interviews which were used for two pur• 
poses; (a) to identify the status of provisionally certified teachers, and 
(b) to investigate selected aspects of problems of certifie,.1tion. The quality 
of the data derived from the survey instruments and interviews is directly 
elated to the following factors; (a) the clarity of the statemcnt.s (b) the 
ability of those included in the survey to interpret the statements as in-
tended and, (c) the skill, knowledge and technique of the investigators in 
phrasing the questions precisely. The pilot administrations of the survey 
!nstrtLinents a'ld interview schedule, along with constant revision of both, 
should hold response error to a minimun1. 
2. The assistance provided by the Illinois Office of the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction in collecting the data could affect the validity 
of tbe responses on both the survey instruments and the interviews. This 
~~· -----------------~ ~- ~ 
uld be p;.rticularly true if tre p:i.rticipants. should perceive this study as 
'' form of evaluation of leadership and/or teaching ability by the Office of the 
superintendent of Public Instruction. A letter of instruction accompanied 
a.ch survey instrument stating the purpose of the study and its importance. 
intended to overcome such possible misconceptions on the 
rt of respondents. Furthermore, superi~endents and provisional teachers 
rsonally interviewed were assured that--the:ir responses would be anonymous. 
3. The analysis of the data in this study is limited to testing the 
significance of different frequencies of responses to check list questions 
d open-ended questions. These questions were designed to test various dirnen-
sions of the stated hypotheses. The statistical analysis was performed on 
he total group of provisional teachers, the total group of district super-
ntendents and upon selected sub-groups of each. 
4. The two populations first selected for survey were (a) all district 
-~perintcndents in Illinois ·who employ provisional teachers and (b) all pro-
. sional teachers in Illinois. Ten per cent of the initial population was in-
survey. This group was selected by taking a random 
sampling of the retm"ns that were received. For example, every seventh return 
de up the subsample for the second provisional teacher survey. Representa.-
ive types of provisionally certified teachers and district superintendents, -
, wenty in all, were included in the perronal interviews. District superinten-
ents and provisional teachers were selected to represent varied types of dis-
Type (unit or dual), weaL;h (AV), a.rid pupile enrolled(ADA) 
. n the district were determining factors. Level of teaching position (high 
ool or· elementary) was considered in selecting the provisional teachers for 
, ______ T_he __ st_u_d_J_r_"'_ra._s_l_imi _ t_e_d_t_o_p_r_o_vi_·_si_·_o_na_i_t_e_a_c_h_e .. r_s_a._n_d_d_i_st_r_i_c_t_· _su_p_e_r_in_-__. 
tendents within the state of Illinois (excluding the city of Chicago) and no 
· ~ttempt will be mn.de to generalize the results of this investigation beyond 
the population of this study. 
5. It is recognized that the data gathered ate not exhaustive. other 
11 
variables may affect this problem. The study is limited to only those variables 
~ 
touched on in the questionnaires arrl interyiews. 
6. The results of this study shoUld be interpreted as an indication 
of how the attitudes and perceptions held toward the role and status of the 
provisional teacher are associated with the role itself but not as a direct 
· causal relationship between these variables. 
I)' 
Definition of Terms 
This section defines the terms used to form the operational hypotheses. 
"Provisionally certified teacher", "provisional certificate holdern, 
and 11provisional teacher" refer to Illinois teachers who do not meet all the 
~equirements for standard certification as stated in the Illinois School Code, 
but who have been issued a substandard certificate. 
"Regularly certified teacher" and "regular certificate" refer to the 
standard certificate issued by the Illinois state Certification Board to a 
person ,.mo meets certification requirements as stated in the Illinois School 
Code, The general term "regular" was used to avoid possible confusion with 
• 
the term standard as it appears in the title of several certificates now 
being issued in the state of Illinois. 
- . 
"District superintendent", ttadministrator", and "school admi.nistra-
tor" refer to administrator or school adr.i:i.nistrator who holds the position of 
superi_ntendent of a legally authorized school district in the state of Illinois. 
"Role exrectat5.ons" refers to such routine and/or measureable items as 
12 
service, lesson plarming, attendance, promptness, etc., as well as 
e less tangible aspects of teaching, classroom m;.nagement, meeting individual 
parent ,relations, development of curriculum materials, etc. 
nconditions of employment and service" refer to items that may be 
in educational administration textbooks under the topic of personnel, such 
6 salary, \~rkload, fringe benefits, prornbtion, in-service training, etc. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses presented in this section appear in general research 
form. In Chapter III, subhypotheses relating to the major hypotheses are 
esented. 
Hypothero.:s 1. lack of inforrration regarding teacher certification is 
cause in obtaining a provisional certificate. 
,Hypothesis 2. The following is a prime factor leading to provisional 
certification; the candidate makes a late c~rcer decision to enter the teach-
profession. 
Hypothesis 3. Attitudinal factors influence individuals to apply for 
nd/or retain the provisional certificate. 
Hypothes,2-_s I;. Administrators perceive provisionally certified teachers 
differently from regularly certified teachers in regard to the fulfillment 
of the role expectations of the teacher. 
R:vr2thesis .2. Provisionally certified teachers and their administra-
Ol's fail to perceive the holding of a provisional certificate as altering 
.conditions of employm:lnt and service. 
HYJ?2thes.i.s 6. Administrators and teachers differ in their perceptions 
rolutions to the problems of issu:.mc.:: and retention of provisional 
:f: 
13 
Overview 
Chapter I develops the frame of reference for the entire study. In-
uded are the introduction, problem statement, importance of the study, scope 
limitations of the study, definition of terms, and the general hypotheses 
examined. 
A review of the literature and a historical overview on certification 
, 
.8 presented in Chapter II. In Chapter-·III the research procedures and metho-
ology employed are presented. This chapter centers on the source of the data, 
velopment and implementation of the survey instruments, devclopmrnt of the 
tervlew schedule, selection of populations for investigation, the research 
arrl the statisttcal treatment of the data. 
Chapter IV presents and analyzes infornation from Survey A. Chap-
~r V mcludes the presentation and analysis of 5nformation from Survey B. 
· Chapter VI is the presentation arrl analysis of data from Survey C and 
apter VII encompasses material gathered from Survey D. The personal 
· terviews are discussed in Ch1.pter VIII (administrators) and Chapter IX 
Chapter X presents analysis of the data as it relates 
o the hypotheses and subhypotheses. A Slllln8.ry of the study, conclusions and 
ecomnandations for further research appear in Cha pt.er XI. 
L~. ---------------~ 
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~' CHAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND REIATED !IBSEA.RCH 
Introduction 
, 
The focus of research for this~-study was on certification in Illinois • 
. ·other literature reviewed included material of a general and national nature 
~.mich ,.;.a_s relevant to issues and problems that presently confront holders of 
)rovisional certificates, and materials relating to certification in the 
United States • 
.. t 
~ To adequately treat the position and status of provisional certificate 
bolders in Illinois today, this chapter includes a historical perspective on 
· the developm3nt of this type of certification, a discussion of several major 
issues in provisional certification, as well as a review of provisional certi-
fication in the state of Illinois. 
The DevelopID:!nt of Provisional Certification 
During the Colonial Period and up to 1B25, no teacher certification 
practices as such existed in America •. "The selection and licensing of teachers 
were le~ to local authorities which resu1ted in low standards for the schools 
and poorly pr~pared teachers."8 
However, during the Colonial Period, two practices emerged which affect· 
provisional certification even today. The first was differentiation of the 
l------~--~--------~ II H 
lifica.tions and treatment of teachers. Various kinds of teaching positions 
.·. quired p.~rticular kinds of qualifications. Schools in rural areas were in 
peration two to four months a year. They offered winter employment far lit-
ate farm hands and the like. Understandably those schools' requirelll3nts 
In the cities, ma.trons taught in the elementary schools and 
eceived comparatively higher pay. Gram:nar schools in the larger towns were 
·' 
college graduates-·whose salaries were comp.:i.rable to those 
other professional fialds. These teachers, unlike the others, were often 
ent on ma}dng teaching a career. "Thus the three populations that m:i.de up 
eaching staffs-the rural, the feim.le urban, and the male urban-were clearly 
fferentiated in character, purposes, and status. 119 Numerous kinds of teach-
certificates are offered to1ay indicating continuing differentiation in 
. '· .. alifications for teaching positions. 
The second practice, common today, that arose during the Colonial Per-
od was certification by examination. As early as 1686 the General Assem.':>ly of 
Virginia requested that every county appoint a person who would be duly fit to 
xamine candidates for teachL'1g, and give certificates of approval. In early 
ew England, public officials and later school comnittees gave oral and written 
examimi.tions for certification. Occasionally,· certification of teachers was 
based purely on the financial need of the candidate.10 Finally, according to -
nney, the high water-nark of decentralization and of democratic control and 
low water-mark of quality in public education were reached in the second 
9Ibid, p. 42 
1 ~villard Elsbree, The American "teac,li~, American Book Co., Chicago., 
19.39,, 566. 
~'.1 
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decade of the nineteenth century. 11 Dissatisfaction with local practices of 
. reertifying teachers grew steadily in those years. 
· County ce:L•tification first appeared in 1825, when Ohio appointed three 
'exa:miners of common schools in each county. Their major responsibility ·was to 
~.mina 8.Irl cer·tify teachers. This procedure spread throughout othel'J state.s... . 
Theoretically teacher examinations were administered to weed out the incompe-
tent from the profession. However, 
"there was no period during the nineteenth century when the number 
of well-prepared teachers was sufficient to staff both the metropoli-
tan areas where salaries were relatively attractive, and the rural areas 
where the salaries were low. To meet the demand in the rural areas, 
expeciaJJ.y, it became the common practice to accept candidates whose 
performD.nce on examinations was unsatisfactory and to certificate 
them w.lth credentials of a lower 6l'.'ade. Usually third grade certifi-
cates (these were the lowest grade) were valid for one year. The secon:l 
grade certificate was valid for two years, and the first grade certifi-
cate for three years.12 · 
It became the practice to issue both the graded certificates and statewide 
life certificates on the basis of examination. 
By 1 S50 the establishment of state systems had become a general prac-
tice. st~te certification of teachers became more prevalent. In many locales, 
both county and state authorities were empowered to issue teaching certificates. 
The standards for the county certificates usually were lower than for the state 
certificates. The system of examination of teachers by local authorities con.,. 
tinued to raise problems. Examples of some of the difficulties are cited in the 
Third Biennial Report of the Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction, in 
which Newton Ba.te:.ia.n implores the legislature 11to arrest the injustice which 
11' Kinney, .2.'E..• cit. pp. 51-52. 
12Albert Huggett and T. F. Stinnett, Professional Problems of T~acher~, · L .. 'P<acmilla.n, (New York, 1956), 456. 
s upon level of perfect legal equality, the man lvho owes his certificate to 
he leniency of the exarrd.ners, or his own importun8.te pleading, and the polished • 
experienced teacher, lvho sustains with unfaltering readiness .and pr 
severest scrutiny authorized by law, or practiced by the most acute · 
nd competent exa.miners. 1113 
I . 
He also criticized the practice of examining a 
teacher every two years for certification. 
•. 
Ur.rler the present system the most ·that any teacher in our common schools 
can hope for, is a license to teach in one county for two years. No natter 
what his age, talent, experience or skill, he can obtain nothing higher tha 
this. He may have, added to the finest natural abilities and teaching power 
a thorough course of generDl training in the best literary institutions in 
the country, and an equally complete professional training in the normal 
school; he may have ero~n gray in the service and been revered by thousands 
of grateful pupils whom he had clothed with power and guided to usefUlness 
and honor; all this might be true, and yet if such a man, with his well-
earned honors thick about him; with the living trophies of his genius and 
skill scattered everywhere, should come to Illinois, he could not teach in 
the obscurest district to be found in the darkest corner of the State, l<r.ith-
out submitting to an examin-'ltion, and obtaining a certificate of qualifica-
tions to teach a common school! And if, in two years, he, the light and 
strength of a hundred schools, should w.i.sh to teach in a.n adjoining county, 
he must again be examined and licensed, and so on for each of the one hun-
dred and two counties of the State. Each county line strips hi1!1. of .bis learr · 
ing, irrnnunities c?J1d honors, as the "lt.mrlwind strips the tree of its foliage, 
and he no sooner crosses it than he must stand, naked and trembling, before 
a new tribunal, to be graciously invested again with that of which he had 
so suddenly been dispossessed! Is it so with lawyers, doctors, ministers? 
Does a physician's diplom-1 lose its virtue at a county line, or will the 
law declare he shall have no fees if he visits a patient across the line? 
Does a clergyman lose his theology or require a fresh licensure ~hen he 
changes his parish?14 
In 1865 Illinois p:i.ssed a law authorizing the state &uperinterident to· 
issue sta.tewide life certificates on the basis of examination. 15 
In Illinois, it is not until the Ninth Biennial Report that the county 
13of fice of tm Superintendent of Public Instruction, Third Biennial 
e ort, (Springfield, Illinois, 1860) p. 30. 
14Ibid. ,. pp. 32-33 
~·--------1~5~Ht~1~e~tt~a.n~-~dr...:;;.:St~1~·n~n~e~tt~~:.:-~:.:..z....:;t;5~6~ • .._--------------------------~ 
ta on the number and types of certificates issued (up to October 1, 1872) 
sted provisional certificates. These certificates are listed under a separate 
section entitled ~mination in the Natural Sciences. n3,973 prospects were 
mined, of them 3, 114 ·were successful. 859 were unsuccessful, and 1 ,588 
ovitlonal certificates wore issued. 1116 
Nationally, the rise of Normal Sch9ols and the development of pro-
eesional organizations in education occured during the last half of the nine-
century. Both events affected certification standards and practices. 
In the report of 1883, the superintendent of the Illinois Office of 
Instruction, Hen17 Raab, emphasized the need for raising the qualifi-
He viewed examinations as an inadequate measure of 
· ccessful teaching and advocated professional education as a prerequisite for 
"If the corrrnon school system of the state is to be, as frequently 
ed by its friends, the palladium of our liberty, ·the day is not far 
stant when everyone who attempts to teach in the common schools of the 
ate, vdll have undergo:r:e a preparation of professional training in a state 
School before he begins the work. n17 
The National Teachers Association, now the National Educational 
ssociation, was founded in 1857. The NatioP.al Teachers' Organization failed 
o establish rigid and selective standards for membership, and assume pro-
estlonal leadership in licensure.18 
160ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, filnth Biennial: 
(Springfield, Illinois, 1872) p. 9. 
170ffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Fourteenth 
ennial Reuort, CXXV (Sprjngfield, Illinois, 1882). 
~·._ ____ _,.,1_aL_u_c_·i_e_n_K_inn_· __ e_y_,~9-y_, __ c_i_t_., __ p_p_. __ 51_-_5_2_. ______________________________ ~ 
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It had little effect on the setting of professional standards in 
pa:rison with orga.nizations developing in other professional fields at about 
Education came to depend instead on certification. 
rtification differs from licensure as found in other professions. ttPro-
iona1 licensure, is aimed at identifying qualified candidates and excluding 
qualified ones, while certification admits a sufficient number of teachers 
0 the profession with substandard preparation to staff the classes. Only 
rt of the members of the teaching profession are certificated. (Teachers in 
ivate schools in the United States are seldom even required to hold certi-
Professionals in education have no automatic authority in certifi-
their function is advisory o~ly. In education, there is no licensure 
In other professions such a board is composed of professionals appoint-
d by the state which screens graduates of accredited institutions for admission 
o. the profession.19 Had the N.T.A. taken firm control from the beginniP.g, 
rovisiona1 certification '\';ould probably have becorr.e history, and licensure 
in education would be firmly under the control of professional orgam.za.tions. 
stead, certification gradm.Dy became a function of the states. 
At the turn of the century, beginning atte~pts at reciprocity agree-
ents among counties as well as between states were instituted. Reciprocity 
. 
ntinucs to be a problem and inconsistencies often lead to provisional certi-
fication. During this period there were other developmants in the area of 
certification th:.tt were also to have an effect on provisional certification. 
gradual emergence of licensure based upon completion of a 
escribed course rather than upon examination; gradual emergence of the 
191ucien Kinney, '£rends in Certification Practice for the .§.££Qrldar~ 
m r7h Schwl J.o.Jwai::::n:Is.r. 12ill..t....x.o~6*- __ . 
· Statewide certificate; and issuance of specialized certificates (endorsed 
· r given positions or teaching fields).20 
As states took control of certification they began to issue more and 
of certificates each stipulating specific requirements. 
Teacher education institutions found they were compelled to adjust 
programs to meet these requirerrents and that state departments were 
ctually controlling the curriculum. 
In recognition of the rising problem of state control of the pro-
NBJI. organized the Nation:i.1 Commission on Teacher Education and 
Professional Standards. A study of adequate certification practices was one 
of its seven najor goals. 
New Horizons in Teacher Education and Professional Standards, a pro-
ject undertaken by NCTEPS in 1958, included certification as one of the fj_ve 
reas studied. "This task force was to project an im"l.ge of the teacher and 
teaching services a decade or two decades into the future to define goals to 
achieve this image and to suggest means by which the profession could imple-
- nt new goals. 1121 
The NCTEPS report called for unification of the teaching profession 
and tho assumption by the profession of its responsibilities. 
:follows: 
Proposed goals trat directly affect provisional certification are as 
1. That standards of selection be rigorously applied from early 
identification of able students throughout the professional 
' 
20Anthony C. la Bue, "Teacher Certification in the U.S.; A Brief 
History", J. of T. Ed., (June 1960), vol. 2, 1'53. 
2l Ha.rgaret Linsey (F.d), Ne~r Hor.i_z,ons for the Teaching Professiog, 
· CN.cms JTEA 1 §61 ) 21t-3,_ 
20 
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4. 
6. 
careers of all educators. 
That only those professional prepg.red programs (both graduate 
and undergraduate) accredited by the professional accrediting 
agency be recognized by licensing agencies. 
That there be one standard license to teach endorsed by are~ 
of specialization and obtained on the basis of graduation from an 
accredited program, satisfactory pg.ssing of a comprehensive exam-
ination of background information, institutional recomnendation 
21 
of fitness to begin to teach, ~nd satisfactory performance during 
one year of :fUll-ti~e respons~ble teaching. Fulfilling requirements 
for the licensure will requi~e six years generally. 
7. That only those teachers be employed who have been prepared 
in accredited programs requiring demonstrated co~petence to 
practice and beyond the first year of teaching only those who 
hold the standard license. 
9. That the pro'fession establish state professional stande,rds boards 
with affiliated comnissions on ••• (e) licensure of all pro-
fessional personnel ••• 1122 
Achievement of these goals would eliminate provisional certification, 
does not appear to be in the immediate future. ~or instance, issuance 
of a single certificate as advocated would necessitate some drastic changes 
current procedure of issuing many different ld.nds of teachine certificates. 
The present trend does seem to be away from proliferation. As stinnett 
reports, 11over the past fifty years the number of separately named certificates 
ad risen to a high of 1,000 in 1949. In 1957, 618 certificates were issued 
in the United State::i, and in 1967, 849 such certificates were reported. 1123 
single certificate would necessitate uniform r~quirements. The requirements 
for certification bear little rosemblanc.e according to Hodenfield and stinnett, 
"requirements for regular certif"lcatcs in some states actually have been lower 
~: No. T. M. Stinnett, 
11Teacher Certification", Rev. of F):l. Hes., vol. XXXVI1 
3, 257. 
I. 
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emergency certificates in others. 1124 
Variations in provisional certificates among the states is difficult 
assess because of lack of uniformity even in the definition of the term. 
some states provisional certification is defined as a certificate awarded 
0 beginning teachers lacking teaching e:xperience. In others it is inter-
eted as a stop-g~p measure. In certain .states the provisional certificate 
s issued if the applicant has a deficiency in a United states or state history 
In Illinois it indicates a deficiency in preparation for teach-
failure on the part of the applicant to rreet t.he requirements stated 
school code. 
A California bulletin characterizes provision.:1.l certification in a 
. emeaning '\·ray, stating that, 
The state Board of Education is empowered to issue provisional 
credentials to authorize service in those specific fields in which 
extreme shortages exist. In recent years the State Board of Educa-
tion has tried to avoid the use of provisional or e~£rgency creden-
tials. A person should not count on employment by this kind of 
document. V10st persons prepared as teachers will qualify for partial 
or conditional credentials. 
Provisional Credential applications are not accepted directly 
from the applicant unless the application is accompanied by a state-
irent of need, signed by an official of a school district and by the 
county superintendent of schools of the county in which the school 
district is loc::>.tcd. This statement of need is an affidavit stating 
tffi t the district has contacted several placement offices and caru1ot 
secure the service of a qualified teacher eligible for either a stand-
ard credential or a conditional credentiaJ..25 
In contrast an Illinois publication hails the provisional certificate, 
24G. K. Hodenfield and T. M. stinnett, The F.ducation of T~~2E.Sr:§.: 
onflict and Consensus, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 
19 1 ' 138. 
25carl A. Larson, California state Department of Education, Tea.chins 
in Californfa. Schools, (&i.cramento, 1966), p. 9. 
~·. 
2.3 
"Illinois' extensive use of the provisional certificate seems to 
eliminated in this state what educators usually call the emer-
ency certificate. states are attacking the problem by advancing the minimum 
·equironents in college years of preparatory requisite for the issuance of 
ergency certificates. Con.""lecticut, Indiana, and Minnesota, for example, 
that the holder of an emergency certificate have a college 
It will be recalled that the holder of an Illinois provisional 
.ertificate must also have a bachelors degree. 1126 
Views and Issues Regarding Provisiollil.l Certificates 
The number of teachers with substandard preparation, according to 
reached a peak for the United states in t946 at 127,016, which was 
bout fifteen percent of the teaching staff. It reached a post-·Nar low in 
952-53 at 69,626, or about seven percent of the staff. Since then the pro-
rtion has rem~ined practicalJy constant, with about seventy-five percent of 
emergency tee.chers in the elementary grades. 
The NEA Research Division (October 1'966) reported that 
Despite the greatest nttmber of graduating teachers in a single 
year in history-200, 91 9 during the 1965-66 schoo 1 year-the shortages 
greatly increased. On the basis of the highest criterion used, the 
demmd for teacrers exceeded the supply for the 1·966-67 school year by 
169, 300 ( 141 , 800 in elementary ar.d 27, 500 in high schools). 27 
Huggett and stinnett state that 
The reas:>n for the issuance of emereency certificates is pre-
dicated upon the inability to firrl enough qualified teachers to fill 
. all jobs • • • But it is a logic of expediency often grossly abused 
· 
26Ja.mes T. Mooney, The Certification of Teachers, Ill. Lcgis. Coup.cil, 
(Springfield, 1966), 14. 
. 2'l ~her Supplx_ and Demand in Public Schools, Res~arch Report, R. 1'.6, 
(Washin ton D. c. Oct. 19 The Assn. 8. 
and so long as the teaching profession condones the undercutting of 
standards, just so long will status as a true profession be denied 
•t 28 1 • 
Critics of the present certification system feel either that the 
esent requirements are designed by the establishment to preserve the status 
quo, are too inflexible, or completely miss the mark of identifying the 
qualified teacher. 
In Quackery in >-he Public Schoo+§.; Albert !wnd says of certification 
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· rrit 5 one of the neatest bureaucratic machines ever created by any professional 
group in any country anywhere s:incc the priesthood of ancient Egypt. n29 
11The question thd is asked is not whether a man or wom:i.n is a good 
teacher, but whether he or she has course credits in pedagogy. E.."".perience 
teaching ga:ined, let us say, ·in a private school, will not satisfy the 
equirc;:ients. Though practice teaching may be one among the accrediting 
ennnds, a certificate is never granted for briDiant performanc_e in teaching 
alone. The credits earned in someone's course in pedaeogy must be down on 
the record. A local board may know a candidate well and be certain of his 
cn.pabilitie s as a teacher, but its hands are tied. A bureaucrat in the state 
capital must shuffle the papers and certify tmt the prescribed education 
courses have been taken. No one is permitted to demonstrate a knack for 
teaching and thus slip through the ~dagogy dragnet. Pestalozzi himself, 
after a lifetime of teaching, could not be regularly and permanently employed 
by the school board in the smallest hamlet in the nation, because, forsooth, 
the official stDr.:ia.rds would prove him ignorant of and incompetent in 
28Huggett nr:rl Stinnett, op. cit., 462. 
29Albert Ly-n.d, Quackerv in the Public Schools, Little Brmm and Co. 
dagogy", says critic Arthur Bestor.30 
Raymond P. Harris de.fonds the certification system saying, 
"certification requirements are not the results of a cont.piracy 
among educators; they have been established openly and legitimately 
and they have been rfvised "Whenever necessary. They are the school's 
strongest bulwark. 113 . 
Perhaps the best knm·m critic of practices of cert,ification is James 
B. Conant. He refers to the number of various certificates issued as a 
•'bankrupt process", and the practice of issuing emergency certificates in 
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uge numbers as a "national scandal 11 .32 He calls for a halt to certification. 
In his book, The Educa.,tl9n of Arr~rican Teachers, he is very critical of state 
actices and standards. He believes that practice teaching, organized and 
nducted along specifically detailed lines, $1ould virtually supplant the 
,,, equire:nent s of professional education courses as standards in certification. 
While many advocate reduction of the nu.inber of types of certificates 
d endorsements by colleges, others advocate enlarging the number of special-
zed certificates. Crarles Reavis, arguing for a sep-:i.rate junior high school 
eaching certificate, states that 
the Junior High School concept is over fifty years old and yet it 
has not come of age in the field of teacher certification. It is the 
doli1inant form of school organization, yet it is not universally 
recognized by state certif'yine agencies.33 
William E. Stradley advocates 
30Arthur Bestor, Educational Wastelands, Urbana, (U. of Ill. 1953), 
131-132. 
31 Raymond P. Harris, American Education, Facts, Fancies a~.D!?.' 
New York; R.andora House, 196 f)' 248..:24~9. 
~- 32.r. M. stinnett, Teacher Certification, op. cit., 253. 
( 33charles Reavis, ,!l.unior Certification - Necessity or 
I.,..~~·~· .;:..vJ.?-\JH:l~.2"iJ.ih~S£ch~oo~luJi.\iio~u.;;;r£::na~l~..l1~~.a...w..;"8.. ___________ ,;.... _____ .J 
~ .. 
Evidence of adequate preparation and training, personal fitness, 
Sa,tisfactory service, and professional growth should be factors con-
tlde:red in certificate issuance. The use of tho bases not only would 
promote personal effort for growth but would also help to raise 
standards, put. nnre responsibility on the ~chool district to promote 
teacher growth, and reward individual effort for self-improvement)h 
n his article, "The Perennial student", he opposes credit hours as a sole 
ans of certifying teachers. 
Robert Du Fresne would place the r.'esponsibility for such rating with 
~:'" -- -~-
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state, according to his article enti tlcd, "A Case for Merit Certification". 
ne recommends that recognition of merit be the responsibility, not of the 
local system, but of the state. He believes that if the principle of merit 
is valid i.Yl one locale it must be valid in others as well. With this in mind, 
a means of esta.bliiohing a system of rrerit evaluation on a state-
A system of certificates would be offered by the state corres-
nding to the following patterns; 
I. The B9.sic Certificates: 
A. The Probationary Certificate 
B. The Regula.r Certificate 
II. The Advanced Certificates 
A. The Masters Certifica1e 
B. The state Certificate 5 
Conversely, James Le Sure, advocatine broad categories for certifi-
cation, says 
An administra.tive official in a sta.te office building cannot 
look at the record of a candidate for a teaching certificate and de-
termine whether or not the candidate loves children, gets along well 
34william Stradley, The Perennir:i.Lst'?-dent_: Must a Teacl!§r g__o to 
allege aD. his Li.f e? (Clearing House 36: April 1962), pp. 500-501 
.35Robert A. Du Fre sne, 11A Case for Heri t Certification n, Journal of 
Secondar Educatio11, Vol. 41, No. 8, (Dec. 1966), p. 348. 
with their parents, knows how to conmunicate knouledge to them .(or 
to their parents), understands their problems, or can instill in them 
a love of learning as an end in itself. Certainly he cannot tell whether 
the candidate can function as an effi~ent and effective individual 
on starvation wages, or little more.3 
One of the questions regarding standards for certification, pro-
oionaJ. or regular, is what is the effect when requirements are raised? 
The article "staff Supply and Demand", in the ~ncyclonedia of 
ucational Research, 1960, reported that high standards not only reduce 
eacher turnover but exerts a stabilizing effect on the educational system. 
1962, the NEA. report on "Teacher Supply and Demand 11 drew attention to the 
fact trat states which ~d a high percentage of college graduates among the 
ot;al elementary school corps of teachers were able to recruit other highly 
27 
alified teachers, who, in turn, muld tend to raise the total state average. 
the other hand, those states with total elementary staffs at the lower 
levels of preparation tended to be inducting new teachers with less than the 
national average amount of preparation.37 The study reported in the litera-
ure that seemed most closely related to one described in this dissertation 
:as conducted by Joe Bledsoe and Ralph Lightsey, entitled "Selected Per-
ceptions of Beginning Teachers in Georgia as Related to Certification status". 
Their problem was to determine whether professional and provisional certi-
ficated beginning teach3rs in Georgia differed ~nth respect to opinions 
concerning choice of vocation; the teacher preparation programs their 
teaching experiences and their views on teaching as a career.3 
36James Le Sure, "Teacher Certification: Is Overhaul Enough", 
Saturda,y: Rev~~' Vol. 46, (Jan. 19, 1963), 72. 
37NEA Research Division, Teacher Supply and Denand in the Public SchooL 
es. Rep_or.t, R ._j_Q (Ha shington D. C. , Oct • 1962), The Assn. 1 0. 
3SJoe Bledose and Ralph Ll.ghtsey, "Selected Perception of Beginning 
ea.chers in Georgia as Related to Certification status", Journal of Teacher 
F.duoa.tio . Vol XVII No !± 1 66 • 4.81 
.... _ .. 
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ht hundred and thirty three professional teachers and 204 provisional teach-
They found that first year provisional teachers differed 
trom first year professional teachers (those with standard certification) in 
The following indicate rome of the differences: 
a.. The provisional teachers ma.de a much later career choice than the 
professional teachers • 
, 
b. Professional teachers indica:ted teaching as a first career choice 
nnre often than provisional teachers. 
c. The professional teachers indicated increased skills, insights 
and understandings associated with professional education in 
comparison with provisional teachers. 
d. The professional teachers were more often disappointed with their 
teaching assignment than the provisionals. 
e. The professional teachers reported disagreement with the philoso-
phy of the principal more frequently than provisional teachers. 
f. More professional teachers reported lack of materials, discipline 
. and the number of non-teaching duties as their greatest source 
of dissatisfaction than professional teachers. 
g. ?'.ore provisional teachers reported indifference on the pa.rt of 
students, parents and supervisors as their greatest source of 
dissatisfaction than· professiona.l teachers. 
h. More professional teachers and fewer provisional teachers in-
dicated that their present attitude to~ard teaching was 
satisfactory or very satisfactory. 
29 
Reciprocity 
Reciprocity is one of the most frequently discussed issues in the 
terature an~ un:loubtedly one of the most comnvn situations th'tt force 
provisional certificates. 
While most state departments seem to believe there is for teachers a 
great degree of freedom of m::>vement across state lines, graduates in a 
degree program of teacher education in·an accredited college (not . 
necessarily in one holding NCATE a99_~editation) still face the irritating 
imposition of spocifics on migrating teachers. In view of the increasing 
mobility of the population in general~some estinntes irrlicate that as 
many as twenty-five per cont of all American fcmiilie s move to new addresses 
each year--more clearly defined and accepted reciprocal arrangements are 
needed • .39 
The ldnds of agreement which would be ·required in order to have the 
competency of a teacher certified in one state recognized and accepted by 
other state are: 
First, the different states would need to reach agreement on what 
· eonstitutes an adeqw.te teacher education curriculun1. Second, they ,.,'Ould 
have to agree on a set of minimum standards for teacher education institu-
ions; this would probably require recognition of some kind of Tu:'1tj_onal or 
egion~l accrediting body for teacher education. Third, they would have to 
on a formula for making teaching certificates comparable, that is, a 
which issues separate certific~tes for prim~ry-kindergarten, elementary, 
-
nd junior high school teachers would need some means for evaluating a teacher 
;·. o taught in a state 'tvhich issues only one kind of certificate for grades 
i.' 
'· ~ ~ 
K-a.40 
Dec. 
In an article Corrnnents on Teacher Certification, Constance :V&amo 
39T. M, Stinnett, Teacher Certification, .Qfu_£~t., 250 
40sidney Smi-ridlez. 11Certification Across Sta.te Lines", NE/t Journal, 
1965) Vol. 54 • ,6. 
• 
difficulties. The follmd.ng is just one incident described. 
Th:Lt summer I taught two French courses at Ar:terican University in 
Washington, D.C. Among the students in my advanced course was a woman 
who traveled ~hree to five hours daily (dep:mding on her mode of trans-
portation) to take this course. It was the only one available in the 
area, and she needed it for--you guessed it--Ma.ryland teacher certifi-
cation. Moreover, she requested that I write a letter to accompany her 
transcript describing my course in detail. In order to be eligible for 
~..aryland tcach3r certification, this woman had to enroll in a course 
taught by4fomeone who did not an:i could not qualify for that same certi-fication! , 
~·----
.30 
She is anst-mred by Don Davies, Executive Secretary, National Commission 
on Teacher Education and Professional Strurlards (an NEA Connnission), who 
enumerates future goals as follows: 
1. A legally recognized, broadly representative professional 
certification board 
2. The approved-proeram idea practiced in both letter arrl spirit 
3. Universal reciprocity in certification based on NCATE accreditation 
4. The elimim.tion of all discriminatory special course requirements 
for initial certification (e.g., state eovernment or history) 
5. strengthened state department of education staffs in teacher 
education and certification 
6. The application of romputor technology to assure that the 
certification process is operated as efficiently and economicaD.y 
as possible 
7. Provision for individuals to demonstrate teaching competence4~n a variety of ways (e.g., an examlnation in lieu of a course) 
1.zyron Lieberm::i.n suggests nA-tional certification of teachers as a 
remady for reciprocity problems. Initially he asserts 
At the present t:i.Jne each state f:ets its 6vm certification require-
~ 41 G. Melarno and D. Davies, ~' N"EA Journ~~, Vol. 55, (Sept. 1966), 42Ibid., 19. 
11Comrnents on Teacher Certification"~ 
18. 
ments. This situation impresses many people as conducive to experi-
mentation. Actually, however, it has an opposite effect. No state 
supports the kind of research an:i evaluation which should undergird 
certification. The ·wide variety of state certification requirements 
res little, if anything, to d<;l with experimentation. It is simply a 
consequence of the large number of groups inadequately staffed and 
financed to l'Il'lke recommendations concerning certification. No pa.rt:i:cu• 
Jar set of recomnend8:tions gains precedence becaus~ none has any solid 
foundation in research.43 
In the foD.owing statements, Ll.ebe~ian voices his disapproval of 
control by the establishrr.ent, and (2) 'the system of reciprocity as 
stablished by NCATE. If national certification were to become a reality, he 
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substantial munber of substandard certificates would not be necessary; 
}fy support for national certification.rests upon the conviction 
that institutions of higher education have too much autonomy in teacher 
education. Advancing under a barrage of unexrunined cliches, these 
i.nstituti.ons have created a situation in which they need ronform only 
to n series of loose regulations concerning . courses. They need neither 
conform to nor respect any requirements relating to the content of 
these courses, or how much prospective teachers get out of them.44 
Reciprocity is only common sense as used between states which follow 
the latter policy. Since the states have no qualitative standards for 
teaching certificates, reciprocity makes no sense, unless on the basis 
that you should not worry a.bout the ~ality of out-of-state applicnnts 
when you do not worry about the quality of applicants from within the 
state. One reason l-.hy I am not optimistic about the accreditat:L."'lg of 
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, or recipro-
city based on it, is that such accreditation is not geared to any basic 
academic program which accredited schools must accept. students studying 
for the same teaching certificate in NCATF..-approved schools have to 
meet very different standards for admission and take very different 
programs. 45 
Today in Illinois 
Illinois is one of the few states in which the requirements for certi!i-
431.zy-ron Ll.ebermm, "Considerations Favoring National Certification 
f Teachers", Jourm.J. of Teacher E~ation, Vol. XI, No. 2, (Juno 1960), 194. 
4411?.i.do' 194. 
45Ib'd 
_1-..,., 195. 
tion are to a considerable extent fixed by statute. The statut~s of all 
·he states prescribe such general classifications ~s age, citizenship, etc., 
ut the Illinois School Code also sets the degree and semester hour require-
nts for all the certificates issued here, except the General Certific~te. 
School Code also specifies for most of the certificates the amount of 
ime that must be devoted to professional ~ducation courses and practice 
each:i.ng. 46 ·" ----
Three agencies help to formulate certification requirements. The 
i.s the State Teacher Certification Board. ·This statutory agency has 
s its major function deten.'1.ining certification requirements. Its members 
include the State Superintendent (ex officio chairman). Members of the board 
appointed by the State Superintendent. 
T:te second agency, the Illinois Council on Teacher Education, is a 
on-governmental organization with twenty-eight members representing the 
state Teachers Association and various groups of teachers and institutions 
of higher learning. I.e. T .E. consults on the drafting of certification re-
quirernents. 
32 
The third group is al so a non-governmental advisory agency. Tho 
Illinois state Com.mission on Teacher F.ducation and Professional standards helps 
formul8,te certification requirements for classroom teachers. 
Today five types of provisional certificates are issued in Illinois; 
(1) the provisional elementary, (2) the provisional high school, (3) the 
provisional speci~l (4) the provisional foreign language ani (5) the pro-
visional vocational. 
46 James Mooney, !he Certificat,ion_of 'lleacher~2; op. cit., 3. 
.-·-
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All provisional certificates today with the exception of the pro-
language and provisional vocational requ~re a degree. They are, 
condition that the holder earn eight. semester hours of college 
·. credit each tl·Jo year period until the requirerrents for the standard certifi-
same type are met. A second provisional certificate may not be 
The provisional foreign language· certificate has no academic nor 
constitution test renewal requirements. If the holder does not attain 
United States citizenship within six years from the date of issuance 
of the original certificate, the county superintendent must suspend 
the certificate. When the holder becorrcs a. United states citizen, 
the suspended certificate may be reinstated. Citizenship is the 
only renewal requirement. When citizenship is attained, the certifi-
cate may be renewed indefinitely without additional credit require-
ments. 
The provisional vocational certificate has no rene1r.ial require-
m8nts, nor does it require an examination on the constitutions of 
the United States an::i the State of Illinois. It must be registered 
annually. 
The holder of a provisiom.l certificate is solely responsible 
fm" meeting the renewal rcquireHent s of his or her certificate. In 
case of a renewal rrade in error, the holder not having actually met 
the renewal requirements, the certificate has no force or effect and 
from a. legal standpoint is null and void. 
When the holder does not meet renewal requirements the county 
suparintendent 's endorsement on the back or the actual issua.nce by 
tho State Teacher Certification Board does not va:\.idate the certi-
ficate and the holder way not teach an::l. rray not receive conpensa.-
tion for teaching.h8 
The certificates described above are issued in Illinois today. How-
ever, a number of the total population of provisional teachers nou teaching 
in lliinois are tec>.ching on certificates that are renewa.bl~ but are no longer 
~\ 
. 47Gladys Walsh and A. w. Dickey, "Teacher Certifica~'o!).',. f'cl.rt *I, 
. ules and Regulations for the Registration an::i Renewal of Tea.Cbers Cer:ti-
·ncatesnl.a:::: Te:c~:r Certificate Board. (1967). p. ~~ ·---~~:'.:~~~,.......-/'/ 
They are as follows: 
Temporary Provisional - Certificates issued without a degree 
between July 10, 1'95.3, and June .30, 1'960, but with thirty semester 
hours, continue to be rene\'iable on five semester hours of college 
credit earned in a recognized college l'.ithin the year. The trans-
cript an:i request of the employing board and county superintendent's 
approval, together ''°-th the certificate, must be forwarded to the 
state Teacher Certification Board for renewal. 
All provisional certificates witho~tt degrees issued prior to June 30, 
have e:xpired as have the four year· Blue certificates issued between 
:·July 1, 1943 and June 30, 1951 on completion of sixty semester hours, in-
4 
Cl.uding ten hours in professional education. These certificates no longer have 
enewa.l or exchange value. The date of issue. of a certificate is an important 
factor in determining its validity and renewal requirements.49 
Patterns of Certification 
The following chart sunmiarizes some of the types of certificates 
iSsued between 1955-1966. Only the i·egular a.rrl provisional certificates used 
for teaching in the elementary schools and high schools are included here. 
Substitute certificates are also excluded because they have not been considered 
under provisiom.l certificates in the study nor do they fit under the regular 
ertificate category. 
The cha.rt indicates the rise in the proportion of provisional certi-
ficates granted, is particularly noticeable between the years 1956-1962. 
pproxirn"l.tely one out of three new certificates was provisional in 1961-62. 
It is to be noted tha.t in 1961...;62 more pro'\t:i..sional elementary certificates 
were issued than standard elementary certificates. In 1959-60 and 1960-61 
the standard elementary certificates only outnumbered the provisionals by a 
49rb:i.d., p. 3. 
NEW CERTIFICATES ISSUED BEI'WEEN JULY 1, 1955 - JU}..'fE 30, 1966 
Types 55-56 56-57 f 57-58 58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62 62-63 ;· 63-64 64-65 \ 65-66 
1. standard Elementary. 2388 20$7 2235 2454 2301 2532 3051 3505 4466 5133 5739 
2. Kindergartt:n-Prima.ry. 29 •••• •••• • • • • •••• •••• •••• • ••• •••• 
... · 1 •••• 
3. standard H.s •••••••• 2709 2752 3166 3300 3786 3671 4125 49or 5565 5966 5651 
4. standard Special •••• 714 673 727 7891 836 774 1131 ' 1470 1763 2182 3471 I 
5. Prov. Elementary •••• 1026 1922 1877 1954 2166 2404 3134 ! 1435 3105 1731 1827 
6. Prov. K - P ••••••••• 8 .... I •••• •••• • ••• •••• •••• •••• • ••• • • • v •••• 
7. Prov. H.s ••••••••••• 1126 663 730 894 913 1498 1763 1158 2135 1432 1624 
t. 8. Prov. Special ••••••• 39 152 194 175 162 263 373 262. 374 327 324 
9. Prov. For. Lang ••••• •••• •••• • ••• •••• • ••• •••• • ••• 0 4 14 35 
o. Prov. Vocational •••• 21 20 14 10 1 7 18 16 60 110 134 
·1 • Temp. Prov •••••••••• ? ? ? 219 153 •••• •••• •••• •••• • ••• •••• 
1 
I 
Total Standard •••••• 5840 ~ 5512 6128 6543 6923 6977 $307 9876 11694 14915 19143 l I 
Total Provisional. •• 1220 2757 2815 3033 3242 4172 5288 2871 5678 3616 3946 
Grand Total ••••••••• ·7060 8269 8943 9546 10165 11149 13595 12747 13595 18531 23089 
. Figures compiled by Gladys Walsh 
State Certification Board, Springfield, Illinois 
The growth of the issuance of the provisional high school certificates 
1955 compared to the growth of the standard high school certificates 
6 notei:·10rthy. The issuance of th:i standard certificate has increased in 
By 1966 the provisional certificate had in-
creased to more than ten times its number ;in 1955. 
In 1964-65 there was a noticeable ·decline in applicants for the pro-
sional elementary certificate and the provisional high school cert.ificate. 
legislature at its 1961 session raised the requirement for the provisional 
certificate to the bachelor's degree arrl abolished the provision far waiving 
student teaching, both effective in 1964. Since 1964 about one out of every 
f'ifteen ne·w certificates issued is provisional. 
Some Specific Problems Related to Illinois Certification Procedures 
In Illinois the predicament of reciprocity is not as urgent as in 
rome other states. Progress lns been made toward relieving this situation. 
A review of action since 1950 reveals this: 
The following explanations appeared in Illinois State Teacher Gerti-
fication Board bulletins in 1950, 1952 and 1956. 
(1950) RECIPRCX:::ITY 
Illinois has no certificating reciprocity with other states. For 
this rearon certificates secured in other states are not transferable to this 
state; neither do the laws of the state provide for the issuance of certifi-
cates by cndorsement.50 
I 50lllinois State Examining Board, Compiled by Luther Black (1950), ~ "Minimum Requirements for Limited state Certificates", p. 59. 
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(1952) RECIPROCITY 
Efforts have been made to work out a reciprocity program with other 
especially in the Central States Conference region. However, a full 
eciprocity program is very difficult because of statutory requirements in the 
ious states. Our Certification Board cannot exceed the statutory liwitations . 
such as requirements for c~tizenship and age limitation must be 
dhere.d to and many states do not requi-re ·citizenship for certification. There-
fore, any form of reciprocity to 'Which our C-ertification Board might agree 
subject to the limitations of the statutes of Illinois.51 
(1956) RECIPROCITY 
Illinois has a reciprocity agreement with four neighboring states as 
folloKs: Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska an:l Wisconsin. Ea.ch teacher receiving a certi-
'cate under the reciprocity agreerrent must meet the following requirements: 
a. Must have completed at least a four-year program of teacher 
education in a college or university recognized, approved, or 
a-ccredited by the State Department of Education in the state in 
which the institution is located and by NCATE, or a regional 
accrediting agency approved by the state which issued the 
certificate. 
b. Must have co.~pleted at least one year of successful teaching, or -
eight semester hours' credit du.ring the five-year period immediate-
ly preceding the date of application .. 
c. The rt:ciprocity certificate issued shall be valid only for the ar~a 
5111Minimum Requirements for Limited State Certificates", compiled by 
Luthe1 .. Bhck, Illinois State Teach:r Certification Board, (Springfield, IDJ.noi · 
1952), p. 17. 
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or areas of instruction and at the level or levels of instruction 
F 
r· 
~-· ~· 
i 
for which certification wa.s granted by the state from which 
transfer is made. 
d. F,ach ai:plicant must have the favorable recommendation of the 
certification officer of the state from which transfer is made to 
be eligible for a certificate ?Y reciprocity. 
e. Certificates suspended or revoked in one state shall stand 
suspended or revoked in aJ.l other states trat have signed the 
reciprocity agreement. 
r. Ea.ch applicant for a certificate by reciprocity shall comply 
with all requirements of the receiving state regarding filing of 
application, fees, age, citizenship, health examinations and 
other similar requirements. 52 
Presently the reciprocity provision is section 21-11. t of the School 
This provides that an applicant for Illinois certification who holds 
eligible to hold a certificate under the laws of another State or 
erritory of the United states may be granted a corresponding Illinois 
he meets the general requirements as to age, health, charac-
if the requirements of the State wherein he is certificated 
re substantially similar to the Illinois requirements. The determination 
f the equivaJ.ency of requirements is left to the Superintendent of Public 
instruction in consultation 'With the state Teacher Certification Board. A l 
'····. • 1965 amendment, H .B. 647, removed a requirement that the other state grant l ciprocity to Illinois certificate holders. If the incoming teachers are 
5211Minimum Requirements for Ll.mited State Certification 11 , Compiled by 
ther Black January 1 56 Sorin.field Illinois No. 100 • 160 
rely graduates of out-of-state institutions, Illinois recognizes their 
rse and degree credentials if tre institution in question has National 
uncil for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) approva1.53 
One of the most co:r.mon problems Illinois applicants face in regard 
reciprocity is in personally qualifying for a specific type of certifica-
Naturally, reciprocity is in effect, only when the type of certificate 
, 
or which a candidate qualified in thestate in which he was graduated is 
.39 
·· etua.lly a.vailable in IL1inois. Otherwise, there can be no reciprocity and no 
certificate granted. 
Even eol'!!e' indiv?-duals who gradu.-3.te from in-state institutions ask 
for certification different from that of the college program in which they 
Hence, they must receive provisional certification. It is believed 
me of these students sign contracts early in the spring, even though the 
stiperintendent for whom they were planning to teach knew they would not be 
igible for the type of certificate necessary in the job to which the con-
ra.ct ronmitted the teacher. One authority suggests that this situ.!:!.tion 
erein superj11ten.dents are willing to hire applicants with substandard certi-
fi.cntes could be remedied by providing schools with incentives for employing 
standard certificates and applying penalties for emplo;,ring 
substandard certificates. 54 
Another problem exists because the provisional certificate in Illinois 
requirement th':l.t a student has been in an approved program of teacher 
The effect of the present wide-open "back door" ·which permits 
53 Jama s Mooney,. The Certification of Teachers, op. cit., 7. 
54Ch3.rles AD.en, "Needed Improvements in Teacher Certification" 
inois Education Asc-0ciation Journal Vol. 25 No. 2 74 October -r2 ... l2.._ __ ... 
certification without a:>mpletion of an approved program causes those admini-
• : $f",ering teacher-education programs to ask, "Why should we improve our pro~ 
grams when an~~one can circumvent them so easily? Why should we refine the 
Process for judging student. s for their fitness for teaching vihen students 
iwe do not recommend get certificates so easily?" 
College and university programs for preparing teachers 'Will not be 
improved rraterially if the "back door 11 • continues to be open-if bypassing 
,, 
the requirements of approved programs without penalty continues to be a 
it 
,trl.mple process. Clo sing the "back door 11 appears impossible 'Without amending 
the ln:w to require program completion.55 
According to Charles Allen, some teachers are forced to obtain pro-
yisioncl. certificates because there is no definition of acceptable fields for 
high school teaching (i.e. a certificate could be granted to an applicant who 
has a major in philosophy and a rll.nor in psychology). Therefore, it is 
possible to hold a teacher's certificate but not be permitted to teach any-
thing in a recognized Illinois high school. Thus a teacher ffi3.Y be forced to 
accept a positio;1 teaching in a field in which his qualifications do not reet 
!those of the state and to receive provisional certification.56 
40 
Our present certification system must be misleading to many due to its 
variations in certificate types and requirements. Such confusion could cause -
provisional certification. For instance, overlappir.g of types of certificates 
{with corresponding variations in requirements) for some levels of teaching 
55Harold I.adnwehrm.ier, "Problems of Teacher Certification", fil. 
F<luc. Assn. Journal, Vol. 50 (Jan. 1962), 195. 
56 Clnrles Allen, rtNeeded Improvemerrl:.s in Teacher Certification",, 
~. cit., p. 74. 
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are confusing. The following certificates are all valid for teach-
in the ninth grade: high-school certificate, elementary school certifi-
· oate, junior coll'9ge certificate, provisional certificate, provisional voca-
ion.al certificate, all-grade supervisory certificate, elementary supervisory 
certificci.te, special certificate, and sub&titute certificate. Variation of 
requirements for the different kinds of prpvisional certificates is also a 
ssible source for confusion on the part ·of applicants. Sometimes the re-
quirements appear to favor one group over another. 
A ],aw passed by the 72nd General Assembly created a new provisional 
certificate for foreign-language teachers who are not cl tizens of this 
country. While the intention undoubtedly was only to escape the citizen-
ship requirement for' these people wh:i.le they were preparing to become 
citizens,· it appears that if the holder gains citizenship "11thin six 
years the certificate may be reneued indefinitely l-tl.thout earning any 
college credit, a provision the ordinary provisiom.l certificate does 
. not have.57 · 
Summary 
A review of the history and. literature related to provisional certi-
fication indicates that many factors have an influence on the various pro-
blems related to provisional certification arrl on provisional certificate 
holders. A difference of opinion exists as to the best course of action to 
be taken to·ward solving the problems. There is general a.greanent that im"':" 
provemcnt is needed in teacher certificatitm. 
57charles Allen, .~., p. 75. 
CHi\PI'ER III 
RESEARCH PROCEDUF.ES 
Introduction 
.• 
A great deal of preliminary l'DrF preceded the actual statistical 
· estir.g of the hypotheses. 
Instruni...~nte.tion was developed, field tested and restructured, the 
popul.-".l.tion sampling was identified, the survey and interviewing schedules 
formulated, field tested and refined and categories for analyzing the data 
re devolo~d. This chapter describes how the preceding steps v..-ere im-
plemented in this investigation. 
Identification of the S11!l.ple 
A total of six instrum~nts was used to elicit responses from the two 
popul-3.tions st.udied. Initially those populations included (a) all the pro-
isionally certificated teachers (excluding the city of Chicago) in the 
state of IJJ.inois and (b) all the district superintendents (excluding the 
city of Chicago) within the state of Illinois. 
In the second study the provisiontlly certificated teachers were 
repr-e sented by a random san1pling of approxinu tely 10 per cent of all the 
teach~rs who responded to the initial survey. It was estim?.ted thg,t approxi-
tely 5,000 of the 6,800 'provisional teacher fact sheets would be returned from 
he initial study. (Actually 4,500 were returned.) Ever:r seventh return '\'f<ls 
to be included in the second study. Numbers from 1-7 were pl.aced in a; hat. 
2 -------------------=-----.-.---------...tr.:~------------...... -------------------..._...,· 
number drawn was 3. The first return selected for the second survey was 
1rtumber 3, the next number 10, then number 17, etc. Therefore, only the pro• 
visionally certificated teachers 'mo were conce't·ned enough to complete arrl 
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~.eturn the first survey were included in the follow-up study. It was necessary 
for this study to have the information elicited by both surveys. It was also 
felt that an initial response would indicat.e interest that '\vuuld help to 
, insure an adequate response to the second ·mailing •. 
One hundred district superin.tendents having 10 or more provislonally 
certificated teachers in their districts were chosen for the second survey. 
It was assumed that superintendents that had at least 10 provisionally certi-
ficated teacl-ers in their districts "WOuld have a. sufficient number of oppor-
tunities to become acqU<.1.inted with their problems and the effects of pro-
visional certificRtion on such teachers. All superintendents having 20 or 
more provisionally certificated teachers were autcrratically included in the 
second study. The remaining district superintendents considered were those 
lihat had between 10-19 provisionally certificated teachers in their districts. 
The na'Ues of these superintendents were placed in a hat and the number necessary 
to make up foe remainder of the 1CO district superintendents was drawn on a 
~andom basis. 
It was decided that the sub-·sa.mple selected for interview purposes 
fahould be representa.tive of a cross section of the school districts within 
the state by wealth of district a.ml by size as well as by .the level (either 
elementary or high school) of the teaching posit.ion of the holder of the 
p:rov:tsional certificate. The sizf~ of the districts as indicated by pupil 
enrol1ment, ranged from 613 to 7,153. The wealth of the districts as in-I dicated by assessed valuation were oonsidered essen~ial factors in the 
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These districts ranged in per pupil assessed valuation from $7,598 
0 $39,108. Elementary districts of less than 1,000 ADA were divided into 
wo groups accor0ing to assessed valm tion as low income or high income 
The average per pupil assessed valuation of $24,584 was the 
·viding line between the two groups. One provisionally certified teacher, 
}lolding a position in the elementary school in a anall (less than 1,000 ADA), 
. ow income di strict was selected for int·erview. A seeond provisionally 
, certified elementary teacrer was· selected from a small, high incoim district. 
provi si.onaJ. teachers from large districts, (more than 1,000 ADA) one 
high income district, .and one from a low income district, were also selected. 
he average per pupil assessed valuation of $29,031 was the dividing line 
between the high income and low income groups. 
The unit districts w.i.th more than 1,000 ADA were also divided into 
high and low as to assessed valu:i.tion. The average per pupil assessed valua-
ion of $19,773 divided these high and low income groups. Unit districts 
under 1,000 ADA were divided into high and low income groups. The average 
per pupil assessed valuation of $Z4,713 separated these groups. Four pro-
visional high school teacrers were selected to represent the division as were 
four elementary teachers. 
High school districts were not included because they had an in-
sufficient number of provisional teachers to qualify. The district superin-
tendent of ea.ch selected teacher was also included for interview purposes. 
Infarrration concerning school districts AV were found in 1.2Ei 
Asscisseld Valuations and 1966 Tax Rates in Descending Order, Circular Series A, 
Number 198, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield, 
1967. The Dir~_g~~-§.ch_29)..~ 1261--:1.26~, Office of the Superintendent of 
Instruction, Springfield, supplied pupil enrollment facts. 
Development of the Survey Instruments 
Survey Instrument A entitled District Superintendent Questionnaire 
· see Appendix B) was sent to all district superintendents within the state 
f Illinois (excluding the city of Chicago). 
This instrument was developed (a) ·to involve the superintendents in 
, 
study and obtain their cooperation;--·(b) to collect baseline data fr'.om 
superintendents regarding provisionally certified teachers, (c) to gather 
heir opinions on questions pertaining to improved assistance to provisional 
eac~rs to attain regular certificates, and (d) to elicit suggestions from 
superintendents for solutions to problems of provisional certification. 
The survey instrmr~nt was formulated by first isolating the general 
areas needed to test the hypotheses. Next, the specific sub-items were de-
veloped under each area. The basic criterion relied upon when forming the 
sub-items was whether they cou.1d be answered concisely and whether they 
contributed valid data to the analysis. After a rough draft of the survey 
was developed, it was administered as a pilot study to several persons in 
he Office of Public Instruction ~no had previously been school adrninistra-
tors. This initial trial run resulted in some modifications of the sub-items 
am an adjustmant of terms used in the directions. Then the survey was ad-
mini stored to several staff members of the Evanston Public Schools, including 
the ruperintendent, the director of :personnel and the director of the Labora-
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tory School, A.nd school principals, to determine the clarity of directions and 
the conciseness of items. This field test verified the adequacy of directions, 
items and length of the instrument. 
The survey was field tested on a selected group of district superin-
·r 
After modifications, a larger group was polled. 
After the survey instrument rad been finalized, the superintendent 
of each district in the sample was notified by letter (see Appendix A) as 
the purpose of the study, arrl the procedures to be followed. 
Accompanying the district superintendent questionnaires were a 
sufficient number of Provisional Teacher Fact Sheets (Survey Instrument B) to 
every provisional teacher in-the district (number according to 
info:rrri~tion supplied by the Teacher Service Records of the Illinois Office 
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the school year 1966-1967). 
The purpose of the Provisional Teacher Fact Sheet (see Appendix D) 
s to gather further baseline data regarding the status and needs of pro-
. sioral certificate holders in the state of Illinois. This instrument 
s formulated in much the same manner as Survey A. 
The survey was field tested on several employees of the .Illinois 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, all former teachers as 
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ell as on a number of provisional teachers and several regularly certified 
eachers employed in School District #65, Evanston, Illinois. After suggested 
difications were made, the questionnaires ~~re mailed. 
The district superintendents 'Who cooperated in the superintendent's 
survey assisted in distributing the survey to their provisional teachers for 
field testiP.g and the form was finalized in t1'is light. 
Follow-Up Questionnaires 
Questionnaire C (see Appendix E) entitled Survey of Selected Super-
ntendents Regarding Provisionally Certified Personnel was designed to obtain 
inforrration from superintendents regarding some specific aspects of the on 
the j8_~status of J?!ovisional certificate holders ~~to obtain infor·-
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superintendents view the performance of provisionally 
· .Qertificated teachers. 
Four major questions requiring weighted answers were asked. Question A 
had eighteen individual items in it. Superintendents were asked to indicate 
whether provisional teachers were given preference, whether no preference 
" 
between regularly certified teachers and provisionalJ.y certified teachers l-m.s 
. shown or whether regularly certified teachers were given preference on each 
of the items. They '~-ere also asked to indicate whether or not the preference 
. ;was a di strict policy. 
Question B consisted of twenty items regarding specific aspects re-
lated to teaching performance. Respondents were asked to indi·cate whether they 
perceived the performance of provisional teachers as less satisfactory than 
regularly certified teachers, the same as regularly certified teachers or 
more satisfactory than regularly certified teachers. 
In Question D ranking was required as to the most important factor 
causing the teacher to receive the provisional certificate (1), the second 
most jJnportant ( 2), and (3) the third mo st important. The questionnaire was 
field tested in the same manner as Survey A. 
Survey of Selected Provisionally Certificated Teachers was the title 
rof Question.riaire D (see Appendix H). The purpose of this survey was {a) to -
~btain data on the status and position of provisional teachers within their 
local school districts, (b) to obtain informtion on sorr.e selected items on 
!the attitude of provisional teachers toward ce1·tification and (c) to elicit 
the opinions of provisional teachers on four questions pertaining to i.~proved 
assistance to provisional teachers to attain the regular certificate and 
solutions to the problem of provisional certification. The field testing 
i 
5 conducted in the same manner as described in Survey B. 
Personal Interviews 
The ~urpose of the superintendent inte1·views were (a) to check the 
eliability of the answers given on the questionnaires and (b) to provide 
opportunities for in-depth responses to some aspects concerning the sta.tus 
d problems of provisional teachers. The majority of questions included 
the perceptions and atti tudes_ .. of superintendents tow-a.rd provisional 
Major questions found on the v-II'itten questionnaires were included 
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Sub-questions to tap in-depth responses were developed 
questions. These sub-questions i,-:ere designed to elicit elaborative, 
clarifying, explanatory or interpretive responses. 
Interview procedures were developed and field tested on employees of 
he Illinois Office of the Sup~rintendent of Public L1struction, all former 
school adJn.inistrators, and on administrators in School District. /!65, Evanston,, 
Illinois. 
Modifications were made according to their responses and a training 
ogram for the interviewers was designed. The training consisted of one one 
hour session wherein the purpose of the study was explained, the questionnaires 
re examined, the procedures for the in~erview were outlined and demonstrated 
d opportunity for practice provided. 
Three field consultants employed by the Illinois Office of the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction were selected to do the interviewing 
ca.use of their knowledge of school officials and teachers, their personable-
ness, and their interest and willingness to participate in this project. 
The interviews were conducted over a three week period. 
The provisional teacher interviews were designed and conducted in 
essentially the same manner. 
~rational Hypotheses 
The hypot.heses stated in Chapter I are stated in broad terms. In 
r(,rder to be more definitive, they have been stated in operational terms as 
sub-hypotheses here. 
H 
1. lack of infornntion regarding.teacher certification is a major 
cause in obtaining a provisional certificate. 
Sub-hypotheses 
H 
H 
1A. A greater proportion of provisional teachers learned 
about <;:ertification requirements after college, than those 
who learned about requirements during or before college, as 
indicated by their responses. 
1B. As indicated by their responses, district sur:erintendents 
rank the following as a most important factor leading to 
provisional certification; lack of inform.~tion by the pros-
pective teacher of requirements for regular certificationo 
H 
2. The following is a prime factor leading to provisional certifi-
cation; the candidate ms.kes a late career decision to enter the 
teaching profession. 
Sub-hypotheses 
H 
2A. A substantial proportion, more than 25 pe:r cent and less than 
50 per cent, of the provisional teachers indicate that as 
undergraduates they had not decided on teaching as a career. 
H 
2B. As indicated by their responses, district su~rintend.ents 
rank the following as a most important factor leading to 
provisional certification; teaching was a late careor choice. 
H 
3. 
H 
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Attitudinal factors influence individu.~ls to apply for and/or 
retain tho provisional certificate. 
H 
3A. A greater proportion of provinional teachers have an un-
.favorable attitude tm'illrd teaching as a position than those 
w'no have a favorable attitude, as indicated by their responses. 
H 
3B. A greater proportion of provisional teachers have a.n un-
,• 
favorable attitude toward the need to obtain a regulaJ." 
certificate than those who have a favorable attitude, as 
indicated by their responses. 
H 
3a. A greater proportion of provisional teachers have an un-
favorable attitude toward certification requjrements th3.n 
those who have a favorable attitude toward them, as indicated 
by their responses. 
H 
3D. A greater proportion of provisional teachers have an un-
favorable attitude toward the status of provisional teachers 
than those who have a favorable attitude toward it, according 
to their responses. 
4. Administrators perceive provisionally certified teachers different-
H 
ly from regularly certified teachers in regards to the fulfill-
rnent of the role expectations of the teacher. 
Sub-hypotheses 
H 
4A. A greater proportion of district superintendents feel pro-
visional teachers differ from regularly certified teachers 
in the fulfillment of the teaching role than those who feel 
no difference exists, as indicated by their responses. 
~.· 
to perceive the holding of a provisional certificate as altering 
conditions of employment and service. H . 
5A. A greater proportion of distr:'.ct superintendents and pro-
"visional teachers indicate they feel that regular and pro-
visional teachers receive the same treatment in teaching 
than the proportion who feel th9.t differential treatment 
·' 
is given, as indicated~"by their responses. 
H 
6. Administrators and teachers differ in their perceptions regard-
ing rolutions to the problems of issuance and retention of 
provisional certificates. 
Sub-hypot he se s 
H 
6A. Suggestions for the Off.ice of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction regarding certification aid that are proposed 
most frequently by provisional teachers are not the same as 
suggestions proposed most frequen-tl3r by district superinten• 
dents, as indicated by their responses. 
H 
6B. Suggestions for teacher preparation institutions regarding 
certification aid that are proposed most frequently by 
provisional teachers are not the same as the suggestions 
proposed most frequently by district superintendents, as 
indicated by their responses. 
H 
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6C. Suggestions for sp::icific courses to aid on certification that 
are proposed most frequently by provisional teachers are not 
the same as suggestions proposed most frequently by district 
superintendents, as indicated by thoir responses. 
H 
. 6D. The solutions to the current certification system that 
l 
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are proposed most frequently by provisional teachers are not 
the same as the rolutions proposed most frequently by distric 
superintendents, as indicated by their responses. 
Procedures for Analysis of the Data 
The following techniques were considered appropriate to analyze the 
. 
each of the survey instruments .• 
,.jl"----
Survey A~District Superintendent Questionnaire 
The four open-ended questions were categorized in terms of type of 
answer, a frequency distribution was tabulated_. and a rank order of responses 
was determined. 
Frequently the response seemed to be a more appropriate reply for a 
· fferent question, however, no attempt at adjusting questions to answers 
was ma.de. Only the responses where a significant group of administrators 
selected the same category are presented on the tables in this study. Very 
o~en superintendents failed to respond to one or more of the questions. 
This explains the variation in totals for each question. 
Survey B~Provisiona.l Teacher Fact Sheet 
The baseline data gathered in t.his survey was presented as tabu-
lated frequency distributions, and then percentages were computed. On 
specific questions, a rank order of frequency was developed. Tables were 
devised to present comparisons of data compiled that were relevant to the 
· scussion of specific points. A mean58 was computed for each appropriate 
item. 
5~erle Tate, Statistics in Education and Psychology:, Ma.cmillan,. N.Y. 
195, p. 54. 
·. 
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Data were compiled on l:X>th a regional ba;sis and a statewide basis. An 
,au:U.nation of the regional data revealed there ~as very little variation on 
any of the items from one region to another. Therefore, it was decided that 
the interests of clarity arrl brevity, only the state totals would be 
included in t.hi s study. Statistics regarding regional responses are on file 
and are available at the research departme;nt of the Office of the Superintendent 
Public Instruction. 
Survey c;..-survey of Selected District Superintendents 
Regarding Provisionally Certified Personnel 
In Section A, superintendents were asked to indicate whether pro-
visional teachers received preferential treatment, no preferential treatment 
s given or whether regularly certified teachers were given. preference. 
f no response was given to a particular item, it was not included in the 
eterr:1ination of the total or mean value for that item. If a superintendent 
dicated that provision·').lly certificated teachers were given preference 
none of th~ eighteen areas noted, the response was given the value one (1). 
ere a superinte11dent indicated 0 no preference shown", the response was 
(2), and where regularly certificated personnel were 
preference, the response was awarded the value three (3). 
he values for all responses to a p:1.rticular item were then added together 
d the total divided by the nu.'!lber of persons who actually responded to a 
rticular item. In this way, a mean value was derived for all eighteen 
The items were then ranked in descending order on the basis of this 
By studying this ranking, it is possible to roughly detennine those 
in which regularly cert1ficated teachers were given preference (higher 
an values and lowe~:r ra.nkinrrs • 
,;., 
~· 
i\c. 
Ii 
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If 100 per cent of the respondents had indicated that provisionally 
ertificated personnel were given preference in a specific category, the 
theoretical valu~ of that category would be 1.00. Conversely, if 100 per cent 
t the respondents felt regularly certificated personnel were given p:ueference, 
the theoretical value of that same category would be 3.0o. 
The responses indicate that in th~ najority of cases no preference 
, shown was selected. However, in certain critical areas a high percentage 
of the resporrlents indicate variance from the general trend. Chi-square 
tests59 revealed a significant difference from cha.nee beyond the .01 level on 
each item. 
In Section B, the same statistical treatment was applfod as in Section 
• 
Chi-square tests indicated that a significant difference frori chance beyond 
he .01 level exists. 
In Section c, frequency for responses were tabulated. Section D called 
for weighting of responses, a one rating received three points, a two rating 
two points and a three rating received one point, and all remaining 
reasons were awarded no points. The total number of points awarded 
each response category for all respondents was then calculated. This total 
s then divided b:r the actual number of persons who responded to each item in 
rder to arrive at the average value accorded each rearon by the superintend~-
In this way, a hierarchy or ranking was established. 
Survey D~Survey of Selected Provisionally Certified Teachers 
On this survey several statistical :rrethods were used. Question A, 
equired a weighting as to degree of importance. It employed the same system 
59Ibid., p. 294. 
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a.s is described in Survey C:, Section D. Frequency, mean, percentage and rank 
. were determined for successive questions in this survey. 
On Question N, only those who had not pad student teaching were asked 
to respond. On Question o, only those with student teaching responded. The 
two sets of responses were compared to each other by the test of chi-square. 
F,ach item indicated a significant dif fere~ce existed beyond the .01 level. 
Question P was identical to that· found in Survey C, Section A, and 
.. 
was treated in the same statistical manner. Chi-square computations again 
revealed the data to be significant beyond the .01 level. 
Open-ended questions were categorized and analyzed by the same methods 
described in Survey A. The results of these analyses are presented in Chapters 
IV, V, VI, and VII. 
Personal Interviews 
Descriptive analysis procedut"es were used to present data on both 
~he district SUJ:erintendent and provisional teacher personal interviews. 
~estions were included to verify responses to written questionnaires, 
~:xplore areas regarding certification and gather in-depth responses to 
rcertification problems. These findings are presented in Chapters VIII and IX. 
In Chapter X, items from the various instrwnents were organized, pre-
sented and discussed as they related to each of the sub-hypotheses. On a 
' number of specific aspects, comparisons were Jrade of various relevant items 
as revealed by the datao 
A chi-square analysis60 was applied to the variables regarding the 
11reatment of teachers as presented on Survey C, Section A, Suxvey of 
6019..t~., p. 296. 
Selected District Superintendents Regarding Provisionally Certified Teachers 
and also on 5'urvey D, Question P, Survey of Selected Provisionally Gerti-
~ fied Teachers. 
Recomnendations arrl implications for further study based on these 
findings were included in Chapter XI. 
Summary 
· Thi. s chapter describes the design, methodology and those procedures 
used to develop this study from its inception through the data analysis 
. phase. The sample used in this study included both the total population 
• of provisional teachers. and district superintendents in the state and sub-
samples of each group. The data used· in the analysis ·were collected "With four 
S?'Cfally designed survey instrtuncnts and two structured interview schedules. 
The data were analyzed by the use of linear statistics and chi-square. 
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CRAFTER IV 
SURVEY A - DISTRICT SUPERINTENDb1'1I' QUESTIOl\i'NAillliS 
INTROID CTI ON 
This chapter presents and surrmarizes the data coD_ected by the sur-
vey instrument A tmt concerned the needs of provisional teachers and the 
attitudes and perceptions of administrators toward provisional certification. 
This chapter is divided into two p:i.rts. The first part presents 
the data as fotmd in response to each of tre four open-e:nded questions on 
lthe questionnaire. A summary of the survey findings concludes the chapter. 
[An analysis of tre data coD.ccted with a format p:i.ralleling the statements 
of the hypotheses and sub-hypotheses wlll be presented in Chapter X. 
Presentation of Data from Survey Instrument A 
Of the 1,315 superintendents to whom questionnaires were sent, 
1,005 responded. This represented 76 per cent of the total group polled. The 
size of the respondent group, as well as the geographical distribution and size 
~nee of the districts represented by this group w:>uld appear to minimize the 
possibility of an tU1duly biased sample. 
The superintendents were asked to respond to four open-ended questions. 
1. In your opinion, what could the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction do to assist provisional teachers in 
obtaining regular certificates? 
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2. In your opinion, what could the teacher preparation insti-
tutions do to assist provisional teachers in obtaining 
regula.r certificates? 
Wlnt specific courses would be most useful for provisional 
teachers? 
4. What alternatives to the currep.t certification system would you 
suggest? 
An initial inspection of the responses revealed that in many cases 
superintendents did not perceive the distinction betl~een actions engaged in 
5S 
by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and those of teacher 
training institutions in Illinois. As a result, there appears to be oonfusion 
in responses made to certain of the questions, especially questions one and 
two. These two questions tended to be answered in exactly the sa.me way by 
several superintendents. For this study the responses to a particular question 
~~re retained 'With that question even though the responses may have been more 
appropriate to another question. 
The following tables show the rank order (1-10) and frequency of 
!the responses made by the superintendents to each of the four questions. 
In Table 2, responses given by at least fifteen of the superintendents 
iare shown. The remaining com.'tllents were mentioned by the superintendents less 
ttha.n fifteen times. It is noteworthy that a number of the remaining comments 
lrecommend that the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction should 
~ake the lead ll1 encouraging the updating of education courses. It was felt 
it.hat many of the courses now required are outdated, and are of no benefit 
to the teacher in today's schools. 
:r. 
TABLE 2 
Ill YOUR OPINION, Wl-16. T OOULD THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC 
Il1STRUCTION DO TO ASSIST PROVISIONAL TEACHERS IN OBrAINING REGUIAR 
CERTIFICATES? 
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··----;:.:.::.::.;:=-··---""-,...--_-;_·.---~-------------_-_;-_-__________________ .:_-.:_:-.:_-_-_-..::.-.~-========:;;=~=========I 
,_. Raiik Response 1 Frequency 
L---~~~~·t-·~·~~~~--~~---~~~-·---~~~--~----~~-r~~~~~-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Elimin:i.te the student teaching requirement for 
experienced teachers or give college credit 
for student teaching on tpe basis of three to 
f'ive years satisfactory t,eaching experience 
Assist in pro,~ding student teaching oppor-
tunities during the sunmer 
Encourage colleges and universities to offer 
extension courses in more locations on year-roun:l 
basis 
Assist in providing on-the-job training to meet 
the student teaching requirement 
Have the Office of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction provide better comnunications, and 
provide information where required courses are 
offered, when, and cost 
Set up workshops an:l short courses for teachers 
needing one or two hours credit 
Provide reciprocity between states for teacher 
certification 
Revise and update certification laws; set a 
time by which all provisional teachers must 
have a degree; issue provisional certificates 
for substitute teachers 
Send each teacher a list of deficiencies and set 
a time limit in which he should remove them 
Have the Office of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction send letters to encourage and/or 
insist that provisional teachers complete the 
work required 
123 
96 
60 
39 
31 
29 
23 
21 
17 
15 
rr~----~bU 
~ In table 2, superintendents expressed most concern over student teach-
'· ing requirements. A total of 254 superintendents gave a response Wrl.ch re-
~errcd directly o~ indirectly to student teaching. The first, second, and 
fourth ranking responses each suggested methods for making it less difficult 
for teachers to complete the student teaching requirement. 
TABLE 3 
_,..,, ... --~-
U. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT COUID THE TEACHER PREPARATION INSTITUTIONS DO TO 
ASSIST PROVISIONAL TEACHERS IN OBTAINilJG REGULAR CERTIFICATES? 
---~~~~~~_,.....--~~~~~·~=-=-=-=-=-=-=-====·==:::::=====-=·=·=========-============I 
Rank ResP"onse --=·- J_Frequency 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Increase the number of extension courses offered, 208 
hold them in more convenient locations, and off er 
more undergraduate courses 
Provide more opportunities to complete the student 
teaching requirement during the sununer months 
Allow credit far student teaching while on the job 
under the supervision of qualified personnel 
Provide more guidance to make both the graduate 
and undergraduate student aware of the require-
ments for certification 
Offer more undergraduate general education courses 
during the summer session 
Allow J!X)re flexibility in the transferring of 
credits 
Provide short courses and workshops for credit 
l'laive the residence requirement for graduation 
Coordinate college and university requirements 
with the requirements of the state office 
Allow credit for student teaching to experienced 
teachers 
128 
79 
61 
27 
24 
22 
19 
15 
12 
t--------r-----------~,---------·-·-·.,,.,.----"'----t 
,,.. 
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In responding to the question "In your opinion, what could the teacher 
preparation institutions do to assist provisional teacmrs in obtaining regular 
certificates?" (T~;ble 3), superintendents reco:rmnended that colleges and uni-
versities carefully evaluate courses to determine if they are relevant to 
modern education. Superintendents were critical of college instructors who 
overemphasize theory to the neglect of actual classroom procedures and 
, 
recoJil!J1ended that colleges and universities institute new approaches to 
teaching 1:oothod s. courses. 
Recommendations regarding student teaching ranked in second, third, 
and tenth place. Many other suggestions for satisfying the student teaching 
requirement were subm:i.tted but were not mentioned with sufficient frequency 
Ito appear in Table 3. 
Along with specific course suggestions (Table 4), the superinten:lents 
often included additional general comments. Once again, the idea that <Durses 
should be more problem oriented ani deal less with theory than practice was 
frequently expressed. Also mentioned frequently was the opinion that the 
real problem was in persuading teachers to take advantage of the courses. 
In respect to Table 5, notice that the total number of responses 
reported are much smaller than the responses reported in the preceding tables. 
~ large number of superintendents failed to respond to this question at all. 
A few indicated satisfaction with present procedures. Therefore, only responses 
ranking in first through eighth place were included in Table 5. 
It was interesting to note that of the superintendents trat did 
respond to this question, only two of them mentioned Conant's solutions for 
certification problems, three of them mentioned N.C.A.T.E. and only one of 
, them suggested the use of innovative practices t~ solve certification I, 
t" 
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[ 
~ problems. A number of the responses seemed to indicate a lack of familiarity 
!with current certification practices on the part of superintendents, i.e • 
. . 5uggestions tm t a list of the provisional teachers deficiencies be sent 
· [t;o the employing school district, a procedure currently in practice. To a 
great degree also, the responses to this question suggested solutions to 
tre problems of individual teachers and sc:p.ool districts, rather than to 
the general upgrading of certification· procedures in Illinois. 
TABIE 4 
. III. WHAT SPECIFIC COURSES V.,DULD BE MOSI1 USEFUL FOR PROVISIONAL TEACHERS? 
Response Frequency 
1 student teaching 149 
2 Methods am techniques of teaching including: 121 
a. methods of teaching reading; 55 
b. methods of teaching mathematics; 46 
c. methods of teaching science; 18 
d. methods of teaching social studies; and 30 
e. methods of teaching language arts. 11 
3 Professional education courses 105 
4 American and Illinois history 18 
-
5 Art arrl music 17 
6 Classroom management 15 
7 Courses dealing with specialized subject areas 15 
8 Courses in individualized teaching 8 
9 Audio-visual naterial and equipment 7 
~ 
7 
,.___;., ( 
.. 
10 l Library science 
, . 
,,'S 
• # 
TABIE 5 
WHAT ALTERNATIVES TO THE CURRENT CERTIFICATION SYSTEM WOUID YOU SUGGEST? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
--------·-------~--·--------Response 
Waive the requirement or give credit for 
experience for student teaching 
Grant a regular certificate after a certain 
nun1ber of years experience (5-8), when local 
administration recommends the granting or 
have passed a board of review 
Provide more reciprocity among states in the 
area of certification 
Grant emergency certificates and require a 
certain number of hours toward a degree each 
year for renewal 
Develop an internship approach to teacher 
education; four years of college, one year 
internship with pay 
Abolish provisional certificates 
Extend the time limit for completing the 
requirements 
Allow less specific requirements to be accepted, 
e.g. a grouping of similar courses and more 
hours of general areas 
Revise and/or lower certification requirements 
Grant certification by examin:i.tion 
60 
40 
29 
15 
12 
11 
10 
7 
6 
3 
~· ··~ 
~. 
l 
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Summary 
Based on the tabulated responses, the following items appear to be 
strongly recommended by district superintendents in Illinois. 
(1) Consideration should be given to the development and employnent 
of new methods for meeting the student teaching requirements--such 
as allowing a teacher the requirement at his assigned school. 
(2) Colleges and universities~should endeavor to offer a wider 
range of courses at extension centers. 
(3) States should improve the reciprocity agreements and procedures. 
(4) More guidance and counseling in the area of certification 
requirements should be provided to undergraduates. 
(5) F.ducational courses should be made more practical. 
(6) Colleges and universities should adopt more flexible programs 
better suited to the needs of teachers. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SURVEY B - PROVISIONAL TEACHER FACT SHEET 
INTRODUCTION 
, 
:;·' The survey instrument used to gather baseline data on provisional 
' teachers was Survey B, the Provisional Teacher Fact Sheet. Data gathered in-
.;_~ 
;,· 
eluded infornntion about provisional teachers covering such categories as 
(a) age and educational packground, (b) employment history, and (c) courses 
needed for certification. Two questions tapped other areas. One of them 
gathered data on teacher awareness of certification requirements as an 
undergraduate, the other requested that the provisional teacher predict when 
certification requirements would be completed. 
The data gathered from this survey was compiled on both a regional 
and statewide basis. Inspection of the data disclosed no essential great 
variation in the regional statistics. Therefore, the presentation and summary 
in this chapter are limited to data gathered on a statewide basis. In 
Chapter X the results are analyzed as they relate to the hypotheses and 
sub-hypotheses. In Chapter XI they are presented as implications for solu-
tions to certain problems of provisional certification. 
Pres~ntation of the Data fron Survey Instrument B 
Of the total of 6,SOO provisional teachers polled, 4,500 responded to 
the questionnaire distributed. This represented 67.35 :p3r cent of the total. 
,,, 
Age and F.ducational Background 
Table 6 indicates by percentages the distribution of the ages of 
eachers holding prov:tsional certificates in Illinois. 
TABLE 6 
TEACHER YEAR OF f3IRTH 
'---···------------------------------1 -- -~~~~~~~~~ -~~_,..._.~~~~~~-- .,, 
Year 
1s90-1e94 
1895-1899 
1900-1904 
1905-1909 
1910-1914 
1915-1919 
1920-1924 
1925-1929 
1930-1934 
1935-1939 
1940-1944 
1945-1950 
TarALS 
----· 
Number· 
of 
Provisional 
Teachers 
2 
3 
60 
97 
-146 
213 
368 
500 
427 
582 
1,334 
354 
3,083 
Percent ~-----
of 
Provisional 
Teachers 
.06 
.10 
1.94 
3. 14 
4.73 
6.91 
f 1.94 
16.22 
13.85 
18.83 
10.81 
11.48 
100.00 
he table indicates that 29.69 per cent of the provisional teachers are between 
he ages of 24 and 33 years. Only 11 .48 per cent are in the age range when a 
rge number of college graduates ordinarily begin to teach. Provisional teach-
rs nearing or beyond retirement age account for 2.10 per cent of this popula-
~- Of the 4,028 respondees to item 6 requesting information concerning 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ecialist or advanced or the six year certificate; 3,251, a bachelor's degree; 
(6) a master's degree; and six (6) hold a doctor's degree. Of these 
per cent hold a bachelor's d~gree while 1B.91 per cent 
Table 7 reveals when those h'Jlding degrees indicated that they were 
TABLE 7 
YEARS IN WHICH DEGREES \r·iEHE. EARNED 
-·---·- - ---··-··-----..-~um--...b-e-r----~-~---~·----------1 
Year 
1965 to pre sent 
1960-1964 
1955-1959 
1950-1954 
-1949 
F.a.rned 
1,363 
714 
31'B 
314 
·----~ ... -...-·--- .. ··--------....__-~ 
Per cent 
41.32% 
21.64% 
9.64% 
9.5Z$ 
The majority of degrees were earned during the last ten years. 
17. SJ per cent earned them prior to 1950, and 4. 4 7 per cent before 1940. 
Undergraduate Institutions Attended 
Of the 3,975 provisional teachers reporting, 2,035 indicated they 
re undergraduates in eduec'1tional institutions within the state of Illinois 
nd 1, 91+0 were undergraduates in out-of-state institutions. In Table S, all 
. dergraduate institutions v.r.lthin Illinois that enrol.led over 1 per cent of 
he provisional teachers are reported. 
,... ________________________________________ .,.._.. 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10.5 
10.5 
TABIE 8 
IILINOIS UND~"RC11?.ADUATE INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED 
(as reported by 1% or more provisional teachers) 
-
-
---NU'iiiber ·c;:r~· 
Teachers 
Institution Attending 
- -· -
University of Illinois-Ch~paign 269 
Southern Illinoi s Uni ver sity-Ca.rbondale 261 
Illinois State Norma.l University 150 
Northern Illinois University 146 
Western Illinois University 112 
Eastern Illinois University 92 
Bradley College 90 
Northwestern University 61 
Wheaton College '. 45 
McKendree College 43 
Olivet Nazarene College 43 
. 
-·-
Percent of 
Teachers 
Attending 
6.76 
6.56 
3.77 
3.67 
2.$1 
2.311 
2.26 
1.53 
1.13 
1.os 
1.os 
-
Table 8 accounts for 32. 96 per cent of the total number reporting undergraduate 
institutions attended. In this list, 25.88 per cent of the provisional teachers 
report they were undergraduates in state universities. 7 .08 per cent were from 
private schools. The private schools listed include Bradley (which leads the 
list at 2.26 per cent), Northwestern, Wheaton, McKendree and Olivet Nazarene. 
Table 9 shows the states outside Illinols in which at least one par cent 
of the teachers report they took undergraduate work. 
r:---------------------------------------------------..-----6~9""""1 
i'; 
TABIE 9 
OUT-OF-SI'ATE UNDERGRADUATE INSI'ITUTIONS ATTENDED 
(as reported by 1% or more provisional teachers) 
~ 
~---- -
__ .,. ·-
-
- ---"· 
-number Per cent 
of of 
Teachers Teachers 
Rank State Attending Attending 
1 Indiana. 253 6.,36 
.. 
~-1"-·--
2 Wisconsin 224 5.63 
3 Iowa 210 5.28 
4 Missouri 155 3.89 
5 Michigan 106 2.66 
6 Ohio 94 2.36 
7 New York 68 1. 71 
8 Kentucky 65 1.63 
9 Tennessee 58 1.20 
10 Kansas 50 1.25 
11 California 49 1.23 
12 Pennsylvania 43 1.08 
------------~-·-----------------------------.... 
Of the provisional teachers responding, 48.80 per cent indicated they were 
undergraduates from out-of-state institutions. Inspection of the list indi-
cates that neighboring states educate the m:i.jority of these teachers. Indiana, 
~Jisoonsin and Iowa are in top rank on this list. Missouri and Michigan are 
~so heavy contributors. 
Graduate Institutions Attended 
Alr.:of':'t one-third of the provisional teachers responding indicated 
~JJ~a.d....at_t@M.d ro::a.9.J)ate scho,Q],. OLt1h~ 1.21)? who attended. '507 attended 
70 
ut-of-state schools while 750 attended Illinois institutions. 
Table 10 indicates those Illinois institutions attended by more 
ban one per cent of these provisional teachers. The institutions listed in 
53.47 per cent of the total. 
TABI.E 10 
IILINOIS GHADUATE SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY 1% OR MORE OF THE 
PROVISIONAL TEACHERS SURVEYED 
-- }lumber of_i..._Per~ent of 
Provisional Provisional 
Institution Teachers Teachers Rank 
-- ··---Northern Illinois University 169 13.44 1 
University of Illinoi a-Champaign 91 7.23 2 
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale 68 5.40 .'.3 
Northwestern Univer~ity 44 .'.3.50 4 
-Illinois State Normal University 35 2.78 5 
University of Chicago .'.32 2.54 6 
Loyola University 29 2 • .'.30 7 
Eastern IUinois University 27 2.14 8 
Roosevelt University 24 1.90 9 
Rockford College 22 1. 75 10 and 1 t 
Western Illinois University 22 1. 75 10 and 11 
DePaul University 20 1.59 12 and f.'.3 
Chicago State College 20 1.59 12 and 1.'.3 
National Colleg~ Of Education 19 1 .51 14 and 15 
Northeastern Illinois State College 19 1.51 14 and 15 
Bradley University 16 1.27 16 and 1 
Southern Illinoi:::; University .. E:lwardsville 16 1.27 16 and 1 
r-' __________ _.., ____________________________________________________ ....,.,_(lr.. 
Table 11 lists the out-of-state graduate schools attended by one per 
cent or more of the provisional teachers. Indiana, Wisconsin, Missouri and 
Michigan lead the list. 
TABLE 11 
STATES Drllli.R THAN IlLINOIS IN WHICH GRADUATE SCHOOLS ARE LOCATED WHICH 
WERE ATTENDED BY 1 % OH MQ-1E ffiOV,ISIONAL TEACHERS SURVEYED 
,;.,..·---~-
r----- - -
, -
-
--w-umoer 01'" I Per cem-of 
Provisional Provisional 
Rank State Teachers Teachers 
1 Indiana. 79 6.23 
2 Wisconsin 48 3.81 
3 Missouri 43 3.42 
4 Michigan 33 2.62 
5 New York 27 2.14 
6 Iowa 25 1.98 
7 and 8 California 23 1.82 
7 and s Ohio 23 1.82 
9 Colorado 22 1.75 
10 Kansas 15 1.19 
11 Pennsyl V2-nia t4 1 .11 
12 Kentucky 13 1.03 
J.I-3.jor Subjects 
The next two tables list the first ten ranking subjects that pro-
visional teachers report as their college major. Table 12 presents the 
undergraduate majors. Table 13 lists the graduate majors. 
,, 
-
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TABLE 12 
UNDERGRJ.DUA'I'E MAJORS AS REPORTED BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
{RANKING FROM Filts'I' - TENTH PLACE) 
--
-
.Nlllllt>er or .t'er cem1 oI. 
Provisional Provisional 
Rank Undergraduate Major ' Teachers Teachers 
,, 
.-- - --~ - -1 Education ,,.,.,,..-- 814 20.64 
2 English 382 9.68 
3 Social studies {other than History) 335 S.49 
4 History 240 6.os 
5 Home Economics 235 5.95 
6 Business Education (courses other 234 5.93 
than Business Education per se) 
7 Vocal Music 217 5.50 
' . 
8 Physical Education 161 4.08 
9.5 Art 124 3.14 
9.5 Biology 124 3.14 
--- - -· ·-
-
-
' 
., 
~. 
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TABLE 13 
GRADUATE J•lAJORS AS REPORTED BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
In tabulating the responses for the tables on course majors, 52 specific 
subject categories were listed as categories the surveyed teachers could 
select. Item 53 was a "take-up" section marked 11other 11 • It is interesting to 
note that item 53, 11other11 , ranks in second place among graduate majors. 
Inspection of the data did not reveal that any particular category of majors 
had been overlooked. The category trother 11 applied to special fields. Many 
provisional teachers go into highly specialized and/or divergent fields 
for their graducrl;e study. Another prominent category that appears on the 
graduate ma.jor table and not on the undergraduate table is special education • ..._ ______ ..,_.._.....,_.,.._ ________ _,, __________________ ....., ________ ....., ...... __________ ........ , 
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Ordinarily, this is a course offered exclusively by graduate schools. 
On Survey B, item 28, provisional teachers \<!ho hav-e not completed a 
deeree are reque st.ed to indicate the total number of credit hours that they 
ha.Ve earned. The average number of semester hours reported was 111 hours • 
. Employment History 
In Survey B, item 7, the respondents were asked to indicate what sub-
jects they teach. An inspection of Table 14 reveals that mathematics ranks 
first, with 8.34 per cent of the total. If English and reading totals were 
combined, they w::>uld rank first with 11.51 per cent of the total. General 
Science, a title applied' to many first year high school science courses, is a 
subject 5.39 per cent of the provisional teachers report they are teaching. 
It is well kno~m that it is more difficult to find qualified :mathematics and 
science teachers than it is to find other types of teachers. 
Although the requ:lrements for provisional certificates in vocational 
training are very lenient, only 1.98 per cent of the current provisionals 
are teaching subjects that seem to relate to this area. Only subjects 
taught that rank from first to tenth place are listed in Table 14. 
Do provisional teachers teach in the area of their major fields? 
Table 15 presents a comparison of subjects taught and mjors taken in both 
undergraduate school and graduate schools. 
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TABLE 14 
... 
SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
(FIRST RANKING TEN ARIE LISTED HERE) 
-
- Number or-TPer cent of 
Provisional Provisional 
Rank Subject . Teacmrs Teachers 
-
-------- ---- -
·' 
1 Mathematics ,,~---·· 405 8.34 
2 English 367 7.56 
3 General Science 262 5.39 
4 Social Studies (other than History) 195 4.01 
5 Reading 192 3.95 
6 Physical Education 170 3.50 
7 English (cour~es other than English 158 3.25 
per se) 
8 Special Education 131 2.69 
9 Vocal Music 129 2.65 
10 History 126 2.59 
-
-
i' 
,. ... 
TABLE 15 
.. , 
A COMPARISON OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS AND 1'.AJOR SUBJECTS srUDIED BY THEM 
-· 
No.·~of % of Under- No. of % of No. of % of 
Subject Prov. Prov. gra.d. Prov. Prov. Grad. Prov. Prov. 
Rank Taught Tea.ch. Teach. ?-fu.jor Teach. Teach. 119.jor Teach. Teach. 
1 Ml thematics 405 8.34 Education 814 20.64 F.cl.ucation 418 36.00 
2 English 367 7.56 English 380 9.68 other 83 7.14 
3 Gen. Science 262 5.39 Social 335 8.49 English 67 5.77 
studies 
4 Social 195 4.01 History 240 6.08 Spec. Ed. 63 5.42 
Science ) 
) I 5 Reading 192 3.95 Hone Econ. 235 5.95 Voe. Music \ . 55 4.73 .. 
I 
6 Physical 170 3.50 Business 234 5.93 Psych. 51 4.39 
Education Ed. 
7 Other 158 3.25 Voe. Music 217 5.50 History 47 4.04 
English 
8 Spec. Ed. 131 2.69 Physical 161 I 4.08 Soc. 41 3.18 Ed. Science 
9 Vocal Music I 129 2.65 Gen. Sci. Science 36 3.10 
and 124 3.14 10 History 126 2.59 Art Physical 34 2.92 
' Ed. I 
' (j 
-
~------------------------------------------------,--------.77 
It is interesting to note that al.though mathematics ranks first in subjects 
taught, it does·not appear at all among the first ten ranking subject majors 
in either the un:iergraduate or graduate levels. There seems to be an over 
supply of provisional teachers who are social studies majors. English appears 
somewhat balanced between supply and demand. General science is taught by 
twice as many people than the number who h?-ve rrajored in the subject. Art, 
usine.ss education and home economics majors do not appear at all in the first 
en ranked of subjects taught. Inspection of this table causes the observer 
o be romewhat skeptical of remarks that infer that the majority of provisional 
eachers have specialized in a content area and are teaching in that area. The 
implication is that the teacher lacking certification requirements is reaJ.ly 
ell qualified in content. The findings on this chart do not seem to support 
that theory. 
Other facts about employment history of the provisional teachers was 
gathered in the following items on the survey. The figures were totaled arrl 
he average or percentage for each was computed. 
Item 35: Were you employed on a full-time basis before entering 
teaching? 11Yes 11 answers totaled 33.96 per cent. ttNo" 
anm-.~rs came to 66.04 per cent of the total. 
Item 37: Do you hold a regular teaching certificate in a state 
other than Illinois? 11Ye s 11 answers totaled 16. 98 per cent, 
the remainder, 83.02 per cent, answered 11no". 
A break do1'.n of the top ten ranking states where the 16.98 per cent 
f the provisionals were certified appears in Table 16. 
7$ 
TABI.E 16 
STATES RANKED IN FIRST - TENTH PLACE IN 'It.HIGH 
IJ.LINOIS PROVISIONALLY CERTIFIED TEACHERS HOID REGULAR TEACHING CERTIFICATES 
--·--
Number of Per cent of 
Provisional Provisional 
Rank state Teachers Teachers 
1 Indiana :c~ -·-·· 65 9.28 
2 Iowa 62 S.85 
3 Wisconsin 58 s.2s 
4 Missouri 52 7Q42 
5 Michigan 47 6. 71 
6.5 New York 38 5.42 
6.5 Ohio 38 5.42 
8 Tennessee 29 4.14 
l 9.5 Kentucky 28 4.00 9.5 Minnesota 28 4.00 
~~I 
!' 
f 
}'.;_ 
Table 17 compares number of certificates held in the other states 
th the number of undergraduates educated in other states. If teachers 
re preparing to teach in the state in w'nich they are educated and then are 
forced to move to Illinois and becorre provisionally certified, there should 
be a reasonable similarity between the figures in colwnns four and seven on 
he Table. 
' 
TABIE 17 '-'.I' , 
A COMPARISON OF UNDERGRADUATE srUDY IN arHER STATES AND OUT-OF-STATE CERTIFICATION OF PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
(TABIE LIMITED TO· THE FIRST-TENTH RANKINGS) 
Undergraduate other States I Certificate Held in Other States. 
Number or Percent or Number or Percent or 
Provisional Provisional i Provisional Provisional 
Rank State Teachers Teachers State Teachers Teachers 
1 Indiana 
I 
253 6.36 
!1 
Indiana 65 9.28 
2 Wisconsin 224 5.63 I Iowa 62 8.85 
t 
3 Iowa 210 5.28 I Wisconsin 58 8.28 I 
4 Missouri 155 3.89 I Missouri 52 7.72 I 
5 Michigan 106 2.66 Michigan .47 I 6.41 I 6 Ohio 94 2.36 Ohio, N.Y. 38 5.42 I 
I' 11 
7 New York 68 1. 71 
' 
Ohio, N.Y. 38 5.42 
8 Kentucky I 65 1.63' Tennessee 29 4.14 
9 Tennessee 58 1:.45 Minn., Ky. 28 4.00 
10 Kansas 50 1.25 Minn., Ky. 28 4.00 
I 
' 
' 
-.l 
'° 
. 
' 
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, three and sometimes four times as many Illinois provisional teachers 
e educated as undergraduates in other states as are certified in those 
When the numerical difference is so great, one wonders if these 
Item 31: Number years teaching experience, all positions. The 
, 
average number of year·s experience reported was five years. 
Item 32: Total number years of experience prior to 1964. The average 
total number of years experience before 1964 reported was 
two years. 
Item 30: Number of years teaching experience in Illinois. The number. 
<'' 
of years of Illinois teaching experience was j:.hree yea£!i. 
Item 29: Total number of years teaching in present district. The 
average number of years reported in present districts was 
two years. 
Other Questions 
Two questions were asked of respondents, one concerning awareness 
of certification requirements before graduation arrl the second concerning 
he time schedule of the respondent regarding completion of certification 
·requirements. 
The results of item 33, "Were you aware of State Teacher Cer·t.ificc..tion 
equirements as an undergraduate?" were 57 .69 per cent of the responses 
answered "no", 42.31 per cent of the total gave a "yes" reply. It would 
appear that the m:i.jority of provisional teachers were not aware of certifica-
tion requirements as undergraduates. 
To item 34, "When will you complete requirements for a regular certi-
the following responses were given: 
1968-1970 92.68 per cent. 
1971-1973 6.90 per cent 
1974 or later 1.41 per cent 
The responses to item 34 would seem to indicate that these provision-
teachers have good intentions in regard. to obtaining their regular 
ertificates. It is a risk to put too··much store in these predictions when 
ne reiternbers that 2.10 per cent of the provisional teachers were 64 years 
f age and older. Would they really be inclined to pursue further study to 
ttain regular certification? 
Course Work Needs 
The following table indicates the general education courses needed 
~ provisional teachers. 
TABLE 18 
GENGRAL EDUCATION COURSES NEEDED BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
-- Number of Per cent of 
Provisional Provisional 
Rank Subject Teachers Teachers 
1 Ma.thematics or Science 1,122 51.44 
2 Social Science 848 38.88 
3 language Arts 466 21.46 
4 HuJr.ani ties 371 1'7 .01' 
5 Health and Physical Education 344 15.77 
6 Electives 317 14.53 
comparison of this list with subjects being taught reveals that the most 
eeded courses are the courses most often taught by provisional teachers. 
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Professional education requirements needed are indicated in Table 19. 
TABLE 19 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES NEEDED BY PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
Number of Per cent of 
Provisional Provisional 
Subject Teachers Teachers 
student Teaching 2,054 74.85 /,,,.. _____ 
Methods in Specialization 1,321' 48.14 
) History and Philosophy of Education 869 31.66 
4 Professional F.cfocation Electives 602 21.93 
5 Educ.:'\tional Psy'chology 599 21.82 
6 General Electives 408 14.86 
7 Special Electives 305 11.11 
student teaching and methods courses are greatly needed by many provisional 
teachers. 
Sumnary 
Based on the inforrr.ation supplied by the respondents, it would 
appear that the following statements can be rrade. 
A e and Educational Bae cround 
1. A great number of provisional teachers are between the ages of 
24-33 years. 
2. A JM.jority of provisional teachers hold a bachelors degree. 
3. The majority of degrees earned by provisional teachers were 
earned during the last ten years. 
4. Although tr.e majority of provisional teachers attended Illinois 
institutions, a substantially large minority attended out-of-state 
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institutions. 
5. Neighboring states contribute to a high degree to our provisional 
teacher population. 
6. As undergraduates, almost twice as many provisional teachers are 
educated in state institutions as are educated in private insti-
tutions. 
7. As undergraduates, most provisional teachers selected Educ~tion, 
English, and Social studies as their ffi3.jor studies. 
8. Graduate majors r.10st frequently selected by provisional teachers 
were in the areas of Education, English,, Special Education, arrl 
Vocal Music. 
lo;yment Histor..z. 
1 • A large number of provisionals teach }13.thematics,, English, 
General Science an:i Social studies. 
2. There is a disparity between the course majors taken by provisional 
teachers and the subjects they are teaching. 
3. About one-third of the provisional teachers' were employed on a 
full-time basis before enterir.g teaching. 
4. More than one-sixth of them hold regular certificates in other 
states. 
5. Many more provisional teachers take their undergradm.te work in 
other states than who receive regula,r certificates in those states. 
6. The average provisional teacher has five years teaching experience, 
three of which were in Illinois and two in the present position. 
her Questions 
1. 57.69 per cent of the respondents indicated that as undergraduates.:._j 
they were unaware of state teacher certification requirements. 
2. Most of the provisional teachers responding indicated they plan 
to complete their certificate requirements within the next two 
years. 
~!erk Needed 
1. Over one-half of the provision?-ls report they are in need of 
mathematics or science content courses. 
2. Over one-third of the provisional teachers are in need of social 
science. courses. 
3. Over one-fifth of them need language arts courses. 
4. Almost three-fourths of the provisional teachers need student 
te.;i.ching. 
5. Almost one-half of the provisionals need methods courses in their 
area of specialization. 
6. Almost one-third of them are in need of courses in History and 
Philosophy of Education. 
~----------------~ t . 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
SURVEY C - SURVEY" OF SEIECTED SUPEHI1'1"TENDENTS REGA.RDING PROVISIONALLY 
CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL 
INTRODUCTION 
The data collected by survey instru.iient C are sum.r:nrized and pre-
sented in this chapter. These data reveal inforrration about some specific 
. spects of the status of provisional teachers as well as the views and per-
ceptions of administrators tovra.rd holders of provisional certificates. A 
statistical analysis of the two major questions is presented. A summary con-
udes the chapter. An analysis of this data as it pertains to the hypotheses 
sub-hypotheses appears 1.n Chapter X. 
Presentation of Data from Stu·vey Instrument C 
One humred questionnaires were sent to the selected superin-
Of the 90 questionnaires returned, 83 were fully completed and in 
The remaining 7 questionnaires could not be used because the 
perintendents involved reported they were new to the position a.nd therefore 
ble to give fair judgments. 
The four questions to which superinterrlents were asked to respond 
as follows:-
A. In yot1.r opinion, how does the treatment of provisionally 
certificated personnel differ from the treatment of regularly 
certificated personnel in your di strict w:i th regard to each of 
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the following categories? (18 items regarding conditions of 
employment and service were listed) 
B. In your opinion, how do provisionally certificated personnel 
comp9.re to regularly certificated personnel in the follo'Wing 
categories? (20 categories regarding aspecl;s of the role of 
the teacher were listed) 
c. Would you provide less saiary and fringe benefits for pro-
visionally certificated personnel if the state aid formula 
were changed to provide less funds for students taught by 
provisionally certificated teachers? 
D. In your opinion, what are the three major factors preventing 
a prosp~ctive teacl'er from :f'ulfilliJ18 the requirements for a 
regular certificate? (13 choices were included) 
Question A 
In Question A, each superintendent i.-ias asked to indicate whether, 
in his opinion, provisional teachers were given preference, regularly certi-
. ficated personnel were given preference, or no preference was shown with 
regard to the f 8 categories listed. The number of responses in ea.ch category 
' .. is indicated in Table 20. 
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TABLE 20 
TREATMENT OF PROVISIONALLY CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL - DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS 
I Heg. Prov. cert. 1 teach. No teach. 
No l given pre.f. given 
l 
I 
i 
response I pref. shown pref. 
1-----------------+-% ____ .i-I %_Q_--r_% ___ 
1
_%, ___ i __ M_ea_n __ ~_Ra_nk _______ . 
, t r 
18. 
19. 
Opportunity to receive I . .. I j 
supervisory assistance.......... 1.00 1 s.07 I 78.31: 3.61 , 
Opportunity to pg.rticipate I 
in school .and district j l 
comnittees •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 1.CO .co 97 .59 2.40 
Opportunity to participate ; 
1.85 
2.02 
2.05 
20. 
21. 
22. 
in professional negotiations •••• l 1.20 
Initial employment.............. 1.20 
Assignment to school and 
grade••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
23 • Sa.lacy • ••••..••••••••••.•••••••• 
.oo 
.oo 
1.20 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
93.97 4.81 
7.63 I 87.95 
69.87 
80.72 
100.00 
100.00 
97.59 
30.12 
1'6.86 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
I " 2.80 i \ 
'2.30 
2.17 
24. Fringe benefits ••••••••••••••••• 
25. Retirement benefits ••••••••••••• 
26. Total w::>rkload •••••••••••••••••• 
27. Leaves of absence ••••••••••••••• 
28. Working conditions •••••• -•••••••• 
29. Opportunity to participate in I 
leadership activities~team l 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
leader, etc ••.•••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Opportunity to pg.rticipa.te in • 
development of policies ••••••••• 
Freedom in teaching ••••••••••••• 
Opportunities for promotion ••••• 
Amount of time and effort de-
voted to evaluating teachers' 
perforwAnce ••••••••••••••••••••• 
34. Transfer opportunities •••••••••• 
35. In-service training ••• ~ ••••••••• 
2.40 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
3.61 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
2.40 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo ·I 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo I 21.6e 
1.20 I 1.20 
.oo , 1 s.07 
! 
86.74 
98.79 
78.31 
92.77 
95.18 
33.73 
9.63 
.oo 
20.48 
6.02 
3.61 
j 65.06 
I 
18.31 I .oo 
77.10 l 20.48 
S1 .92 I .oo 
2.00 
2.00 
1.97 
2.11 
2.00 
2.21 
2.06 
2.04 
2.66 
1. 78 
2.20 
1.81 
16 
11 
9 
1 
3 
6 
13 
13 
15 
7 
13 
4 
8 
to 
2 
1'8 
5 
t7 
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From an inspection of the data, it can be seen that an appreciable number 
of responses indicated provisionally certificated teachers were given pre-
ference in only t.he following three areas: 
1. Amount of time and effort devoted to evaluating teachers' 
' performance 
2. In-service training 
3. Opportunity to receive supervisory assistance 
Even this number of responses is relatively sm3.ll. It does appear, 
though, that at least in some districts an attempt is rrade to give provisional 
teachers some special assistance. 
In contrast to this, there are 8 of the 18 areas in which 8 or 
more superinterrlents indicated that regularly certificated teachers were 
given preference in their particular school systems. Initial employment ani 
opportunities for promotion ·were the two areas wherein preference was most 
frequently indicated. Apparently if preference is shown, it is normally shown 
~o regularly certified te~chers. In the vast r:iajority of cases, it is the 
practice to treat regularly and provisionally certificated personnel on an 
equal basis. 
In order to detennine whether or not the response patterns noted 
nri.ght be due to chance, the data was analyzed by means of chi-square. The 
rvalues were well over the .01 level. 
Question B 
,, 
In Question B, district superintendents were asked to compal'e ·.• · 
.. ,,. 
provisional teachers to regularly certified teachers with regard to twenty 
aspects of job performa.nce. Table 21 indicates their responses in each 
category. 
;'/ 
" TABLE 21 , 
A COMPARISON OF PROVISIONALLY CERTIFICATED TEACHERS AND ~GUL\RLY CE.'tTIFICATED TEl\CHERS ON 
VARIOUS ITEMS RELATED TO JOB PERFORNANCE 
-
., ·-·~ i-~Ji:. ...... - .. ·-·· ....• ~ -· I More Same satis. as th:m 
reg. I reg. reg. I No cert. i cert. cert. 
Response parsonnel I personnel personnel ! 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Mean Ranking 
36. Length of service •••••••••••• 1.20 26.50 67.46 4.81 I 1. 78 10 
37. Sl:.ttbility •••••••••••••••••••• 1.20 19.27 77.10 2.40 1.83 7 
3S. Attendance ••••••••••••••••••• 1.20 1.20 96.38 1.20 2.00 . 1 
39. Promptness ••••• •••••••••••••• 2.40 2.40 93.97 1.20 1.99 2 
40. Regard for legal 
responsibilities ••••••••••••• I 1.20 9.63 87.95 \ 1.20 I 
1. 91 4 
41. Lesson planniq; •••••••••••••• I 1.20 15.66 I 81.92 1.1.20 1.85 6 42. Knowledge of content •••• , •••• 4.81' 39.75 54.21 1.20 1.59 16.5 
43. Up-to-dateness of I 
inforJration •••••••••••••••••• 2.40 40.96 55.42 1.20 1.59 i 16.5 44. Classroom management ••••••••• 1.20 33.73 63.85 1.20 .1.67 1 14 I 
45. Rapport with students •••••••• 1.20 18.07 80.72 .oo 1.82 i 8.5 l 46. Meeti.'l'lg individual needs ••••• 2.40 37.34 59.03 1.20 1.63 • 1 .5 
' 47. Identific~tion of problems 
of students •••••••••••••••••• 1.20 45.78 53.01 .oo 1.54 18.5 
48. Pupil achievement •••••••••••• 4.87 36.50 67.46 1.20 1.73 11 
49. Effectiveness in inter-
preting the school program ••• 1.20 30.12 67.46 1.20 t 1. 71 I 12.5 50. Parent relations ••••••••••••• 1.20 l 18.07 80.72 .oo 1 1.82 8.5 51. Staff relations •••••••••••••• 1.20 9.63 89.15 .oo ; 1.90 5 52. Development. of curriculum I 
nnterials ••• ••••••••••••••••• 1.20 46.98 51.88 .oo j 1.52 20 I 
53. Ability to appraise the 
effects of teaching •••••••••• 2.l:.0 44.57 53.01 .oo 1.54 1 S.5 
54. Enthusiasm far teaching •••••• 
1 
2.40 10.84 81.92 4.81 1.94 3 
55. Overall job performance •••••• 1.20 30.12 67.46 1.20 1. 71 I 12.5 \ (X). 
'° 
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It may be noted here that in the mjority of situations no differences 
betw~en the performances of provisionally and regularly certified 
However, provisional teachers are rated as less satisfactory than 
regularly certified teachers in soffi9 areas. The following are the seven areas 
.·most frequently indicated by superintendents as. less satisfactory than regular-
ly certified teachers. 
1. Development of curriculum.materials 
2. Identification of problems of students 
3. Ability to appraise the effects of teaching 
4. Up-to-dateness of inforna.tion 
5. Knowledge of oontent 
6. Meeting inii vidu~l needs 
7. Classroom rranagement 
To determine whether the response patterns differ sibrnificantly 
from chance, chi-sqU'3.re was applied to the responses to each item. The cbi-
squa.re values indicated th3.t the response was not due to chance on the .01 
level or better. 
Question C 
District superintendents were asked to indic~te whether or not they 
uld provide less salary and fringe benefits for provisional teachers if less 
aid were provided for students taught by provisional teachers in 
estion G. 
The responses were : 
36 - yes 
40 - no 
7 - no answer 
Due to the distribution of responses no trend was discernible. 
Question D 
In Question D, superintendents were asked to indicate the three 
major factors prevent·ing a prospective teacher from fulfilling the require-
ments for a regular certificate by ranking listed reasons in order of 
importance 1, 2, and 3. All responses marked 1 - most important were 
assigned 3 points, 2 - second of impo'rtance were 2 points, and 3 - third most 
important, one point. The following table indicates the point score of each 
item. 
An e:.ra.mirri.tion of the point scores indicates that district super-
intendents feel th3.t teaching is a secondary career choice and teaching is a 
late career decision rank in first am second place consecutively. J>~rriage 
is in third place ard lack of information ranks fourth. 
Chi-square was applied to determine whether or not the response~ 
~ght be due to clv:i.nce. The null hypotheses was rejected at the .01 per cent 
level of significance. 
Sumnary 
Based on the responses to the questionnaire, the follovd.ng appear 
~ · ~o indicate the views held by district suporintendents toward soma selected 
items concernjng provisional teachers in the state of Illinois. 
1. The riost important factor preventing a prospective· teacher 
from fulfilling the requirements for a regular certificate is 
that teaching ~~s a second career choice. 
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2. Another important factor is that teaching was a late career choice. 
3. A third important factor was marriage. 
r I~. In gGneral, provisionally and regularly certified teachers 
l----------:.:.-,_,.:..,.:.-~_,;_,-:---~.........:;.._......------------=---' 
TABLE 22 
MAJOR CAUSES OF PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATION 
---· ---- ····---------t -Lack of infornntion regarding requirements 
I;· 
[ Attended college in another state 
~,. 
lack of interest -while at college 
Teaching was a secondary career choice 
Ml.li ta.ry service 
J~rriage before completion of requirements 
Maternity or child-rearing 
late career choice 
Ill health 
, Moved to Illinois from another state where certi-
fied 
Forced to leave college before completing require-, 
rnento 
lack of access to teacher training institutions 
other (please specify) 
~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
.. 
ercenta.ge 
.53 
.46 
.51 
1.67 
.07 
.60 
.31 
1.28 
.07 
.50 
.49 
.33 
.31 
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4 
8 
5 
1 
1'J.5 
3 
10.5 
2 
1.3.5 
6 
7 
9 
10.5 
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CHAPI'ER VII 
SURVEY D - SJRVEY OF SELECTED PROVISIONAILY CERTIFICATED TEACHERS 
INTRODUCTION 
.• 
Survey D was a followup study'to Survey B. It was sent to a sub-sample 
of the provicional teachers who responded to the initial questionnaire. The 
data collected in Survey D concerned (a) information on the status and position 
~f the provisional teacJ:ier, (b) the views and attitudes of provisional teachers 
!toward various aspects of the teaching role and (c) their views toward problems 
related to teacher certification. These data are summarized and presented 
~ thi..s chapter. The findings as they relate to the hy""pothescs and sub-by-
potheses are presented in Chapter X. 
Presentation of Data from Survey Instrument D 
Of the 700 questionnaires mailed out, a total of 564 usable question-
mires were returned on time. Ten more were recei wd incomplete or arrived 
too late for processing. An additional seven were returned to us unanswered 
for miscellaneous rearons. The total return 1.,rns 83.00 per cent and the 
percentage of usable returns which arrived in time for processing came to 
80.57 per cent. 
Past Hi story 
The first group of questions (A-D) as well as Questions 2 and R, 
are concern~d with the matters relating to the introduction of provisional 
teachers to the teaching profession. 
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Table 23 presents the results of Question A, the reasons for provision-
~lly certificated teachers entering teaching. &.ch teacher polled was asked 
~o select and rank the three most important rees:>ns for his entering teaching. 
F,a.ch reason ranked as nuniber one by a teacher was then counted as three units; 
the second ranked choices were given two units; third ranked choices were 
awarded one unit, and all remaining unma.rl\ed reasons were awarded no units. 
['he total number of Utllits awarded each-response category for all 564 respondees 
:was then mdculated. This total was then divided by the actual number of 
per&>ns who responded to each item in order to arrive at the average value 
iiJ,ccorded each reason by the teachers polled. In this way, a hierarchy of 
:reasons for entering teaching was established. The data so obtained are 
contained in Table 23. 
The responses in Table 23 imicate tha.t the major reasons these 
teachers entered the profession were (a) a desire to l'.Urk with young people, 
(b) the opportunity for rendering important service, and (3) interest in 
subject natter. 
Table 24 presents the data on question B. 
Over 34 per cent of the teachers polled stated that they first discover-
ed state certification requirements from their county superintendents; 17.2 per 
cent said they learned of the requirements from their college, and 14. 5 per 
cent from the Teacher Certification Board. These three sources of informs.-
cion accounted for nearly 66 per cent of the total responses. It is interest-
ing to note that counselors and sta.te bulletins rank i.n ninth place; at the 
oottom of the list. 
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TABIE 23 
ri.. WHAT i 11ERE THE THruE (3) i'{)Sf IMPffiTANT CONSIDERATIONS IN YOUR CHOICE OF 
TEACHING AS A CAREER? 
- ·-·~ 
Total 
Response Mean Rank 
- - --.....--
.... -____ ..._ 
Opportunity for rendering .. 
important service .. _~.--- 632 1.12 2 
Financial relro.rds 107 .19 11 
... Job security 178 .32 7 
other factors (holidays, etc.) 254 .45 5 
Stop-gap until rrarriage ;.22 .04 13 
EY.ample--favorite teacher 154 .27 9 
Previous work unrewarding 176 .31 8 
Easy program r6 .03 114 
Tradition 83 .15 12 
long term ambition .'.312 .55 4 
Desire to \\cork with young people 841 1.49 1 
Availability of job 204 • .'.36 6 
Interest in subject m~tter 414 J .73 .'.3 
-
other reaoon 145 .26 10 
- ·- - -
~ 
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TABLE 24 
B. HOW DID YOU FIB.ST IEARN ABOUT IILINOIS CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENI' S? 
i.--__.-· .. -
---- -
~ 
Total 
Response Percentage Rank 
~- ·---No Reply 10 1.77 8 
> 
College .+--• , 97 17.20 2 
Counselor 5 .88 9 
County Superintendent. 1'93 34.39 1 
District Superintendent 71 12.59 4 
other 20 3.54 7 
state Bulletin 5 .ss 9 
Teacher Certification Board <82 14.53 3 
Friezrl 39 6.91! 6 
/ 
Teacher 41 7.26 5 
.. 
TOI1AL 564 100.00 
Mean= 4.18 
__ ..,_ 
- - -
-
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Table 25 indicates that in response to question C, over 64 per cent 
f the respondees indicated that they did not learn of state teacher certifica-
ion req).lirernents lll1til after graduation from college. Only 2.3 per cent of 
he total reported they learned of requirements during high scllool". 
Table 26 indicates that 27•66 per cent of the teachers polled report 
bey decided to enter teaching while in lrl:gh school or earlier. Another 
.5 per cent decided on teaching as a -career at some period between the time 
hey started high school and the time they embarked on a career subsequent 
o oollege graduation. If these statements have at least partial. validity, the 
ppear to indicate that the optimal time to impress teacher certification re-
on potential teachers rray be at the high school and/or college 
It is interesting to not.e that 75 per cent of the provisional teachers 
dicated appropriate courses to meet Illinois certification requirements 
rere offered by the institutions they attended. In Table 27, 73.05 per cent 
eported the courses were available to them. 
In pa.rt 2 of question R, those provisionally certificated teachers 
mo anmrered, "Yes" to part one of Section R were asked what causes prevented 
tern from completing those courses essential. A frequency count indicating 
he nurrber of tines each response was checked is found in Table 29. 
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TABLE 25 
;' C WHEN DID YOO FD1ST LEARN ABOUT IILINOIS Sl'ATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS? 
~; . .,._ _____ _ 
,_,_!L....--------~-­
'. _______ ~_JT:a1-Response 
,,L~----~--1~~--- ~ 
·!f. 
No Rep y o 
High School 
College 
After College, five years or less 
13 
177 
19/~ 
After College, six years or more 172 
TOfAL 
Mean = 2.90 
Percentage "Ra:nk ___ 
1.41 5 
2.30 4 
31.38 2 
34.39 1' 
30.49 3 
100.00 
1--------------·------'--------~-- --·--·----+-----
TABIE 26 
" ID. WHEN DID YOU FIBST DECIDE TO BECOJ.E A T:ft.:ACHER? 
! 
• 
:-. 
~ 
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TABLE 27 
Q. WERE APPROPRIATE OOURSES TO MF,ET REQUIRBHENTS FOR CERTIFICATION IN IILINOIS 
OFFERED BY THE UNDERGFJlDUATE INSTTIUTION YOU ATTENDED? 
-
--· --·--· ,.,_ ...... ~· 
Total Response Percentage Rank 
-
No Reply 17 3.01 4 
Yes 424 75.17 1: 
.• 
No 
,, --~~ 
69 12.23 2 
Don't Know 54 9.57 3 
Mean= 1.2s 
-
-
. 
TABIE 2$ 
n. WERE THESE COURSES AVAII.ABIE TO YOU? 
·----- -
-- Total Response .. Percentage Rank 
-'··---
No Reply 26 4.60 4 
Yes 412 73.04 1' 
No 74 13.12 2 
Don't Know 52 9.21 3 
Mean= 1.26 
-
~ 
, 
' 
L --
" ' 
, .... R. 
TABLE 29 
IF APPROPRIATE COURSES HERE AVAIIABLE TO YOU, WHICH OF THE FOIJ"OVJING 
CAUSES PREVENTED YOU FROM COMPlli"'TING THESE COURSES? 
66. Met certification require-
ments of home state 
67. Military service 
6S. Financial need 
69. Illness 
70. Enrolled in another major 
course 
71. other 
75 
5 
49 
ro 
222 
156 
.oo 
.os 
.01 
.39 
.• 27 
3 
6 
4 
5 
2 
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.1---------------·~·~ . __ .__ _________ .;..__ ___ _,__ ___ .... 
rhe four most frequent responses to item 71, "othern, were: 
1. Married and raised family before finishing (36 responses) 
2. Course conflict or no time available in college (20 responses) 
3. No interest in teaching until after degree was earned (8 responses) 
4. Needed more guidance in college (S responses) 
Certification and Status 
Questions E-I are designed to elicit responses concerning the pro-
visional teachers' perceptions toward certification a.nd status. 
Table 30 indicates over 95 per cent of the sample felt· at least fairly 
.vell prepared to teach, while less than 4 per cent indicated they felt not too 
~11 prep~red er poorly prepared. 
.,_ 
----------~------------,,,_ ______ ..... ________ ,_,, ________________________________ ~ 
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TABLE 30 
· E. IN YOUR OPINION, HOW ADEQUATELY ARE YOU PREPARED FOR 'l'HE POSITION YOU 
NOW HOLD? 
=-~S< .... ::: . .J ... _~#'":=====r===~ _.., __ ,..' __ ,,, 
No Reply 
Poorly prepared 
Not too well pre:p.~red 
Fairly well prepared 
Well prepared 
Extremely well prepared 
TOTAL 
Mean = 3.67 
Total Response 
5 
4 
15 
182 
298 
60 
564 
Percentage Rank 
.ss 
.70 
2.65 
32.26 
52.83 
10.63 
HX>.00. 
5 
6 
4 
2 
3 
The responses of provisional teacrers to question F indicates a 
~ trm.jority of them do feel an urgency to obtain a regular certificate; 23. 9 per 
r 
t 
cent irrlicated this was i.rnportant and 52.48 per cent indicated it was very 
~mportant to them--a. total of 76.38 per cent. 
,. 
t; 
; · Provisional teachers indicate that in general- they do have an oppor-
~ 
(: ltunity to use their noneducatio:nal oajors (Table 32 ) and do prefer teach-
·ting to working in the areB; of their noneducational major (Table 33). The 
combined impact of questions E through H ·would seem to indicate general 
satisfaction with teaching as a career on the pg.rt of the teachers polled. 
TABIE 31' 
F HOW IMPORTANT IS IT FDR YOU IN TERMS OF JOB SEGURI'fY, PERSONAL SATIS:.. • FACTION, ErC., TO OBTAIN A REGULAR CERTIFICATE AS OOON AS POSSIBIE? 
.···l:::::=================::===::;:::;;; ..,,.. ____ ...,.....,. ac·a.r~Rc spon se ercenfaige-. -·na:nic 
No Reply 12 2.12 6 
Very important . 296 52.48 1 
Important /:'-·-- 135 23.93 2 
Fairly important 69 12.23 3 
Not too important 30 5.31 4 
Not important at all 22 .3.90 5 
TOTAL 564 100;00 
Mean= 1.77 
TABIE 32 
HOW MUCH OPPORTUNITY DO YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR MAJOR FIELD IN YOUR PRESENI' 
POSITION? 
·---·-----
. 
.......... -----·-
·-~.--
Total Response Percentage Rank 
No Reply 8 1.41 6 
No 28 4.96 5 
Very little 68 12.05 4 
.. 
Some 106 18.79 3 
Frequent 112· 19.85 2 
Very frequent 242 42.90 1 
I1ean - 3. 79 
103 
104 
TABIE 33 
. H. DO YOU PREFER TE.itCHillG TO HORKING IN THE AREA OF YOUR NONEDUCATIONAL 
MAJOR? 
--
-
~-
--.-..-
No Reply 29 5.14 4 
Yes 392 69.50 1' 
' 
-~ 
No ·' 41 7.26 3 .·-"' --·~ 
Not Sure 102 18.08 2 
Mean = 1.38 
According to the results of question I, Table 34, over· 46 per cent of 
the teachers seem to be saying that they do not perceive themselves as being 
held back in their careers by lack of a regular certificate. At least they 
feel that a regular certificate would be of little or no help in gaining pro-
motion. Only 30.14 per cent indicate that the certificate would be moderately 
pr extrc".Tlely helpful. 
Questions L and H and P also pertain to perceptions of provisional 
veachers regarding their status and are reported here. 
Tables 35 and 36 disclose very simiL'3.r responses. They indicate that 
·well over 50 per cent of the provisional teachers felt they particip~ted in inrr> 
vative and/or new educational µrogrruns as often as regularly certified teachers. 
Ranking in second place in both tables is the indication that provisional 
teachers do not }JJ.rticipate at. all in them. Almost 20 per cent of each group 
felt they pe.rticipl:l.te in these programs more often than regularly certified 
!.eachers. 
TABIE 34 
HOW HUCH \IDUID HOIDnn A REGUIAR CERTIFICATE HELP YCU TO USE YOOR NON-
EDUCATIONAL MAJOR AS SUCH OPENINGS AND/OR OPPORTUNITIES ARISE IN YOUR 
SCHOOL SYSTEH? · 
'" _____ •• ,... .... L,..__., .. _ .----
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Total Response Percentage Rank 
No Reply 
Not at a.D. 
Very little 
So;i;;, help 
}bderately helpful 
Extremely helpful 
Mean= 2.h5 
/~-- -~ 
TABIE 35 
45 7.97 
1156 27.65 
104 1 S.4.3 
B9 1'5. 78 
96 17.02 
74 13.1'2 
• TO HHAT EXTENT DO YOO PARTICIPATE IN PROGllAMS INVOLVING EDUCATIONAL 
INNOVATIONS IN YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT? 
6 
11 
2 
4 
3 
5 
·---·-··--·--------------------t-----------
-----~---------·---
No Reply 
Mu.ch more than regularly certi-
fied teachers 
Somewhat more th'l.n reguhrly 
certificated teachers? 
&"U!le frequency as regularly 
certificated teachers 
less than regularly certifica-
ted tea.chars 
Not at all 
Hean= 2.95 
TAm.E 36 
M. HOd REGUIARLY ARE YOU INVOLVED IN THE INITIATION OF NEW EDUCATIONAL 
FROGRAHS AND PHOCEDURES IN YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT? 
No Reply 
Much more than regularly certi-
ficated teacrers 
So::newha t more than rcguJ11rly certi-
ficated teachers 
Sa.me frequency as regularly 
certificated teachers 
Ie ss than regularly· certificated 
teachers 
Not at all 
Mean= 2.92 
-·-
-
Total Response 
-
24 
40 
72 
327 
20 
81 
. ---
Percentage 
I"' 
4.25 
7.09 
12.76 
57.97 
3.54 
1'4 • .36 
1'06 
-
Rank 
5 
4 
3· 
11 
6 
2 
·---------~d-. ---------------------------~--·-·----"----. 
The perceptions of provisional teacrors regarding their treatment 
~s teachers were elicited through the series of '.items listed in question P. 
TABIE 37 
TREATMENT OF PROVISIONALLY CERTIFICATED TEACI£RS AND REGULARLY CERTIFICATED TEACHERS 
- -
Prov. neg. I cert. cert. I 
teachers No teachers 
No given preference given I 
responses preference shown preference 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage I Mean Rank 
i 
' 
46. 6. 91 ' 116 Opportunity to receive 3.90 5.14 B4.04 2.02 I 
supervisory assistance •••••••• 
47. Opportunity to participate 
in school and district . ! I cOllll'Pittees •••••••••••••••••••• 3.01 .as I BJ.68 12.41: 2.12 9 48. Opportunity to participate I in professional negotiations •• 3.90 .70 74.11 21.27 2.21 6 
49. Initial employment •••••••••••• 5.14 1.59 43.43 '; 49.S2 2.51 1 ) 
50. Assignment to school and " 
grade •••..••••••.••••••••••••• 4.78 .53 67.73 . 26.95 2.28 4 
51. &lary •••••••••••••••••••••••• l 3.36 1.06 64.36 31.20 2.31 3 52. Fringe be~fits ••••••••••••••• 4.25 I .53 86.87 8.33 2.08 11 
53. Retire...'"'1ent benefits ••••••••••• 4.78 .35 87.76 7.09 2.07 112 
54. Total workloa.d•••••••••••••••• 3.78 .35 91.66 4.25 2.04 115 
55. Leaves of absence ••••••••••••• 5.11.i. .70 93.68 10.46 2.10 I 10 
56. Working conditions •••••••••••• 4.07 .35 90.42 5.14 I 
2.05 13 
57. Opportunity to :rnrticipa.te 
in leadership activities- I tea.m leader, etc •••••••••••••• , 4.60 .88 I 76.06 1'8.43 2.18 8 58. Opportu.Tlity to participate ·l I in developm:3nt of policies •••• 4.25 .70 75.35 19.68 ! 2.20 7 
59. Freedom in teaching ••••••••••• 3.36 .70 89.18 6.73 • 2.06 14 
60. Opportunities for promotion ••• 6.38 I 1.40 52.30 39.89 l 2.41 2 61. Amount of time and effort devoted to evaluating I 
teachers: performance ••••••••• 5.67 i 6.38 84.39 3.54 1.96 1:s 
62. Transfer c;iportunities, •• , ••••• 5.85 1.24 65.78 27.12 2 .. 27 5 ..... 
63. In-service training ••••••••••• 4.90 4.96 $4.92 5.14 2.00 t7 0 \ 
-...:z 
' ,, 
' 
, 
. 
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In order to arrive at a ranldng of how provisionally certificated 
personnel were treated relative to regularly certificated personnel in the 
eighteen areas noted, each response was given cin arbitrarily determined value 
and the mean calculated. If no response was given to a. particular item, it ·was 
not included in the determination of the total or mean value for tmt item. 
If a teacher indicated that provisionally ,certificated teachers were given 
preference in one of tho eighteen area:s-··noted, the respons~~ was given the value 
one (1 ). Where a teacher indicated 11no preference shol-m11 , the response was 
given the value two (2); and wrere regule;rly certificated personnel were 
seen as being given preference, the response was av.1arded the value three (3). 
The values for all responses to a plrticular item were then added together 
and the total divided by the number of persons who actually responded to 
a particular item. In this way, a mean value was derived for all eighteen 
items. The items were then ranked in descending order on the basis of this 
value. 
By studying this ranking, it is possible to determine roughly those 
areas in which regularly certificated teachers were given preference (higher 
rrenn values and lower rarud.ngs) arrl those areas where provisionally certifi-
cated teacrers were given preference (lower mean values arrl higher rankings). 
Preference, of course, is based on the perceptions of the teachers who com-
pleted the questionnaire. 
If 100 per cent of the respondents had indicated that provisionally 
certificated personnel were given preference in a specific category, the 
theoretical value of toot category would be 1.00. Conversely, if 100 per cent 
of tre resporrlents felt regularly certificated personnel were given preference, 
rthe theoretical value of that same category would be 3.00. 
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An inspection of the percentage of responses to each item is interest-
'ng. The majority of respondents indicated th.:1.t no preference was shown, but in 
certain critical areas such as items 49 and 60, a high percentage of the 
espondees did indicate variance from the general trend. 
The response patterns nade by teachers on their questiom1aire on 
items 46 through 63 were compared with th~ response patterns nade by district 
superintendents for tre sarre items on·their questionnaire (Items 18-35, 
ppendix B). A chi-square analysis indicated the response patterns 
o these items differed significantly from the response patterns of superin-
endents at the .01 level or better for all items. 
Course Work 
The following questions related to the value of course work require-
nts for certification. 
The response pattern to Section J, which asked to what e::x.tent 
course work in educational methods would assist provisional teach-
perforrrance of their duties, formed a typical norrral distribution 
ttern. The mean, median, and mode fell at value three ("Some Help"), e.rrl 
he remaining responses fe-:11 into a normal pattern as noted in Table 38, with 
as many respondees opposed to additional course t-.ork as were in favor 
f it. 
Provisional teachers appear to feel that course work in content areas 
NOuld assist them in improving their teaching. Over B4 per cent indicated that 
re se courses would be of at least smm help. The prevailirlg opinion seer.:ed to 
e tmt content courses were much more ,,~rthwhile than educational methods cour-
ses. 
The distribution of responses in Tables 40 and 41 are interesting 
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to cmo.pire. In Question N the curve is noticeably skewed to the left. In 
Question 0 the curve is skew~d to the right. 
TABIE 38 
J. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU FEEL ADDITIONAL COURSE WORK IN EDUCATIONAL METHODS 
WOUID ASSIST YOU IN THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR DUTIES? 
l=:=-:,·:-=========·'.·==-::::. ==-=~-;,==--· '""."'."""'.-=~---~~ 
Tot~ Response 
~ -~-
Percentage Rank 
'1. ______ .__ _,,,,.........,._,_ __ .. ~- -· -----·----·------------~·-
---·--------
No Reply 
Not at all 
Very little 
Some help 
l'1oderately helpful 
Extremely helpful 
Mean = 3.07 
.. 
,,,..·--·· 8 
57 
117 
160 
148 
74 
1.411 6 
I 
10.10 5 
20.74 3 
28.36 1 
26.Z4 2 
113.1'2 4 
-------·----··-··-----+------------------------1 
TABLE 39 
~. IN YOUR OPINION, HOW NUCH WOULD ADDITIONAL COURSE WORK IN CONTENT AREAS 
arHER THAN EDUCATION ASSIST YOU TO IHPROV'Ji: YOUR TEACHING? 
-----· 
. : 
-·---
Total Responi:e ·-Pcrcenfage-- Rank 
----- -
No Reply ro r.77 6 
Not at all 27 4.79 5 
Very little 49 8.68 4 
&>me help 168 29.78 2 
Moderately helpful 183 32.44 11 
Extremely helpful 127 2Z.5t 3 
Mean = 3.53 
-
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TABLE 40 
-· 
··--·-
___ .__..,,~ 
N. IN YOUR OPINION, HOW MUCH vIOULD A COURSE IN Sl'UDENT TEACHING ASSIST YOU 
TO IMPROVE YOUR TEACHING PERFORMANCE? .,~.. =======-==~::::..::..====~==== r l:;:.:""~--;;::....:.=::==~~-=-=="=====;j;=~· ·=-=-=·· =· · -- ~-
Total Response Percentage Rank 
Not at all 
Very little 
Some help 
Moderately helpful 
Extre~ely helpful 
Mean = 1.43 
TABIE 41 
76 
111 
87 
32 
24 
. 
13.47 
19.68 
1:5.42 
5.67 
4.25 
O• IN YOUR OPINION, HG·! MUCH DID YOUR OOURSE IN STUDENT TEACHING ASSIST 
YOU TO IMPROVE YOUR TEACHING PER.FORlrA~E? 
--·-------
·~· - . --------··--· ... -.. 
2 
11 
3 
4 
5 
-----
,_, _ 
---
Not at all 
Very little 
Some help 
VJOdera.tely helpful 
Extremely helpful 
Mean = 1.58 
Tbtal Response 
-
20 
28 
32 
62 
92 
Percentage Rank 
·----
3.92 5 
5.1J 4 
5.68 3 
1'1.34 2 
-
t6.h8 1 
11---"----------------·---------~-- •4·•··------------
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In Table 42, the values assigned to indicate the relative value of 
. student teaching are compared on the basis of whether or not the respondent 
had taken student teaching yet. Those values 2,ssigned to indicate the relat:tve 
~iorth of student teaching as perceived by those who have not completed student 
!teaching are ranged across the upper half of the figure. The values attached 
lby those who have completed student teaching are ranged across the bottom 
~lf of the figure. The scale of relative value ranges from the extreme 
! inegative value expressed (not at all) to the extreme positive value expressed 
(extremely helpful). 
The chi-squared,technique ~ras used to analyze the data. The final 
value of chi-square was 11~5. 27, significant at better than the .• 001 level. 
rhi.s appears to indicate that there is indeed a significant difference in 
now provisional teachers view the value of student teaching, depending on 
filether or not they have completed the student teaching requirement. 
Table 42 compares the responses of the two groups. The responses 
ranging from extrerrely negn.tive to extremely positive of provisionals lacking 
student teaching are presented in line A. Line B represents those who have 
had student teaching. 
Future Plans 
In Question s, provisional teachers are asked to indicate their in-
tJentions to roPJ.ain in teaching in terms of time spa.n. Table 43 reports their 
Ire spons es. 
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TABLE 42 
COMPARISON OF RESPONSE PATTERNS TO ITEMS 44 AND 45-~ 
---
-
--
-- - - Row 
Not at all Very little subtotal 
(56. 2) (81.3) (69.6) (55.0) (67.9) 
2 
K =145.07 76 111 .87 32 24 330 
, 
significant ,; .... --.~~ 
at • 001 level 
. ·-
(39.8) (57. 7) (49.4) (39.0) (48.1) 
lif. == 4 20 2B 32 62 92 234 
Column 
·subtotal 96 139 119 94 -116 564 
--
. *Expected frequencies in parentheses 
-
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TABLE 4.'.3 
FUTURE TF..ACHING PLll.NS 
.. · s. HOW MANY MOEE YEARS 00 YOU INTEND TO TEACH? 
72. 
_._-----~~~~~-~~~~~~~·~~--~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
~ . _..--. ... -··-- -Number 
Yea.r Range 
No Response 
1 - 5 years 
6 - 10 years 
1.1 or more years 
Uncertain 
Open Ended Questions 
of 
Responses 
2.48 
t4.18 
6.02 
.'.35.28 
42.02 
-
Rank 
5 
.'.3 
4 
2 
-
1' 
' Questions T .... W were open ended, Provisional teacrers were asked to 
.. respond to the following. 
i.' 
~ 
,, 
T. 
u. 
In your opinion, what could the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction do to assist provisional teachers in ob-
taining regular certificates? 
In your opinion, what could the teacher preparation institutions 
do to assist provisional teachers in obtaining regular certificates? 
V, What specific courE'es would be most useful for provisional teachers? 
W. What alternatives to the current certification system would you 
suggest? 
The following tables show the rank order ( 1-10) and frequency of the 
responces made by the provisional teachers to each of the four questions. 
It should be noted that a number of respondents failed to answer these 
' questions, while others seemed to answer one question in the place of another. 
rhis could be the result of the participants' 1:i.ck of understanding concerning 
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the varying functions of the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
. tion and educational institutions. Some answers were of such a perronal 
.. mature, they could not be categorized. 
TABLE 44 
IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT COULD THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENI' OF PUBLIC 
INSTRUCTION DO TO ASSIST PROVISIONAI, TEACHERS IN OBTAINIMG REGULAR CERTI-
FIC!\TES? 
L------+--·---------------------·---·-t---------+ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Grant credit for student teaching to those persons 
who have teaching experience; or make student 
teaching courses more readily available. 
Have the st;:ite department serrl out lists of educa-
tion oourses offered, noting where they are to be 
offered, and by what college. 
Personal answers 
Grant certification by individual conferences 
Permit substitution of oourscs 
Provide better understandiqs and quicker corrnnuni-
cations 
Lengthen the time allowed to obtain eight hours of 
credit 
Provide st~te-supported financial assistance for 
teachers to attend summer school 
Honor certificates from other states 
Provide more personal guidance to provisional 
tea.chers 
131 
711 
30 
20 
20 
20 
19 
t7 
------!--·---·-------------------·--·----· 
The remaining categories r.ad fewer than twelve responses in them. 
It is interesting to note that the largest number of teachers asked 
,vh-'lt a more flexible policy be adopted for the student teaching requirement. 
t\. number of teach~rs labeled this as a "ridiculous" requiremen1;,reflecting 
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indignation and resentment. 
In Table 45, what most of the tcacrers seemed to be asking for is 
~ore flexibility on the pa.rt of teacher training institutions. The fle:xibil~.ty 
requested dealt \·r.i.th everything from course content to granting credit for 
:i-.ork e:xperience. Tre largest number of responses centered on having extension 
courses offered in more locations with crqdit accepted for a degree. other 
persons asked that they be allowed to ·take proficiency examinations to obtain 
credit for courses. 
TABLE 45 
IU. IN YOlffi OPINION, viHAT COULD THE TEACill.'"'R PREPARATION INSTI'l'U'rIONS DO TO 
AS&ST PROVISIONAL TEACHERS IN OBTAINING REGUIAR CERTIFICATES? 
___ ,_ 
i---na:ruc --+----·-----------,--,-----------·--Frequency 
---,.~-----~~~~~-~~-~--------~-----~--~~~--~~~--ir--~~~~~--1 Offer extension courses and correspondence courses ~· 1 123 
" 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
in more locations and facilitate the application 
of course credit towards a degree 
Allow teachers to fulfill the student teaching re-
quirement while on the job. 
Provide more individual guidance for teachers 
Personal an swar s 
Accept certificates valid in and issued by other 
states 
Coordinate institutional and state requirements 
Consolidate education courses 
Facilitate the substitution and transfer of courses 
and credits 
Grant credit for workshop courses 
Eliminate the 11busy work" in education courses 
45 
35 
28 
26 
21 
19 
13 
10 
9 
Two important points seemed evident in analyzing responses to Ques-
/ 
/ 
,. 
-
Lo... ..... .._. _________________________ _.. ________________________________ _..,,..., ______ ...... 
t,ion V. First, many of the provisional teachers polled made the point that 
theoretical courses do them little good in the classroom. The teachers said 
rt.hat they wanted an opportunity to apply what they had learned under con-
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ditions in which they were observed by an expert who could help them. Second-
ly, m'lny felt they \·!ere· forced to take methods courses in areas they do not 
teach, while no courses were offered in ai:eas they considered more practical--
i. e. comnunity relations, discipline, ·and· classroom management. 
TABLE 46 
rv. WHAT SPECIFIC COURSES WOULD BE MOsr USEFUL FOR PROVISIONAL TEACHERS? 
1--------------------·--·----------------------L---~~~~-~~-~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-·~~~----~-~ 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Methods courses which allow for observation and 
application 
EducatioJ:l!'ll psychology and/or psychology courses 
Courses in various subject rratter areas at 
appropriate grade levels (e.g., language arts, 
mathematics, science) 
Courses in the teaching of reading 
Personal answers. Nornnlly, a listing of courses 
needed b;;r an individual to fulfilling requirements. 
student teaching 
l1ore technical courses to the exclusion of educa-
tion courses 
B Modern rrath courses 
9 Fine arts courses 
10 Courses on classroom discipline 
Frequency 
11 B 
65 
59 
30 
29 
17 
12 
11 · 
9 
9 
Question W solicits suggestions as alternatives to the present certi-
fication s-.1stem. The majority of respondents suggested student teaching be 
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rwaivcd. 
This particular question must have struck a sensitive chord because of 
the personal and emotional tone of a. large number of the answers. Many 
teachers felt the certification requirements as applied to their ovm personal 
cases were grossly U.'1fair. The fact that some teachers with only two yea.rs 
of college were allowed to teach, while oi{hers had to get more and more 
credits to continue teaching, seetred P,trticularly disturbing. 
Another sensitive area to many teachers was the requirement for 
courses in subjects that they do not teach, either because they a.re in depart-
mental programs or because special teachers teach subjects such as ar'c.. The 
perception was voiced that the amount of tire and money invested in moi.ny 
educ;ition courses is not commensurate with the practic:il help recieved. 
Sumnnry 
Based on the responses to this questionnaire, the following statements 
"tppertr to indic;:i.te the views, -pJrceptions, and attitudes held by provir;ional 
veachers regarding various aspects of teaching. 
Past History 
1. In general, provisional teachers decided to enter teaching because 
of (a) a desire to work i<lth young people, (b) to taJce advante.gc 
of' the opportunity to render an important service and/or (c) an 
interest in subject matter. 
2. M3.ny provisional teachers fi:r.st learned of Illinois ccrtifica-
tion requirements through (a) their county superintendent, 
(b) their college, and/or (c) the Teacher Certification Board. 
3. A large number of provisi. ona.1 teachers became aware of certi-
fication requirements after they finished college. 
~· t 
r,. 
~·; 
~; •, 
t 
~·· 
" t·--
t 
;;,: 
~ 
r. 
~; 
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4. A large number of provisional teachers decided to become a 
teac~r before or during high school. 
5. The majority of these provisional teachers attended undergraduatP. 
institutions that offered courses to meet certification requirements. 
6. These undergraduate courses were avialable to the majority of the 
provisional teachers. 
7. A great number of provision:1:1· teachers failed to complete these 
courses because they were enrolled in another course or they 
met the requirements of .another state. 
TABD~ 47 
vJ. \'i'I-IAT ALTERN:\TlVES TO Tm 0JEHEtJT CERTJFICATION SYSTEJ-1 WOUID YOU SUGGEST? 
Frequency 
Waive student teaching requ:irement for experienced 
teachers 
Personal answers 
Nationalize the certification requirements 
Allow for more specialization and/or lessen the 
educational course requirements. 
Grant certification on individual qualification and ex-
perience. Be more :flexible. Accept recommendations of 
principal. 
6 Allow coD.ege credit for a certa:in number of years 
of teaching experience. 
7 Lengthen the time allowed to renew certificates 
8 Revise arrl/or lower certification requirements 
9 Allow proficiency test far credit 
1'0 Automatically certify all persons with B.A.and B.s. 
degrees 
96 
35 
30 
26 
24 
. 
16 
15 
21 
8 
s 
-
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Certification and Status 
1'. A large proportion of provisional teachers perceive themselves 
as at le~st fairly well prepared to teach. 
2. A large proportion of the provisional teachers feel it important 
to obtain a reg~r certificate as soon as possible. 
3. Most provisional teachers fee~ that they have opportunity to 
use their noneducational majors in their teaching. 
4. Many provisional teachers prefer teaching to world.Ilg in the 
area of their noneducational major. 
5. !-bny provisional teacrors feel they p:i.rticip,."l.te in educational 
innovations and in new programs as frequent.ly as r'egularly 
certified teach3rs. 
6. In general, provisional teachers feel they receive on the 
job treatment cont;.\'lrable to th~t of regularly certified teachers. 
_/ 
7. Sone provisional teachers feel regularly certified teachers 
recieve preferential treatment in regards to in:i.tial employ-
ment, opportunities for promotion, salary, and asroigruJent to 
school and grade. 
Course Work 
1. lhny provisional teachers feel content courses would assist 
them in their teaching perforwmce. 
2. Provifilonal teachers who have had student teaching feel it was 
of assista.nce to thel"'l in their teaching. 
3. Provisional teachers ,.mo have not had stu1ent teaching do not 
feel it would be of value to them m their teaching. 
Open Ended Questions 
1. The m;i.jor problem facing provisional teachers in Illinois is 
the fulfillment of the student teaching requirement. 
2. It was suggested that teachers be allowed to practice teach 
at their own schools and/or that student teaching be waived 
in 3:1-eu of experience. 
, 
3. It was also suggested tmt-the state depirtment send out 
lists of education courses offered, noting location and the 
name of the college offering them. 
4. Another suggestion was that extension courses be offered in 
nnre locations and procedlFes devised to facilitate the 
application of course credit towards a degr~e .• 
5. It was felt that professional courses allo1'.d.ng for observation 
and application of methods to be learned \·.x:rnld be most beneficial 
to tre teacher. 
6. Many felt certification requirements should be determined on a 
national basis. 
CHAPI'ER VIII 
DISTRICT SUPERINTENDWJ'T PERWNAL IlU'ERVIEWS 
INTRODUCTION 
The data collected through the district superintendent interview 
schedule a.re summarized and reported in this cha.pter. The data are used to 
verify the responses to Surveys A and C. Additional information regarding 
the perceptions of administrators toward provisionally certified teachers 
was also obtained through these interviews. This chapter presents the in-
terview responses as they relate to (a) the causes of provisional certi-
fica.tion, (b) the role performance of provisionally certified teachers, 
(c) the treatment of provisional teachers and (d) solutions to the problems 
::if provisional certification. The chapter concludes with a series of surnmP...ry 
statements on the findings of the interviews. 
Presentation of the Data 
Eight superintendents were selected for intervlew purposes from 
vhc list of one hundred administrators who received Survey c. Four of the 
isuperintendents represented elementary school districts and four represented 
llllit districts. The districts were selected on the basis of size (pupil 
~nrollment) and wonlth (assessed valuation) to J.chieve a representative 
~ross-section. Table 4S shows the distribution. 
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TABLE 48 
SELECTION OF SUPERINTENDENTS FOR PERSONAl, INI'ERVIEWS-
DISTRIBUTION OF DI$TllIGI'S 
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1------~~~-~~---~--~~~~~--~~~-----~----~----~~-~~~~~1 --~--------..----------... ------------·,------------· NlUnber Type I Per Pupil 
of of Pupil Assessed 
superintendents District Enrollment* Valuationi<* 
--------+----------· ------------------·-----Elementary . (low) 613 (low) $15,81:7 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Elementary ···--· · (low) 683 (high) $33,768 
Elementary 
Elementary 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
(high) 4, 73l~ 
(high) 5, 996 
(low) 866 
(low) 743 
(high) 3,094 
(high) 7, 153 
(low) $ 7 ,598 
(high) $26,241 
(low) $12,91;9 
(high) $39,1"08 
(low) $ 9,3$6 
(high) $23, 770 
*D~ctory of Illinois .S£.ll221:-.£, 1967-1968, Office of Superintendent of 
.Public Instruction, Springfield, Illinois. 
*!:1.26? Assessed VaJ.,J).!iti'2118-..§!l.CLL9~ Tax Rates in Desc~ps!_i_ng 0rds£.• Circular 
Series Number 198. Office of the Superinten:ient of Public Instruction, 
Springfield, Illinois, 1967. 
Responses in the personal interviews were comp~red to responses 
on Survey A, District Superintendent Questionnaire, and Survey C, Survey of 
Selected Superintendents Regarding Provisional:cy Certified Personnel. The 
responses to both instruments were found to be essentially the· same. In 
general, superintendents tended to go int;o greater detail and offer more 
alternatives during tho personal interviews than on the ,.,iritten forms. The 
simil~rity of responses would appear to establish the reliability of the 
instruments. 
.. 
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Causes for Provisional Certification 
The following qtwstions that relate to ca.uses for provisional cert,ifi-
cation were presented in the interview schedul~. 
Question 4: What do you think is the major cause of teachers 
becoming provisionally certified? 
Question 6: When a provisiona.ily ,certified teacher applies for 
a position here, ~are· they aware of certification 
requirements?. 
Question 7: How do you go about recruiting teachers for this 
district? 
Four (4) superintendents indicated that the major cause of a teacher 
becoming provi si.onaJ.ly certified i•s his/her late decision to go into teaching• 
One (1) superintendent, indicated the major cause is due to a late switch in 
career pJ;rns from high school teaching ("usually thought of as more prestigous/ 
and profitable"), to elementary teaching ("where more positions are avail-
able"). Two (2) administrators selected education and residence outside of 
the state of Illinois as the major cause; and one (1) stated the cause was 
lack of motivation on the part of the individual. It is interesting to note 
that five (5) of the superintendents feel tlnt the major cause of provisional 
certific&tion is due to some type of late career decision on the µi.rt of the -
prospect. 
To ascertain whether provisional teachers have prior inform::1.tion 
!about certification requirem;mts, superintendents were asked, 11When a pro-
IViaionally certified teacher applies for a position here, are they aware of 
certification requirements?tt. Six (6) of the superintendents an&'wcred "no" to 
the question. Two (2) superintendents answered 11yes11 • These two were in the 
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larger districts located in or near cities. The lack of awareness reported by 
the majority of superintendents could be a cause of provisional certification. 
Provisiona,l certification could be caused by superintendents encour-
aging people to accept teaching positions who lack certification requirements. 
\C 
: Realistically, this question could not be posed directly. Info:rnation v.m:s 
a·sked of superintendents ·concerning how tl,ley go about recruiting teachers 
for the district. other statements m:tde during the interviews that might 
shed light on this possibility were to be recorded. No such remarks were 
registered, leading the researcher to believe that no deliberate attempt is 
de by superintendents to recruit unqualified ~rsonnel nor was there any 
indication on the p,..~rt of these su1x~rintendents that they felt' that hiri.ng 
provisional teacl:ers '\'Jas in any way (particularly financially) advantageous. 
he provisional teachers interviewed did not reflect the feeling that the 
strj.ct received any financial (or other) benefit from hiring provisionals. 
Eight. (8) of the ruperintendents :mentioned they used college place-
bureaus to recruit teachers. Three (3) of the eight specifically report-
d they contact universities both in and out of state. Also, three (3) super-
'ntendents mentioned that they contacted other people, i.e. friends, neighbors 
other superintendents for leads.. One (1) superintendent reported he sends 
brochures; and one stated he simply waits for teachers to make application 
either the county or di strict office. 
It is not surprising that the superintendents who recruit out of 
ate teachers are also the ones who suggest th;i.t improvements are needed 
n the area of reciprocity between states. It is also interesting to note 
provisional teachers recruited by superintendents who ask friends, etc., 
the greatest munber of deficiencies. It l'.ould appear th-1.t to these super-
,. 
i 
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·ntendents a perEOnal reference is of greater importance than certification 
requirements,:- Some time during the interview, fifty per cent of the superin-
endents pointed out that a good teacher is not necessarily a certified teacher. 
Eleven out of the twelve provisional teachers interviewed referred to the same 
idea. 
Perforrri.ance of Provisional Teachers 
The following questions were ?-Eked regarding the relationship of 
eaching performance and certification requirements. 
Question 11: Do you feel there is an observable difference between 
teachers that have not had student teaching and those 
that have had it? Yes _____ No~ 
If yes, in what way? ---------------
Question 11b: After two years of experience? Yes_ No_ 
Question 12: Do you feel there is an observd>lediffererice between 
teachers that have not had methods courses ard rave 
rad them? Yes No 
Seven (7) responses to Question 11 revealed that superintendents 
feel there is an observable difference between teachers who have had student 
ca c,.'1ing and those who have not had it • This is a. significant statement when 
· ewed in light of the fact that about seventy five per cent of the provisional 
ea.ere rs in the state are in need of a course in student teaching. 
How do teachers lacking student teaching vary from other teachers? 
Administrators gave multiple responses to this question. Three (.3) administra!"' 
ors reported that teachers lacking student teaching also lack confidence. 
Four (4) administrators mentioned that deficient teachers are lacking, in 
echnique s of teaching; one (1) mentioned trat without student teaching, teache 
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ended to be "textbook teacherstt; one (1) stated that these teachers are less 
able to meet individual needs; and one (1) felt that such teachers had "bizarre 
ideas" and unrea:'.istic expectations. 
All of th:: eight (S) administrators indicated that there was no 
observable difference between a teacher with student teaching and one without 
't after two years of experience. Four (4) of the superintendents comnented · ,- -
-· 
hat if such a difference existed at £fiat time, the teacher would be asked to 
leave to a.void a tenure problem. 
Five (5) of the oight administrators polled indicated there is an 
bservable difference between teachers who have had methcds courses and those 
1ho have not had them; three (.3) could see no differences. Tiro (2) of these 
hree stated that a difference would greatly depend on the content of the 
rticular methods courses. Six (6) superintendents used this opportunity to 
ention the fact that methods courses in most educational institutions are 
need of extensive revision. Six (6) of the eight mentioned at this time, 
the:r ways in which they felt provisional teachers differ in perforoo.nce 
rom regular teachers; three (.3) mentioned provisional teachers need assis~ 
ance in evalmtion; two (2) mentioned they do not have a firm grasp of 
ntcnt; an:i one ( 1 ) felt they needed help in lesson plnnniri..g. 
Treatment of Provisional Teachers 
The manner in which a superintendent treats a provisional teacher . 
y depend to a large extent on his perceptions and attitudes toward pro-
· sional teachers and toward certification in general. The following questions 
were .included. on the interview schedule to reveal some of the perceptions and 
ttitudes of these superintendents. 
Question 8:- In your opinion, are certification procedures a necessary 
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part of the profession? Yes_ No_ Don 1t Know_ 
Question 9: Whnt is your opinion of Illinois state certification 
requirements? Excellent~ Very Good____ Passable ____ 
Poor 
Question 10: Have you ever held a provisional certificate? Yes_ No_ 
Question 14: In your opinion, how doo s the treatment of prov:i.sionally 
. 
certificated per_son.."lel differ from the treatment of 
regularly certificated personnel in your district 'With 
regard to each of the following categories? Please 
indicate by placing a check in the appropriate colurrm.. 
Answer ~ items in Section A. Place a check in Section B 
only if a particular response in Section A is ba.sed on a 
definite district policy. 
The following items were mentioned; 
a. Opportunity to receive supervisory a.ssis-
tance 
h. Opportunity to participe.tc in scho.oJ- an:l 
district conmittees 
c. Opportunity to participate in profepsional 
negotiations 
d. Initial ernployment 
e. Assignment to school and grade 
r. SaJE.ry 
g. Fringe benefits 
h. Retirement benefits 
i. Total workload 
j. leaves of absence 
k. Working conditions 
1. Opportunity to pc.1.rticipate in leadership 
activities-team leader, etc. 
m. Opportunity to participate in develop-
ment of policies 
n. Freedom in teaching 
o. Opportunities for promotion 
p. Amount- ·o·f time and effort devoted to 
evaluating teachers' perfornancc 
q. Transfer opportunities 
r. In-service training 
Question 1 S: Do you have teachers u.rtlons here? Yes_ No_ 
Question 19: Would you be willing to negotiate with. provisionally 
certified teachers if they should organize? Yes~ 
No_ 
Question 20: Have the provisi.one.lly certificated teachers brought 
any grieva;nces to you as a group? Yes_ No_ 
Individually? Yes_ No_ If yes, what were they 
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and how did you handle them?~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
In response to Question B, all eight (8) superintendents agreed 
certification procedures are a necessary ps.rt of the profession, ·Six (6) 
superintendents rated Illinois certification requirements as v_ery good; 
ne (1) rated them excellent; one (1) rated them as passable, The excellent 
ating was given by the same superintendent who offered no solutions for 
ovisional certification problems at the end of the interview. In general, 
hese superintendents hold favorable views toi.rard certification and toward 
Illinois certification requirements. 
tJO 
T1~ (2) of the eight administrators indicri.ted they had held provlsional 
certificates. Close inspection of their other responses does not reveal any 
riance in their attitudes or ~rceptions of provisional teachers from that_ 
of the other administrators. 
On the check list questions reearding differential treatment of teachers 
five (5) of the eight superintendents polled indicated they show no preference 
s to the conditions of employment and --service mentioned on the list. Tm se 
five (5) interviewees indicated that they had no district policies regarding 
reatment of provisional teachers. The remaining three (3) interviewees indi-
' cated they show preference to regul.arly certified teachers regarding both 
(a.) initial employment and (b) salary. In two instances, salary was not deter-
. ed by district policy and in the remaining case district policy was in force. 
e (1) of these three superintendents indicated praference was shorm to the pr 
siona.l teacher in the category of in-service education. This .was not a dis-
However, while rn:>st of tm superintendents interviewed show no 
·rrercntial treatment betw~en regular and provisional teachers, a substantial 
umber report that they do show sor:e preference in specific areas. 
Seven (7) out of the eight superintendents felt no need for district 
licies regarding provisional teachers. Four (4) of them said it is 
. "advantageous to keep the rules flexible to fit the need". One (1) admini-
strator stated the State Certification Board m-'.lkes the rules and "that should 
One (1) administrator felt that the provisional teacher should be 
overed under district policies as well as any one else. 
Only ore (1) of the superintendents polled reported that his 
sttict had a teachers union; seven (7) did not. Seven (7) would be willing 
• o negotiate w.i..th provisional teachers should they br8anize; one (1) would 
efUse to negotiate. None of the superintendents (8) indicated they had any 
ievances brought to them by provisional teacrers individually, or in groups. 
It is difficult to imagine that grievances do not occasionally arise, but 
perhaps provisional teachers hesitate to voice their grievances as provisionnl 
A nu.'riber of the teachers interviewed did express their dissatis-
factions with their treatment in relation .to the role they fulfill. Most of 
hese superintendents took a rather light view of the questions related to 
ionism. Their rem'll'ks had the ring of 11it couldn't happen heren. Perhaps, 
his remoteness made it easier for them to answer affirna.tively to the 
regarding negotiations with provisional teachers. 
Solutions to the Problems of Provisional Certification 
Question 23 asked superintendents to recomnend solutions for the 
iroblems of provisional certification. Most superintendents gave more than 
ne response; one gave no response. Their responses ranged from eliminating 
ovi sional certification entirely (one response) to lowering the minimu.-n 
equ.ircmcnts (one response). Three (3) sur,erintendents reconmended reciprocity 
greement s be improved e.mong states. Four (4) recom.1Jl.ended that the State Gerti 
·cation Board comnunic..~te directly and more frequently 'With the provisional 
This suggestion ~as also mentioned by three (3) other 
perintendcnts at various places in the interviews. The state Office and 
ducat.ional institutions were requested to revise the practice·s and require-
student teaching by three (3) of the superintendents, One ( 1 ) of the 
lieu of student teaching, credit for experience be given; 
suggested more opportunities for student teaching be offered during 
and one (1) suggested that a practicUJ-n should take the place of studen!; 
Only one (1) superintendent focused attention on the improvement of 
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ethods courses in this ooction of the interview, however, four (4)" others 
ntioned it elsewhere. One (1) superintendent suggested that educational 
·nstitutions off!'.r practical e.:q:JGrience at earlier levels of training. 
Tm ways in which districts could assist in solving provisional 
iI'Oblcms were sugisested; (a) by recrui.ting teachers earlier (one response) 
d (b) by provid:iqs more opportunities fqr inservice training (one responsl!l). 
Question five also related to ·solutions for the problems of pro-
sional certification. Referring to ca.uses for provisional certification, the 
estion was "How could this be corrected?". 
Answers to this .question ran sonwwhat parallel to answers on 
e stion 22. 'hro (2) superintendents reco:rnrrended better reciprocal agreements; 
ne (1) lowering the minir:rlt.Tl'.l require?rents for certification; one (1) re-
mnended teachers' salaries be raised; three (3) felt that a strong pre-
service "selling" program to recruit teachers was important; and one (1) ' 
suggest.ion for improvement • 
Que st ion 1'7 asJr.ed, 11How would your district be affected if pro-
· sional certification were discontinued in this state? 11 • 
Three (3) of tra administrators felt that there would be no problem 
ther than the inconvenience of replacing provisional teachers now on the 
staff. Three (3) of the administrators felt that the competition for teachers 
·would be increased arrl. por,sibly some classes would be without teacmrs; 
(1) reported that he felt he would have to hire more marginal people; 
one (1) felt it would affect the balance in the composition in the school, 
.e. percentage of men teachers, percentage of Negro teachers, etc. He also 
stated he felt that si~cialized areas would be adversely affected such as 
rd-of-hearing, sight sa.vlng, L':i1H cL'l.sses, etc. !-i:ost of the superintendents 
felt that eliminB.ting provisional certification was a possibility. They 
indicated, however, that it would inconvenience them and would certainly 
create shortages in specialized areas. 
One plan for solving the provisional teacher problem is to encourage 
provi si.on.3.ls to become regularly certified. In Question 6 interviewees -were 
asked to describe how they inform provisiC?n:i.l teachers of certification re-
quireroonts. In Question 13 superintendents wera asked in what ways theyen-
courage provisional teachers to become fully certified. 
The following list indicates tm methods used by superintendents 
to inform provisional teachers of needed requirenwnt s. 
Orally tell them the requirements (2) 
Inform them on ma.king application (2) 
Write them notes once or twice per year (2) 
Send them to the county su}X'rintendent (2) 
Encouragement to becor.e regularly certified is offered in the 
following ways: 
Partial payment of tuition (2) 
Provide in-service training and in-district credit courses (2) 
Salary raise (3) 
Write note o:f encouragement (1) 
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O:n other sections of the interview two (2) of the superintendents stated that 
~hey felt the "whole thing was between the teacher and the certification 
:board"• It would seem that the nore personal the encouragement of the super-
intendent, the more urgently the provisional teacher would regard the need to 
:i.tt;dn regular certification. 
Question 21 requested that suparintendents state their major con-
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cerns about provisionally certified teachers. Thr~c (3) superintendents ex-
~essed concern that provisional teachers complete their education. Ona (1) 
of them wondered about forcing less able teachers to take course work when 
time is reeded by them for preparation. (This problem was not expressed by 
anyone else in the entire study yet it certainly seems like a legitimate 
concern, worthy of thought.) 
A concern expressed by another-{1) superintendent was that due to 
the structure of the district salary schedule, his provisional teachers are 
actual:cy- receiving favored treatment over regularly certified teachers. 
Presently, all get equal salary raises in keeping with the number of college 
credits they accumulate. Regul-1rly certified teachers must take credits over 
and above the minimmn to receive· an increment while provisional teachers are 
merely taldng credits to imet state set requirements. 
Finding adequately certified teacrers to fill specialist positions 
~as a concern stated by t\-ro (2) superintendents. One (1 ) superintendent was 
concerned about how to compensate for the lack of skill and training of his 
provisional teachers. The integrity of the profession was the concern stated 
by the eighth superintendent (1). He felt an increasing nmnber of provisional 
~eac~rs are entering teaching to avoid other responsibilities, such as the 
l:lraft, etc. 
From the informtion gathered, it appears th'lt the following state-
ments refiec'l:. the views of the superintendents interviewed. 
Conslstencv 
The survey and the interview responses were essentially the same. 
" 
1. Ma.ny of the superintendents felt trat a late career decision 
was the major cause for provisional certification. 
2. Provisional teachers a.re unaware of the requirements for 
certification when first applying for a position in school 
districts, their superintende~ts report. 
3. Recruitment procedures of -superintendents affe.ct the kinds of 
problems they meet \tl.th respect to provisional certificction. 
Perfonrance 
1. Superintendents feel there is an observable difference among 
beginning teachers who have had student teaching ahd those who 
have not had it. 
2. After two years of experience, superintendents do not see a 
difference between teacrer s who have had student teaching and 
those who have not rad it. 
3. Some superintendents feel there is an observable difference 
between teachers who have had methods courses &'1d those who have 
not had them. 
·.rreatm~ 
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1. Superintendents have very favorable attitudes toward certification. 
2. Superintendents hold. favorable attitudes toward Illinois certi-
fication requirements. 
3. Many superintendents treat provisional teachers the same ·way 
they treat regularly certified teachers. 
4. If there is a difference in treatment between teachers holding 
regular arid those holding provisional certificates, the difference 
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is i.J1 the areas of salary andinitial employment. 
5. Superintendents do not express concern over teacher militancy 
in relation to provisional certifi~..ation. 
Solutions 
1. A more flexible approach regarding requirenents for student 
teach.lng is desired by superi~tendents. 
2. Some superintendents advocate. more vigorous preservice teacher 
recruitment. and inforrre.tion programs. 
3., Superinten::lents feel that discontinuation of provisional 
certification would create a number of problems for their 
district. 
CHAPrER IX 
PROVISIONAL TEACHER PER.S-ONAL INTERVIEWS 
INTRODUCTION 
Provisional teachers were personally interviewed to verify their 
responses to Survey B, Provisional Teacher Fact Sheet and Survey D, Survey 
of Selected Provisionally Certificated Teachers. This interview schedule was 
alro designed to elicit their in-depth responses to certain questions re-
garding provisi.onal certification. As in the previous chapter~ this chapter 
presents the interview responses as they relate to (a) the causes of pro-
visional certification, (b) the role perfo:rrrance of provlsionally certified. 
teachers, (c) the treatment of provision~l teachers and (d) solutions to the 
!problems of provisional certification. The chapter conCludes with a. series 
pf sumna.ry statements on the findings of the interviews. 
Presentation of the Data 
The same distrlct:3 identified in the previous chapter for district 
superintendents interview purposes, also served in the selection of pro~ 
ivisional teachers for intex·vlcw. One elementary provisional teacher who had 
"'esponded to both Surveys B and D ·was selected from each of the elementary 
±Lstricts. Tt-.'O prov:t&onal teacmrs, one high school teacher and one ele-
rncnta.ry school teacher, were selected to represent the unit districts. 
l'welve provisional teachers were polled. 
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Reliability of the Questionnaires 
Baseline data gathered in Survey B and D was verified by the similar-
ity of responses to both written and oral quest.ions. This simil;i.rity in 
responses "~uld appear to establish the reliability of the instruments. 
causes for Provisional Certification 
Interview Question 10: What caus~d you to get tre provisional 
certificate? 
To this question, six (6) of the twelve interviewees reported that 
they moved here from another state where they had been teaching. Three (3) 
reported they were asked by the district to fill a specific position. In one 
case the superintendent had done this recruiting; in the second., a school 
board member; in the third, a princiJ)8J.. :Ea.ch of these three teachers had 
oeen teaching five years or more in their present position. 
Of the remaining teachers, one (1) i•eportedly switched positions 
from music specialist to elementary classroom teacher (at the request of 
the superintendent of the distr:i.ct); one (1) teacher indicated he refused to 
!take the required education courses (this teacher holds a masters degree); 
ar:d ore (1) wanted to continue his advanced education 1-hile avoiding the 
iiraft. 
It should be pointed out that of the eix moving from another state, 
r,}-r ee were in need of only one credit hour to fulfill certification require-
ments; two were in need of student teaching; and one h . ctd a number of deficien-
cl.es to complete. 
Additional evidence regarding the causes of provisional certification 
:m.s gathered from interview questions five and six. 
Question Five: Could you describe how you first learned about 
Illinois state certification requirements? 
Question Six: Do you feel you had information early enough to 
adequately prepare for certification? 
Eight (8) of the interviewees indicated they did not feel they had 
information early enough to prepare for certification. Four (4) of them 
!indicated they felt they had sufficient i:qfornation. One (1) of the four 
~ctually had an Illinois certificate in an area different from her present 
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position. The other three indicated they were not preparing to enter teaching 
prior to their application at their districts. Apparently,, these three teachers 
tmisunderstood question six or they hold some rather unrealistic notions about 
~he length of tirre needed for adeqµately fulfilling certification requirement.s. 
In response to question five,, a total of five of the responses 
~clicated that these provisional teachers first learned about certification 
!requirements when they applied to the district to teach; three went to the 
count~' superintendents office for information; two reported they received 
a letter from the state department listing thc:ir deficiencies; two learned 
about certification requirements in college. These responses indicate that 
most of these provisional teachers learned about certification requirements 
imnediately prior to or innnediately after accepting a teaching position. 
One cause for provisiona..l certification could be due to the attitL'ries-
of the rrovisiona.l teacrer toward certification in general, an:l toward 
Illinois certification requirements in particular. 
Question 8: In your opinion, are certification procedures a 
necessary part of the profession? 
Question 7: What is your opinion of Illinois certification 
requirements? 
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All twelve (12) provisional teachers responded affirrratively to the 
uestion 8. This indicates they feel certification procedures are a necessary 
rt of the profession. Regarding Illinois state requirements, one (1) 
ated them as eJGcellent; two (2) rated them as very good; five (5) rated 
hem as passable; and four (4) rated them as poor. The majority of these 
eachers were less than enthusiastic abou~ present requirements. The provision-
1 teachers scored Illinois certification' requirements lower than the district 
superintendents did. 
Question 9: How do you feel district su:i:;erintendents view 
certification requirerrents? 
The results of these re&'Ponses would seem to indicate that if Slper-
ntendents are very much in favor of current requirements as reported, they 
e not comnunicating their views to their provisional teachers. Nine (9) 
f the provisional teachers interviewed failed to respond to this question 
They indicated they had no idea how their superintendents viewed 
ertification requirements. or the three (3) that did respond, all felt 
hat certification was of sorr.e importance to their sui:erintendent but that 
e was fle:xible in his views. It would seem that if a sui:erintendent desires 
s staff to become regularly certified, he should make his views known to 
Question 11 : 
Performance of Provisional Teachers 
Do you feel there are any differences between the 
kind of a job the provisional teacher does as com-
pared to the regularly certified teacher-such as in 
(P) lesson planning, discipline, promptness, public 
relations, etc.? 
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Eleven (11) of the interviewees felt that there was no difference 
between the kind of a job done by a provisional teacher and/or a regularly 
certified teacher. One (1) interviewee felt trat in the case where a provision-
~l teacher switches fields of teaching, a difference did exist. "After all, 
how can you make a lawyer into a doctor by merely changing positions", was 
her conment. 
Most of the interviewees indicated that they felt that certification 
is not necessarily a sign of a good teacher. Good teaching is an individual 
rra.tter. 
Treatment of Provisional Teachers 
Question 13: In what ways a.re you satisfied with your treatmenl; 
and position as a provisional teacher? (P) Salary~ 
Working conditions____ Promotion ____ 
Seven (7) provisional teachers indicated they were satisfied in all 
respects mth their treatment and position as a teacher. Five (5) pro.:. 
visio1:i.al teachers expressed dissatisfaction with at least one aspect of their 
employment and service. Four (4) of the five mentioned that salary differences 
were a negative factor. Three (3) mentioned lack of opportunity for promotion; 
one (1) mentioned less adequate working conditions; and one (1) was dissatis-
fied with orientation procedures for new provisional teachers. Though the 
majority of teachers receive equal treatment with regularly certified teachers, 
rmny do not. 
Solutions for Provisional Certification Problems 
Question 15: What solutions do you think are the most feasible 
in solving the provisional certification problem? 
Question 15 brought multiple responses on the pa.rt of the provisional 
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teac°'rs interviewed. It -was the opinion of the researcher that these 
f.ll.lggestions were more thoughtful &id more generally applicable than responses 
Ito similar qm sti ens on Survey D. 
Six of the suggestions concerned the student teaching requirement, 
~hree of these responses sugeested that a predetermined number of years of 
teaching experience be &ubstituted for stu,dent teaching; two suggested 
eliminating student teaching as a requirement; arrl one suggested that uni-
varsities give credit for student teaching during the regular school year 
!With the teacher worldng in a regular classroom. 
Five responses indicated that reciprocal agreements between states 
should be improved. In each case it was either implied or stated that if 
~ prospective Illinois teacher held a certificate in one state, Illinois 
. 
should automatically honor it--without regard for the kinds of requirements 
that were originally set for the certification. 
Five responses indicated that colleges should improve their job 
counseling services, pointing out the possibility of teaching as a career 
to students. Four other related responses recommerrled im~roved preservice 
education to inform candidates about certification requirements for teaching. 
Implied in these suggestions was some form of cooperative effort between the 
stat.e Certification Board and educational institutions. 
Five responses suggested tnre flexibility in certification require-
me:nts by one means or another. Two of these responses simply stated 11m:>re 
flexible requirements needed 11 ; one suggested substituting oontent for methods 
oourses; one felt that the teacher should have the freedom to select any 
courses that l\'Ould be most helpful to her; one felt that the "approved program" 
plan be substituted for earning credit hours. One of the responses indicated 
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that certification requirements ought to be determined by the district and 
another indicated educational institutions should take control. 
Question 12: Have you been encouraged to get your regular 
certificate? If so, how? 
There is ·a discrepancy between what the superintendents report is done 
to encourage provisional teachers to obta~n regular certification and wba.t 
provisional teachers report is done. -Al-1' of the ruperintendents indicated 
soiro procedure to encourage their teachers. Six (6) of the provisionals in-
dicated they received no direct encouragement to become regularly certified. 
One said, "They never look at that here. 11 • 
Six (6) of the provisional tea.cl:ers responded that they have been 
encouraged to get their regular certificate. Of these six, three indicated 
~hey were encouraged by the ruperintendent; one stated the principal gave 
~ncouragement; two were encouraged by district practices (salary raises, etc.)~ 
!l'he ~thods used were a note from the district office stating deficiencies 
wea.rly (two responses). Three reported they received encouragement by word of 
mouth. Only one stated the superintendent was t~Jing to help him find a 
university that would place him for student te.?.chi.P.g dm·ing the sunmer in the 
district. It would appear that this superinterrlent took the most active pa.rt 
in the encoura,gement process. Incidentally, this was a superintendent in one 
of the larger districts. 
Based on the data gathered, it appears tm t the following observations 
may be m:1.de concorrrl.ng the statements made by the provlsional teachers inter-
!Viewed. 
Consistengz 
Responses to Surveys B and D 'h'Ore essentially the same as the oral 
Causes 
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responses to the interview. It is assumed therefore, that the 
instruments are reliable. 
1. A major cause for receiving the provisional certificate is moving 
into Illinois from out of state. 
2. The najority of provisional teachers indicated they did not 
, 
have certification infornation early mough to adequately 
prepare themselves. 
3. The m~jority of provisional teachers learned about certification 
requirement;; immediately prior to or just after accepting a 
teaching position. 
4. These provisional teachers regard certification requirements as 
a necessary part of the profession. 
5. The majority of provisional teachers felt that Illinois certifica-
tion requirements are passable and/or poor. 
6. One half of the provisional teachers interviewed were not aware 
of the superintendent's views on certification. 
Performance 
1. A majority of the interviewees felt there l·as no difference 
between the job a. regularly certified teacher does and the one 
done by a provisiom .. l teacher. 
1. Over half of the provisional teachers interviewed indicated they 
received the same treatment in their districts as other teachers. 
2. The remainder of the provisiona.l teachers reported they received 
differential treatment on at least one aspect of their employment . 
and service. 
3. Half of the provisional teachers report they receive no en-
couragement to complete certification requirements. 
4. The rennirrler of the provisional teachers irrlicate they receive 
encouragemer!.,; by various methods. 
Solutions 
1. Revision of the stu:lent teac'ltlng requirements ·.is suggested by 
one-half of the interviewees. 
2. Improved reciprocal agreements among states is another prominent 
suggestion. 
3. Improved counseling in college and better conmunications with 
college students regarding certification requiremEmts is also 
suggested. 
4. Greater flexibility in certification course requirements is 
reconunended. 
CHAPI'ER X 
AN ALY SIS OF THE HYPorHE SES 
INTRO DJ CT ION 
.. 
In this chapter the hypotheses-and sub-hypotheses will be analyzed. 
,.,. ch hypothesis and the sub-hypothesis under it will be considered indi-
vidually and conclusions dravm. Hypotheses will be accepted or rejected on 
he basis of evidence µ::esented. 
Hypothesis One 
~1. lack of information regarding teacher ceptific~tion is a 
major CB.use in obtaining a provisional cert1.ficat§. 
Evidence gathered on H1A and H1 B support this hypothesis. · 
H1A. A greater p:roport,ion of provisional teachers lcarn~d about 
certification requirements after college than Jea.rned about 
requirei;1cnts during or before college, as indicated by their 
responses. 
Hypothesis H1A is supported by data collected in the study. 
·On Survey D, item C33, provisional teachers were asked 11:fuen did you 
first learn a.bout Illinois state Certification requirements?n They were asked 
o check one of the folloi'd.115 categories: high school, college, after college 
(5 years or less), after college (6 years or more). The provisional teachers 
'ndicating post~college acquisition of infornntion made up 64.88 per cent of 
re total. Those who learned about Illinois requirements 5 years or less after 
ollege made up 34.39 per cent of the total a.nd 30.49 per cent learned about re-
quirements 6 years or more after college. This is a sizeable group. The figure 
r 
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akes on a<lded authority when viewed alo~ with data gathered from Survey c, 
·tem B32, "How did you first learn about Illinois certification requirements? 11 • 
he provisio!lc".'.l teachers surveyed were asked to check one of the nine sources 
These sources could be classified as {a) informa.tion dispersing 
urces, i.e. college, counselor, state bulletins or teachers, {b) neutral 
urces, i.e. friend, others, and (c) admi,tting sources, i.e. district super-
· tendent, county superintendent, and ·teacher certj_fication board. Information 
u.rces are credited with furnishing only 26.34 per cent of the inforn:ation 
·mile admitting sources account for 61.3h ~r cent of the information. It would 
seem that a majority of the provisional teachers report that they first learned 
·bout certification requirements at the time they were asking for admission 
o the profession--a time 'When it would be. vory late to make up deficiencies 
have accrued prior to employment. 
It oould bo postulated that infoml-::i.tion actually was provided to 
ovisional teachers but it went unnoticed due to lack of interest of the 
"ndividual. This is not borne out by the responses given to Survey D, item D34, 
11When did you first decide to become a teacher?". The responses to 11hlgh school 
nd earlier 11 were 27. 66 per cent, to "after high school but before college n, 
• 91 per cent., and 11in college 11 , 21 • 99 per cent. The total of 56. 56 per cent 
· dic~tes tm.t the majority of the provisional teachers made an early career 
ecision. This ·would seem to indicate L"1t,ercst on the p-.:i.rt of· the individual. 
On Survey B, item 33, provisional teachers were aslred 111-iere you aware 
state Teach~r Certification requirements as an undergraduate?". Once again 
he majority of responses (57.69 per cent) indicated prospective teachers 
·mre not aware of requirements. 
Perr:onal interviews of provisionn.l teachers revealed that two-thirds 
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of those interviewed felt they lacked sufficient inforo~tion about certifi-
cation requirements. Five-sixths of the teachers interviewed mentioned ad-
m.itting sources (i.e. district superintendents, etc.) in reference to ways in 
which they first learned of certification requirements. These sources can be 
considered as late avenues of inforna.tion. A substantial number of the inter-
IViewees suggested that preservice educati~n programs concerning certification 
:requirements be improved. _.,,. ---
H1B. As indicated by their responses, district su~rintendents rank 
the following as a most important factor leading to provisional 
certification: lack of information by the prosi:ective teacher 
of requirements for regular certification. 
This hypothesis'is supported by evidence collected in this study. 
II'he evidence supporting H1 B is not as conclusive as that for. H1A. The evidence 
t-X>uld indicate that while most district superintendents do not regard this as 
the most important cause for provisiona.l certification, they do consider it 
important. 
Administrators were asked to indicate causes for provisional certi-
fication in Survey C, item D. Of the thirteen possibilities listed, lack of 
information ra..iked fourth. This is not pa.rticularly decisive but it takes on 
more authority 'men coupled 'With other data. Ranked in first and second 
!places on this item were choices determined by a late decision of the pro-
[Visional teacher. It is possible that in these instances a lack of informi-
~ion could have been the result of/or a contributing factor to the decision 
mking. In suggesting solutions for certification problems (Survey A, item 11 ), 
superintendents suggestions that edu.C::1.tional institutions provide more infer-
mation and guidance to students regarding certification requirements ranked 
fourth among the first ton rank:i..ngs. This recorrrrnendation is apparently based 
on the belief that a. lack of inforrr:lt,j.on exists. 
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In the r;ersonal interviews a majority of the superintendents indicated 
th!3.t provisional teachers are unaw:i.re of certification requirements when 
applying for a position in the districts. Once again, they recomnended that 
the state office and the educational institutions improve metho:i s of dis-
seminating information and counseling services for students. 
Discussion of .H1 
Lack of inforrre.tion as a cause-for provisional certification is 
supported by the data presentedo Provisional te.:i.chers seemed more inclined to 
identify this as a cause than do superintendents. Undoubtedly, the provisional 
!teachers take a more subjective view of their behavior and are inclined to 
advance the excuse that is most forgiveable, a human error. Then,too, lack 
"f inforrra.tion carries with it the implication that someone else other than 
ithe provisional teachers caused the problem. 
This transference of blame certainly ·would be ur.derstandable and the 
data gathered could be attributed to it entirely had not the superintendents 
a.lso indicated provisional certification is caused by lack of inform-1tion. 
Superintendents views may not be as authentic as the views of the provisional 
teachers themselves but it is assumed they would be more objective. 
The other data gathered also supports the hypothesis. The fact that 
ro rrany provisional teachers report decisions to enter teaching during high 
school and/or coJJ_ege coupled with the fact that so few learned about certi-
fication from counselors would indicate that while interest existed, avenues 
of information were closed or nonexistent. state bulletins, another avenue of 
information also appear to be ineffective. 
Both provisional teachers and di strict superintendents agree tmt 
initial information regarding certification is µ~ocured at the tirne they 
r actually apply for a position. It is probable that if deficiencies exist, 
th3 most convenient opportunity to fulfill them has passed by that time. 
Hypothesis Two 
H2. !J1e follo11.'1.ng is a prime fa.ct_op le.:iding to E_ro;vi.sional cert~­
fi cation: the candida.te makes a late career decision to enter 
the teachin~ profession._ -
This hypothesis is supported by H2A and H2B. 
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H2A. A substantial proportion--C~re th~ 25 per cent and less than 
50 per cent) of the provisionaJ. teachers indicate by their 
responses that while undergraduates they had not decided on the 
career of teaching. 
Hypothesis H2A is sun>orted by evidence gathered from the data. In 
Survey D,. item D34, provisional teachers were asked to indicat_e when they first 
decided to become a teacher. Of them, 15. 6o per cent indicated they rrake the 
decision a~er college but before entering another profession• By their re-
sponse~, 25. 95 per cent indicated an even later decision--after working at 
another profession for a period of time. The total was 41.55 per cent, well 
over one-fourth of t~e teachers reporting. While this is not a majority of the 
otal, it certainly is a group of substantial size. On Survey B, item 37, 
33. 96 per cent indicate they were employed on a full-time basis before entering 
teaching. Teaching as a second career is a substantial part. of late decision 
aking as a cause for provirJ.onal certification. 
It must be noted here that none of the teachers personally interviewed 
mentioned that they Jlk'l<le a late career decision as a primary cause of provi-
clonal certifica+.ion. However, a number did suggest that colleges should im-
prove their job counseling services. Improvement. of guidance services also 
appeared among the top ten rankings in answer to items T arrl U on Survey D. 
Such requests for assistance imply that provisional teachers feel problems 
e~ng Q~11.,~~~~~er;;-.~GP~..Q..•l~·s..e*~~--......,,_., .... _.. __ .....,.._.,_. __ .....,....,. .... ,_,__,,....._,.,.,_....,,..__.._., __ .,.. 
r ~. 1'51 H2B. As indicated by their responses, district superintendents rank 
the following as a most important factor leading to provisional 
certification; teaching was a late career choice. 
There is considerable evidence to supp0rt H2B. 
District superintendents were asked to rate causes for provisional 
certification in Survey C", item D57-69. Out of the thirteen items, 11teaching 
iwas a secondary career choice", ranking fi,rst and 11late career choice" ranked 
second. · Both items received more than t'\tlce as many points as the third 
:ranked reason. 
Over half of the personally interviewed superintendents indicated they 
felt a major cause for provisional certification was a late decision on the 
part of the teacher. Three of them recommended th-1.t a strong preservice 
"selling" program to recruit teachers should be instituted. 
In Survey A, item 9, superintendents suggested that colleges improve 
... heir methods of guidance and counseling but most of those suggestions 
see:rred aimed at cures rather than prevention. 
Discussion of H2 
Although the majority of provisional tea.chers indicated they had 
~ecided on teaching as a career in high school or college, a large group in-
~cated theirs ~'as a later ~,areer decision. Many of them entered some other 
career before deciding to teach. 
Once again, this late decision and/or shift in decision points to in-
19.dequate crunseling of the individual. .It could be assumed that these people 
are "profession hoppers"-hopping f:rom one field to another. Information 
gathered in the other surveys indicates that provisional teachers average 
five years of teaching experience. This appears to be a respectable average. 
Actually, a small ~rcentage of superintendents even indicated they felt that 
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rovi sional teachers were more satisfactory than regularly certified teachers 
terms of length of service. This also would deny the allegation of t1pro-
fe ssion hopping 11 ~ 
The quest~on remains, however, "Would effective counseling help these 
t ople or would they go into another profession in spite of it? 11 • Are they 
i 
r 
simply drop-outs from another profession?. The data would seem to indicate 
provisional teachers are not l:'.erely drop-outs from other occupations. 
Data gathered in these surveys indicates that provisional teachers 
e satisfied with their teaching pomtions and they appa.rently feel that 
heir district is satisfied with them. This attitude is corroborated by the 
esponses of district superintendents. If this is the case, one must reject 
he idea that provisional teachers are using teaching as a stop-gap measure. 
It appears that these people do a satisfactory job and it also appears that 
hey could have been guided in this direction earlier by adequate counseling. 
One must note here that indecision does appear to be characteristic 
f provisional teachers. In the discussion of the next hypothesis, it is 
pointed out that a large number of provisional teachers still do not have a 
cornnittment to the profession in terms of years they plan to continue to 
each. Many of them made no response to that question. Apparently, they a.re 
still undecided and perhaps are still in need of counseling. 
Hypothesis Three 
H3. Attitudinal factors influence individuals to apply for and/or. 
~ain the provi_sJ.21ml certificat~. 
In general, the results of the study support hypothesis three, es-
ecially those related to low regard for Illinois certification requirements 
by provisional teachers and their perceptions reg8.rding treatment. Attitude 
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to,'lard teachir.g as a profession is inconclusive. Attidues toward certification 
are generally favorable. 
H3A. A greater proportion of provis.ional teachers have an unfavor-
able attitude toward teaching as a position than those who 
have a favorable attitude, as indicated by their responses. 
There is conflicting evidence regarding this hypothesis. While much 
of the evidence 5-ndicates the hypothesis ~hould be rejected, there is a large 
body of data in undecided areas and sorr..e data that appear to support it. 
Therefore, the hypothesis can neither be rejected nor accepted. 
-· 
Attitude toward teachine was considered unfavorable if (a) the pro-
vision::tl teacher failed to indicate a high intens.ity of call, (b) the pro-
visional teacher did not indicate an intention to rei~ain in teaching, and 
(c) the provisional teacher preferred Horking in his non-educational major 
to teA-ching. 
Provisional teachers do have a high intensity· of 11 ca.1111 .as indicated 
by their responses. Survey D, item A18-'.31 asked 11Wha.t were the three most i.m-
porta.nt considerations in your choice of teaching as a career? 11 • Among the 
fourteen items listed were five items that were identified as responses in-
dicating high intensity of call in the study by Levin, Hilton and Ll.eberman, 
1957. 61 They are (1) opportunity for rcnderir.g important service, (2) a tradi-
t tion in my family, (.3) long term ambition, (4) desire to work with young 
'~· 
people, and (5) interest in subject m-1tter. 
An inspection of the statistics indicating the number of times each 
~eason ~~s selected as a first, second, or thitd choice yielded no real 
The item selected both as first arrl second choice nnst frequent-
. 61 L. c·. Gage, Jiandbook of Research on Teachtng, Boston; Houghton 
~fifflin. 1952. nn. 342-343. 
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ly was item 23: desire to work with young people. Item 18 had the second 
largest total of both first and second selections as a reason for entering 
teaching, opportunity for rendering important ~ervice. Interest in subject 
natter ranked third, long term ambition, fourth. Tradition, the remaining 
high intensity response, placed twelfth out of the fourteen rankings. Tra-
dition seems to be least related to attit~de of the five choices. Although 
attitude may affect it, it would seem·sa:fe to hypothesize that most provision-
al teachers do not come from homes where teaching was or is a career tradition 
held by members of the family. 
Provi.sional teachers indicate by their responses that they hold un.-
favorable attitudes toward their future plans to teach. Survey D, item 872, 
asked provisional teachers to indicate how nany more years they intend to 
teach. The answers, (1) one-five yea:rs, (4) uncertain, and no answer at all, 
were considered short range and/or indecisive~indicating an unfavorable 
attitude. Responses reflecting an unfavorable response attitude totaled 
58.68 per cent of the total. 
Provisional teachers do indicate th:i.t they hold favorable attitudes 
toward the position of teaching. Item H38, Survey D, asks these teachers to 
irrlicate whether they prefer teaching to working in their noneducational 
major. Of them, 69.50 per cent indicated that they did. While this is a 
lTu.'1.,)ority, 7. 26 per cent answered no, and 18. 08 per cent wore not sure. Failing 
to answer the question at all were 5.14 per cent of the total. This would seem 
to be a rather large minority, considering the nature of the question asked. 
H3B. A greater proportion. of provisional teachers have an unfavor-
able attitude toward the need to obtain a regul.;i.r cartificate 
than have a favorable attitude, a1s indicated by their responses. 
The evidence presented here indicated that hypothesis H3B should be 
ire je cted. 
Attitude regarding the need to hold a regular certificate ~ro.s con-
sidered unfavora.hle if ( 1 ) the provisional teacher failed to indicate tha.t 
obtaining a regular certificate was important or very important and (2) the 
\\ 
provisional teacher indicated they did not intend to meet the requirements 
in the near future. (two years or less) 
Provisional teachers indicated-the importance to them of obtaining 
the regular certificate on Survey D, item F36. Responses reflected unfavor-
able attitudes:- (3) fairly important 12.23 per cent, (4) not too important 
5.31 per cent, (5) not important at all 3.90 per cent., and failure to respon1 
2.12 per cent. This wn;s 25.56 per cent of the total. A IM.jority of 52.48 per 
' 
cent of the provisional teachers indicated they do hol:d a favorable attitude. 
Survey B, item 34 asked teachers to indicate when they intend to 
~btain the regular certificate. Of them 93.68 per cent. indicated they would 
~btain them by 1970. Once again it appears that provisional teachers hold 
favorable views regarding the need to hold a regular certificate. 
Personal interviews of provisior.1.r'll teachers also supported this 
hypothesis. That certification is a necessary part of the profession was 
one of the few points on which there was general agreement aJnong interviewees. 
H3c·. A greater p1•oportion of provisional teachers have an unfavor- -
able attitude towf!.rd certification requirements tlvi.n ha.ve 
a favorable ,attitude toward them, as indicated by their 
responses. 
Hypothesis ~cr is supported by data gathered on a num.~er of items. 
A.ttitudes regarding requirements for regulnr certification in general were 
considered unfavorable if 'the provisional teachers indicated they were well 
prep:~red or cxtremaly well prep:l.red for their current positions. 
"In your opinion. how adeou<U.cl v ti.ra vo'J. prepared for the position -:vou 
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11ow hold? 11 , wa:s item E35 on Survey D. The results indicate that 63.1~6 per cent 
of the provisional teachers felt they were well prepared or extremely well 
prepared, an unfavorable attitude if they are expected willingly to take 
additional course ~urk to meet requirements. 
During the personal interviews, provisional teachers were asked to 
irate Illinois state certification requirements in general. The majority rated 
!them as either passable or poor. This-Wa.s a lower rating than that given by 
superintendents. 
Attitudes regarding specific course requirements were elicited by 
responses to the questions which followed. Unfavorable attitudes were reflected 
in responses indicating course work would be (1) no help at all, (2) very 
little help, or (3) some help. 
Survey D, item N41+, was 11 In your opinion, how much would a COUl"se 
lin student teaching assist you to improve your teaching perfort11.""!.nce?". 
Although 41.48 per cont of the total failed to respond to this question, 
"'-nother 4S.57 responded unfavorably to taldng a course jn student teaching. 
In light of the fa.ct that about 75 per cent of the provisional teachers have not 
fulfilled the student teaching requirements, this is most interesting. Another 
interesting comparison mey be made with a similar question asked of provision-
al teachers having completed. student teaching. Only 14. 71 per cent responded-
!Unfavorably, however, 57.62 per cent failed to respond to the question. 
Half of the provisional teachers personally interviewed recommended 
:th.'lt student teaching either be eliminated or that drastic changes be m?.de 
in it. This solution W<?.'S recommended again and again in Survey D, item U, 
by the provisional teachers surveyed. Apparently, unfavorable attitudes 
are held by those who have experience and are in need of student teaching. 
survey D, item 40, asked "To what ext,ent do you feel additional course 1-rork 
in educa.tional methods would assist you in the perform=i.nce of your duties? 1t. 
Of the responses, 59.20 per cent were included under the categories some help, 
very little or, not at all-reflecting unfavorable attitudes on the part of the 
provisionRl teachers. More than one-third of the provisional teachers inter-
viewed ruggested changes in course requirements. They indicated they wanted 
greater flexibility in selection. Resei1trnent over course requirements was 
also apparent in the answers to the open-ended questions in Survey D, items 
T,, U., V., and w. Many re:rr:arks indicated that the re spondcnl; failed to see 
any point in completing a physical education course requirement ~nen that 
subject is taught by specialists. Only 1.41 per cent of the total failed to 
tt:-espond. 
11In your opinion, how nru.ch ,.;ould additiom.l course work in content 
areas other th.':l.n education assist you to improve your teaching?", was item 
K41, Survey D. 
H3n. A greater proportion of provisional teachers have an unfavor-
able attitude toward the status of provisional teachers than 
those who have a favorable attitude toward it, according to 
their responses. 
This hypothesis is supported by the follmdng data. 
The data were classed as follows. If provisional teachers perceive 
r,heir treatment as not differing from the role of the regularly certified 
veacher, incentive to obtain the regular certification is questionable. In 
Survey D, items P46-63, "Various facets of the conditions of service and em-
bloynient of the teacher are enll.lmrated. In each case, the response (1) pro-
~sional teachers given preference, or (2),: no preference srown '\\'OUld indi-
cate an unfavorable attitude. 
In only one of the eighteen categories listed does the larger pro-
portion of provisional teachers indicate that regul?.r teachers are shown 
preference and that is in regard to initial employment, l~9.S2 per cent. After 
rthis hurdle is cleared, the lTh'l.jority of provisional teachers perceive no further 
differences in their treatment from that of the treatment of regularly certified 
teachers. other differences are noted in,the discussion of n5• 
Interview responses with provisional teachers indiec1.tcd t:r..at many of 
them perceived their treatment as the same given regularly certified teachars. 
There was almost total agreement among interviewees th.~t the provisional 
teachers performed the same kind of job as the regularly certified teachers. 
Discussion of H31 
The data presented here marginally support the hypothesis. At best 
attitude is difficult to isolate and assess. Results from investigating 
attitudes to~~rd teaching as a position, attitudes toward the necessity to 
hold a certificate, attitudes toward the requirem~nts qualifying individuals 
for regular certification, and attitudes toward the difference in status of 
~ provisionally certified teac~r as compared to the regularly certified 
!teacher were both of a positive and negative nature. It is impossible to 
:weight which of these attitudes exerted the most influence on the individual 
and which the least. 
Some of the responses must be held suspect as revooling "socially 
1cceptable" answers rather than reflecting the actual attitude of the indi-
vidu::i.l. Some of the incong!'.uities that appeart:d that would raise questions, 
. .-rere that while teaching was put in a most favorable light., provieional 
teachers failed to indicate future plans to continue teaching. Certifica-
tion as a pra.ctice was almost. unanimously approved, while Illinois certifi-
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cation requirements were soundly criticized. 
The dnta ai:pears to indicate that the nnjority of teachers :ti.ad a high 
~- intensity of call and prefer teaching to working in their non-educational major 
~-
~ but are undecided about their long range career plans. Provisional teachers 
indicate tr;i.t it is important to them to becoma regularly certified and they 
intend to do so in two ye~.rs time. In ge~eral, provisi.onal teachers hold 
unfavorable attitudes toward the need ·to meet stated Illinois certification 
requirements. They regard themselves as adequg,tely prep3.red and are particu-
larly opposed to taking educational methods courses and student teaching. Al-
though the ma.jority report that content courses would assist them, a large 
·nority dissents. other than in regard to initial employment·, provisional 
eachers perceive themselves as receiving the same treatment as regularly 
certified teachers. This could be considered an unfavorable attitude. They 
also feel that they do the same quality of job that a regularly certified 
eacher does. This attitude would be a contributine factor in the maintenance 
of the provisional certificc;i.tc. Without a real incentive, it is difficult to 
cet requirements. 
Hypothesis Four 
H4. Ad:r.J.inist:r.,a:tors _perc~_iye _provis.:i9nal].;y: certified teacher_B 
dif.f_e_~entlJL.fJ:.'.?m re@larly certified teachers in re&'l.!'EJ'i 
. to the fulfi]-.lment of the role cxpectat:i.,_fms of the tC..§.-.:.<: . .J:1.cl:.• 
HM_. A greater proportion of district sup:lrintendents feel that 
provisional teachers dj_ffcr fron regularly certified teachers 
in the fulf'iD.merrt of the teaching role than those who feel 
tha.t no difference exists, as indicated by their responses. 
On Survey c·, item B.36-55, superintendents were asked to indicate how 
performance of provisional teachers compared to the<.t of regularly certified 
eachers on eighteen points describing irarious facets of the teaching role. 
r 
> 
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On each individual point, the greater proportion of administrators 
indicated they perceived the performance of provisional teachers as the same 
as that of regularly certified teachers. However, on a number of points a 
substantial (25 per cent - 49 per cent) number of the administrators indicated 
they did observe differences between regular and provisional teachers. Eleven 
of the eighteen categories nam~d show subf?tantial support for the hypothesis. 
They Bre (a) development of curriculum-materials, 46.98 per cent, (b) identifi-
cation of problems of students, 45.78 per cent, (c) ability to appraise the 
effects of teaching 44.57 per cent, (d) up-to-da.teness of information 40.96 per 
cent, (e) knowledge of content 39.75 per cent, (f) meeting individual needs 
37. 34 per cent, (g) classroom management 33. 73 per cent., (h) e1'fecti vene ss in 
interpreting the school program 30.12 per cent, (i) overall job perfor:rm.nce 
30.12 per cent, (j) pupil achievement 26.50 per cent, (k) length of service 
26.1+0 per cent. 
During personal interviews all the superintendents mentioned at least 
one or two ways in which they perceive that provisional teachers differ in 
perfornance from regularly certified teachers. These comments were made 
either as observations or in response to specific questions concerning de-
ficicncies in student teaching and in educational methods courses or simply 
1s observations. 
Although the superintendents appeared to feel that provisional teachers 
did differ from regularly certified teachers, there did not seem to be a con-
sensus regarding specific kinds of differences. Taken in this light, the stCJ..-
tistics in the table m~y be interpreted as cm indication that while super-
intendents do not agree on specific points of differences, they feel that the 
performance of provisional teachers does differ from that of regularly certi-
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fied teachers in .some respects. Although H4 could be rejected by statistical 
data on individual items in Survey a, items B36-55, interview responses pre-
sent evidence that support the hypothesis. Th~refore, H4 is neither accepted 
r..or rejected. 
Discussion of H4 
Although this data can neither be.accepted nor rejected, a number of 
interesting points can be made. In genel'al, on any one item, superinten:ients 
o not perceive a great difference between the two groups of teachers, while 
on a ntnnber of items a minority of superintendents report differences e::id:st. 
he question arises as to what causes this variation in perception? Is it 
riation among provisional teachers or biases held by supcrirrl:,en:ients? Once 
socially acceptable answer may incline the respondent to mark one 
r another deficiency. It may be that while provisional teachers are actually 
efieient in a ntnnber of ·ways, particular superintendents are more able to 
· dentify particular deficiencies than others and that "\-.ould account for the 
ttern of variation. 
Hypothesis Five 
Provisionally certified tcMhers and their acklinistrators fail ---~-----,_.~,..,•r••• - -=------~ perseive j;fie_ l).Q..=!-~E! a provisional _cei:t,_iJ1.9~...!~s aJ:ter= 
ing .c_opditionll_..9!....§mJ?.!9il'.rr.cnt apd service.!. 
A greater proportion of di strict superintendents and pro-
visional teachers indicate that they feel that regular and 
provisional teachers receive the &"l.Tfle treatment in teaching 
than the proportion who feel that differor~ial· treatment is 
given, as indicated by their responses. 
Provisional teachers (Survey D, items P46-63), and district superin-
(Survey c, items 13-35), were each asked to respond to the same list 
regarding conditions of employment and service by indicating whether 
eferentia.l treatment was given to pi•ov-:1.sional teachers, given to regularly 
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certified teachers or no preference was shown. 
On Table 37 the responses of provisional teachers indicate that in 
seventeen out of the eighteen points mentioned the najority of them feel that 
no preference is sholm. An inspection of Table 20 indicates that the majority 
of superintendents respond that no preference is shown on sixteen out of the 
eighteen points listed. 
In a number of areas sonn superinterrlents reported trat preferential 
!treatment was given. The area in which more than ten per cent of the superin-
tendents reported were the following: initial employment (S?.95 per cent), 
opportunity for promoti?n ( 65. 06 per cent), assignment to school and grade 
(30. 12 per cent), opportunity to participate in leadership activities (20. rs per 
cent), transfer opportunities (20.4S per cent), salary (16.86 per cent). 
The area of preference indicated by a larger proportion of provisional 
teachers is item 49, initial employment~regularly certified teachers given 
preference (49.82 per cent). A large proportion of superinterrlents indicate 
rthat regularly certified teachers are given preference in both terms of 
~nitial employment (87.95 per cent) and in opportunities for promotion (65.06 
oor cent). Table 49 presents a chart showine each group's rank placerrent from 
high to low based on response (3)-regularly certified teachers given preferenc~ 
The percentage each represents is also listed. 
Although the percentage of responses greatly differs between the pro-
v:i.sionB.l teachers and superintendents, there is ·a remarkable similarity be-
tween the rankings of the two groups. Item numbers l.,.6, 54, 60, 61, 62 and 
63 are identical. Five other items vary by only one or two positions. The 
greatest rank separations are in (57) opportunity to participate in l~.der­
ship activities nnd (.59) freedom in teaching. 
TABLE 49 
A COMPARISON OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF SUPERINI'ENDENTS AND PROVISIONAL TEACHERS 
REGARDING TBE TREATMENT OF REGULARLY CERTIFIED TEACHERS IN REGARD TO 
CERTAIN POINTS REGARDING OONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT AND SERVICE 
Provisional Provisional District District 
Teachers Teachers Superintendents Superintendents 
Rank Percentage Rank Percent:a.ge 
46. Opportunity to receive 
supervis::>ry assistance •••••••••••• t6 6.911 3.61 
I 
t6 
47. Opportunity to narticipate 
in school and district I committees •••.•.••••••••••••••.••• 9 ?12.41 2.40 11 
4$. Opportunity to participate in I I I professional negotiations ••••••••• 6 4.27 4.S'I 9 49. Initial e~ployment •••••••••••••••• 1 49.82 S7.95 11 
50. Assignment to school and grade •••• 4 26.95 .3.0.1 z 3 
51. Salary • •..•...•.•..•...••.•.....•• 3 31.20 i6.S6 6 
52. Fringe benefits ••••••••••••••••••• n 8.33 .oo 13 
53. Retirement, benefits ••••••••••••••• 12 7.09 .oo 13 
54. Total ·workload •••••••••••••••••••• 15 4.25 .oo 15 
55. Lcci.ves of a.bsence ••• · •••••••••••••• 10 10.46 9.63 7 
56. \!Tor king co ndi ti ons •••••••••••••••• 13 5.14 .oo 13 
57. Opportunity to participate in 
leadership activities~te~m 
leader, etc ••••••••.••••.••••••••• s 18.43 20.48 4 
58. Opportunity to p.1rticipa.te in I development of policies ••••••••••• 7 19.6$ 6.02 8 
59. Freedom in teaching ••••••••••••••• 
I 
14 6.73 3.61 10 
60. Opportunities far promotion ••••••• 2 39.S9 65.06 2 
61. Amount of time and effort devoted · 
to evaluating teachers' perfor-
mance •••••••••••••..•••••••••••••• rs 3.54 .oo 18 
62. Transfer opportunities •••••••••••• 5 27.12 20.48 5 
63. In-service training ••••••••••••••• 17 5.14 .oo 17 
i I ~ & 
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Superintendents and provisional teachers agree that the conditions.·of 
aroployment and service are the same in general, however, they do differ in 
t,heir opinions as to in mat vJays and a.s to the extent of the difference. For 
instance, the percentage of superintendents is three to four times larger than 
vhe percentage of provisional teachers who indicate preferential treatment is 
given to the provisional tea·cher as to opP,ortunities to participate in leader-
sh-i.p activities, opportunities to receive· supervisory Rssistance, amount of 
.. ime and effort in evaluating teaching perform':lnce, and in in-service training. 
"he opposite findings are true regarding at least nine categories where pro-
\Tisionals indicate regularly certified teacl~rs receive preference. 
Chi-square was used to determine whether the differences were signifi-
"ant or whether they were due to chance. Table 50 indicates ·that in all in-
, stances chi-sqlk"!.re was significant beyond the .01 level. 
In personal interviews, the mRjority of provisional teachers indicated 
.. hey felt in the main that they were treated the sa.'JJ.e a~s provisional teachers. 
, Some items were singled out as different but in general H5 was supported. 
Discussion of H5 
In general, the evidence supports the hypothesis but on specific items 
~here seems to be a. difference of perceptions between administrators and pro-
risio:n.~l teachers. 
On items where SUP3rintendents indicate they give preference to pro-
lrisional teachers, the preferential treatimnt is acknowledged by only a rela-
~ively sm-1ll m~rgln of provisional teachers. Cn the other hand, a hard core 
~f provisional teachers :indicate they feel that. regularly certified teachers 
~eceive preferential treatroont on several items. In respect to many of these 
'terns superintendents indicate no preferential treatment is given to regularly 
r 
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TABIE 50 
CHI-SQUARE TES'TS ON VARIABIES INDICATING THE PERCEPrIONS OF 
SUPERINTENDENTS AND OF PROVISIONAL TEACHERS REGARDING 
ASPECTS OF CONDITIONS AND SERVICE AND UfPLOYMENT 
Variable 18 Against Variable 46 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 15 65 3 0 
T::""' -·---
23 29 474 39 0 
Chi-sqUc"l.re value = 1629. 7257 
Variable 19 Against Variable 47 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 81 2 0 
1'8 5 472 70 0 
Chi-square value= 1759.1995 
Variable 20 Against Variable 48 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 0 78 4 0 
23 4 418 120 0 
Chi-square value= 1392.6759 
Variable 21 Against Variable 49 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 1 B 73 0 
30 9 245 281 0 
Chi-square value= 911.5885 
--·-
,, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------....1 
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TABLE 50 (continued) 
Variable 22 Against Variable 50 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 0 0 58 25 0 
B 28 3 382 152 0 
Chi-square value = 1091.6259 
Variable 23 Against Variable 51 
0 1 2 3' 4 
A 2 0 67 114 0 
B 20 6 363 1'76 0 
l; 
Chi-square value = 1074.6354 
Variable 2l~ Against Variable 52 
0 1 :t 3 4 
A· 0 0 83 0 0 
B 25 3 490 o· 
Chi-square value= 1910.1990 
Variable 25 Against Variable 53 
0 r 2 3 4 
A 0 0 83 0 0 
B 28 2 495 l~O . 0 
Chi-square value ;; 1949.6867 
m' 
Variable 26 Against Variable 54 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 0 2 81 0 0 
B 22 2 517 24 0 
Chi-square value = 2115.3833' 
1•67 
TABIE 50 (continued) 
Variable 27 Against Variable 55 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 3 0 72 7 1 
B 30 4 472 59 0 
Chi-square value = 1672. 9825 
Variable 28 Against Variable 56 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 1' 0 82 0 0 
B 24 2 510 29 0 
Chi-squaro value = 2064.5537 
Variable 29 Against Variable 57 
0 1 2 3 4 
A' 11 0 65 f.7 0 
B 27 5 42.9 104 0 
Chi-square value = 1350. 7623 
Variable 30 Against Variable 58 
t 
t 0 1 2 3 4 
~ 
' A t ( 0 77 5 0 
1~ 
l B 25 4 425 111 0 
~ Chi-square value= 1418.5967 
' ' ~· 
f, Variable 31 Against Variable 59 
i; 
r 0 1' 2 3 4 
i' ,. ~ A 1 0 79 3 0 i1 
~. 
B 20 4 503 3B 0 
Chi-square value = 1977.5762 
f 
~ 
~ 
t 
' r 
r-
t 
! 
~ 
i 
t' 
I 
! 
t' ;: 
~ 
~· 
' 
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TABIE 50 (continued} 
Variable 32 Against Variable 60 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 1 0 28 54 0 
B 37 8 295 225 0 
Chi-square value = 802.9460 
Variable 33 Against Variable 61 
0 1 2 3 4 
A 0 18 65 0 0 
B 33 36 476 20 0 
Chi-square value = 1650. 9310 
Variable 34 Again st Variable 62 
0 1 2 3 4 
A· 1 11 64 17 0 
B 34 7 371' 153 0 
Chi-square value = 1048.4790 
Variable 35 Against Variable 63 
0 1' 2 3 4 
A 0 15 68 0 0 
B 29 28 479 29 0 
Chi-square value= 1691.2793 
---
~---
l---------a 
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ertified teachers. 
These differences in perceptions nay cause frictions and difficulties 
rticu.larly ''l'nen administrators attempt to encourage provisional teachers 
o become fully certified by taking required courses. 
The data indicate that provisioll<.1.l teachers do seem to hold a romewhat 
ealistic view of themselves. They seem. to feel that they are doing a very 
apa.ble job, while statistically they shmi they are inadequately prepared both 
professional courses and content areas. District superintendents do c:Nssign 
ovisional tea.chers the same job to do as they assign to regularly certified 
eachers but the superintendents indicate they are not certain that the job is 
s competently perfor.med. There is a.greement that, in general, both job am 
rformance of it are the same among provisional and regular teachers. This 
niscs questions about the entire scope of certification requirements, an:l it 
eads ono to wonder whether such requirements are really necessary or whether, 
n the long run, a system of apprenticeship might be more economical and more 
ffective. 
Hypothesis Six 
H6. ~dministra_:t~~tertchers_E_t_ffer ~IL.il].2),r Eerg_<~Pti~~= 
,eai:<!ing_E.2.luJ:..i.~~..ih~ .. .P.r.:.2.blems of i ssti:'J.nce and retenli£rLOf 
.P!,_QY.i ~-£11!.l~c~,r.iificate~. 
Both superintendents and provisional teachers were asked to respond to 
our questions reg::i.rding solutions to certification problems; the first in 
eference to the Office of the Sup3rintendent of Public Instruction; the second 
reference to teacher training institutions; the third, regarding course 
eeds and; the fourth, regardir:g alternative suggestions. Each of the follow-
g hypotheses e).."Plores one of these areas. 
H6A. Sug~estions for the Office of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction regarding certification aid that are proposed 
by provisional teachers are not the same suggestions proposed 
by district sur.erintendents, as indicated by their responsos. 
A comparison of the first ten ranking suggestions of provisiom.l teach-
~rs arrl supo:rinten:l.ents reveals that there are several areas of partial or com-
tplete agreement between them. Both Table 5 and Table 12 rank 11a.djustrnent of 
student teaching requircmants", in first place. Provisional teachers suggest 
b"'" ---
both granting credit for years of teaching experience and rmking student 
tea.ching courses more available. Superintendents are in agreement, and also 
recommend (a) elimination of the student teaching requirement; and (b) Office 
pf the Superintendent of' Public Instruction a:ssistrtnce in promoting on-the-job 
training for student teaching. 
A second area of agreement appears in suggestions for improved conununi-
catfons w:tth and information for provisional teachers. Both superintendents and 
veachcrs request a list of college courses-where, when, and by 'mom offered-
be nnde available to p.-rovisional tec1:crors. Both groups requested increased 
and improved corrnnunications from the Office of the Superintendent of Public 
!Instruction. Sur,erintendent, s requested that a list of deficiencies be sent 
~o provisional teachers stating ti:nr.l lift".its, etc., while provisional teachers 
requested they receive increased personal guidance. 
Superintendents requested more extension short courses and workshops 
De offered to meet requirem3nts. Provisional te~i:cmrs indicated financial 
assi&ta.nce from the state for making up requirements would be of help. 
Both groups mentioned improved reciprocity a.grecm~nts between states 
.. 10uld be of aid. 
The point of disagreement concerned revision in the certification re-
anirem:mts. While nrovisi.onrtl teachers sunrtested lenrlheninR time reauirements 
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for acquiring a specific number of credit hours and allowing substitution of 
rourses to Jreet requirements, superintendents indicated they felt that up-
dating the c~,rtific:ation laws arrl designating the year a degree must be earned 
was important. 
On the basis of this evidence hypothesis K6A is rejected. 
H6B. Suggestions far teacher prcp~ration institutions (regarding 
certification a.id) that are ,proposed most frequently by pro-
visional teachers are not-·the &'lme as the suggestions pro-
posed nost frequently by district superintendents, as indi-
cated by their responses. 
Hypothesis 6B is rejected because of the numerous points of agreement 
~etween superinterrlents and provisional teachers. A comparison of superintcn-
kient and provisional teacher responses to the question, ttWhat could teacher pre-
paration institutions do to assist provisional te.:i.chers in obtaining regular 
., certificates?" reveals t re foilow:i..P.g information: 
Both groups felt tr.at extension courses should be offered more fre-
quently in more places. These courses should apply to1'iB.rd a degree. On-the-job 
student teaching ranked secorrl among provisional teachers and in third place 
among superintendents. Opportunities to student teach during the SUllllrer were 
suggested by superintendents and ranked second. In third and fourth place, 
". both groups ranked suggestions regarding improved rrethod s of informing and 
r ~ 
1 guiding teacrer s. Pro,r:isional teachers mentioned reciprocity in fifth placer -
i 
r 
! [ 
however, superintendents ranked there the suggestion t'hat the number of under-
graduate courses offered during the summer should be increased; in sixth place 
~ 
! 
' 
provisional teachers ranked the suggestion toot educational jnstitutions and 
r state requirements should be coordinated. The sixth ranldng suggestion by 
superintendents was one for grec.:i.ter flexibility in transfer of credits. This 
was ranked eighth by provisional teachers. Superintendents ranked seventh the 
sug.gestion th'lt ffi ort courses and workshops for credit toward certification be 
e:xpg.ndod.. Provisional teachers ranked it ninth. Provisional teachers suggested 
two ways in which they thought education courses could be improved. They 
suggested edmation courses be consolidated (seventh place) and the elimina-
tion of 11 busywork11 (tenth place). In tenth place superintendents sugg,ested 
credit be given to experienced teachers for student teaching. 
H6c. Suggestions for specific· ·courses to aid in certification that 
are proposed by provisional teachers are not the same as 
suggestions proposed by district superinterrlents, as indica-
ted by their responses. 
Although the rankings are not so easily correlated in this question 
a clear p:l.ttern of agree~ent does emerge. Provisional teachers ranked methods 
courses and courses in the techniques of teaching first in terms of need. Super-
intendents rank these courses second •. student teaching ranks first ·with 
superintendents but not until sixth place with the provisional teachers. Edu-
cational psychology ranks second by provisional teachers and not mentioned 
at all by superintendents. Professional education courses are ranked in third 
place in both groups. Superinterrlents m:mtion American and Illinois history 
in fourth place, while provisional teachers select the teaching of reading. 
Art and Music rank fifth arrong superin!:,endents; in ninth place among provisional 
teachers. In sixth place, superintendents indicated classroom manage:rrent 
courses, provisionals rank them tenth. Individualized instruction, not mention-
ed at all by provisionals, is mentioned in eighth pl8,ce by superintendents. 
Modern nRthem~tics (mentioned among the others in second place by superinten-
dents) is placed eighth by provisionals. Unmentioned by provisionals but 
placing ninth and tenl:,h among superintendents are· courses in audio-visual aids 
and library science. Six of the ten mentioned courses are listed by both 
ITT"mm~. The evidence re1ccts lf6c. 
H6D. The rolutions to the current certification system that are 
proposed most frequently by provisional teachers are not the 
same as the solutions proposed most frequently by district 
superintendents, as indicated by their responses. 
This hypothesis is rejected. A comparison of the first ten ranked 
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alternative solutions recommended by provisional teachers and superinterrlents 
reveals a great deal of similarity .between the tv..ro groups. 
Both suggest waiving student teacrying for experienced teachers in the 
first rank. PrOvisional teacmrs mention personal solutions second while 
superintende~ts place local certi.f1cation of teachers there. Reciprocity ranlcs 
third in both instances. Superintendents ~.ould substitute emergency certifica-
tion for provisional certification (stipulating number of hours needed for 
t full certification) while provisionals suggest reducing requirements or allowing 
~ 
r for more specialization. In fourth place, provisional teachers request tmt 
f 
~· "' i certification requirements be m?.de more flexible. Superintendents rank intern-
ship in fifth position, and abolishment of provisional certification in sixth 
place. Provisional teacrers rank sixth suggestions about giving credit for 
number of years of teaching experience. Both groups put extension of tine for 
oompleting requirements seventh. Revision and/or lowering certification re-
quirements ranked eighth among provisional teachers,and .in ninth place among 
superinterrlents. Ranldng ninth among provisional teachers were suggestions 
tmt proficiency tests be given on request. Superintendents ranked that 
ruggestion tenth. The suggestion that A.B. and M.S. holders be automatically 
. granted certificates ranked in tenth place among the provisional teachers. 
The evidence points to a greater similarity of responses between the 
groups than a dissimilarity of responses. 
Discussion of H6 
Althot:v;h district superinteuQ._~nts and provisional teachers disaITT'ee 
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1with each other on many items regarding solutions to problems of provisional 
certification, in general, they agree on Jn3.jor points. 
Both groups feel that student teaching is the most outstanding problem. 
Both question its effectiveness after teaching experience has been acquired. 
f BOth groups suggest expanding the summer opportunities for student teaching, 
~-
~ I ~s well as giving on-the-job credit for it. 
~ Flexibility is needed in· othe2rrequ5rements, too. Neither superin-
1 r tendents nor provisional teachers rave a great deal of enthusiasm for methods 
' 
~- courses. Both reconmend restructuring of courses. All courses need to be 
1· 
scheduled more conveniently for provisional teachers. 
From the rolutions advanced it l'v'Ould seem that school districts, 
colleges and the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction would need 
- to operate in a much more closely knit ne.nner than heretofore. By so doing, 
•, 
they would recognize that it is the provisional teacher that is probably most 
in need of psychological support, encouragement and service. The fact must be 
~ccept.ed that ·while these teachers have not invested time in course work, they 
are now investing time in teaching the children in Illinois. These agencies 
should act as service agencies and a pressure group for both provisional teach-
ers and superintendents, encouraging tea.crers to become regularly certified 
!While recognizing the i:mpediment s that lie in the path and smoothing them out 
~r removing them. 
CHAITER XI 
SUMHARY, RECOMM,.1'.:NDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
SUMMARY 
This study was designed to collect and analyze data on provlsionally 
certified teachers in Illinois as they i;erceive themselves and as they are 
perceived by district superintendents. Baseline data about provisional 
teachers, information regarding the causes of provisional certification, 
information regarding the status of provisional teachers and rolutions to 
provisional certification problems were included in this study. Participants 
1 in the study included the provisionally certified teachers in the state of 
Illinois, their district superintendents and sub-sa."!lple s of each group. 
Six instruments were used to collect ·data. One qm stionnaire was 
sent to all Illinois provisional teacrors; a second questionnaire was sent 
to a selected sub-sample of that group. One questionnaire was sent to all 
Illinois district superintendents hiring provisionally certified teachers and 
a fo11ovr-up questionr.Rire wns sent to a sub-f'/•mple of that group. A provisional 
teacher interview and a district superintendent intcrv:i.ew also were included ·· 
in this study. 
The data W\!lre collected, compiled, categorized, and analyzed. Sta-
tistics used were mea.n, median, mode, p.;;rcentage, and chi-square. Descrip-
ti ve a.nalys.is \·:as used to analyze open-ended responses. The results of the 
cl.udy were analyzed in light of the stated hypotheses and sub-hypotheses. 
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l. 
Provisionally certif:i.cd tcac rer s in Illinois are a di verse group. and 
they perform diverse functions. They can not easily be categorized or com-
.. rnrtmentalized in all i:articulars, and should not be. But it appears that, 
despite their diversity, they do share several strengths and weaknesses as a 
group. 
Agewise, the largest percentage gr~:mp of provisional teachers is 
between the ages of 29-33 years. The majority of provisional teachers hold 
a bachelor's degree earned during the last ten years, and were educated in 
Illinois state universities. A substantial minority attended out-of-state 
institutions. With an average of five years teaching e:x:perience, three in 
Illinois and two in their present district, many of the provisionals teach 
mathematics, English, general science, and social studies. The :rce.jority of 
tre provisional teachers intend to obtain the regular certificate in the next 
two years, after completing needed courses in student teaching, mtheml.tics 
state of Illinois. Another m-1.jor cause of provl sional certification is a 
late career decision arrl/or selection of teaching as a second choice career. 
Many provisional teachers hold high opinions of their on-the-job performance, 
treatment, and status. They perceive themselves as being very well prepared 
for their positions, while at the same time the.r frequently view meeting 
student teaching certification requirements as "ridiculous", methods courses 
ci.s "busy work11 and are only moderately supportive of content courses. Illinois 
certification requirements are rated as passable or poor by them. 
District superinterrlents rate ID_inois certification requirements as good or 
very good. They indicate they feel that a late career decision and/or 
te~ching as a second career choice is the najor cause of provisional certi-
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fication. Marriage before degree completion, and lack of information are als:> 
given as najor causes. 
Superintendents indicate job requirements are the same for provisional 
teachers as for regular teacrers. In ~Cfiu:rnber of instances, they do not per-
cei ve the performance of the provisional teacher rus equal to that of the 
regularly certified teacher. If preferential treatment is given in a district, 
it is usually given to the regularly certified teacher. Provisional teachers 
nay receive preference in terms of in-service training, more extensive 
evaluation, and opportunity for supervisory assistance. 
Many provisional teachers indicate preferential treatment is shown 
to' regularly certified teachers on initial employment. In general, they do 
·not feel that receiving regular cert~fication would be pg.rticula..rly helpful 
for advancement. Yet, a large segment of district superintenients indicate [ 
t they do give preference regarding promotion, etc., to regularly certified 
t 
! 
I 
teachers. 
In the main, district superinte1rlents and provisional teachers offer 
siroifa.r solutions to problems related to provisional certification. Re-
commendations include revision, adaptation, or elimination of student teaching 
programs. Both groups indicate that methods courses should be revised arrl 
imde more convenient and accessible for teacrers. Guidance and counseling 
shollld be ~'lde ava1.hble to provisional teachers and communications improved 
between the state office and provisional teacrars. Reciproci.ty between 
states should be m:>re effective, and certification requ:irements should be made 
____________________ ..,,.. __ .._ ..... ______________________ ..._. ______________________ __ 
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more flexible. 
Reconnnendations 
Because of the diversity among the provisional teachers in the e,tate 
of Illinois and the range of problems they face, it would be impossible to 
. recomncnd any one single course of action as the cure.o.a.11 for provisional 
certification. Therefore, based on a revi~w of the literature, as well as 
examination of the data and the suggested·· solutions, several alternative 
plans are presented. The list is not an exhaustive one. Consideration has 
been given as to feasibility, time and cost in the selection of plans pre-
sented. 
The most obvious solution is to eliminate provisional certification 
entirely. While this is certainly the goal, as well as the most direct method, 
one questions the wisdom of such an act. What would be the consequences? 
Almost all the superintendents interviewed felt that discontinuance 
of provisional certification w:>uld create problems for them. According to 
Survey c-, item A, only twenty per cent of the districts hiring provisional 
teachers would be financiaD.y affected. However, if eight i:er cent of the 
[teachers in this state were removed from service, the demand for teachers 
ITTd.ght affect the finances of many districts. With eight per cent of the teach-
ers disqualified and no possibility of hiring other provisional teachers, 
competition '\oJOuld increase and the effect could well be that the better dis-
tricts \\\'.:>Uld indeed be iITl';iroved ·with more competent teachers L"'l their ranks, 
while the poor districts i.·lOuld be forced to accept the less capable though 
qualified (as to certification requirements) teachers. With reciprocity in 
need of improvement, possible candidates from other states, both good ones and 
poor ones, would probably also be disqualified. Many fine teachers, lli th ma.riy 
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years of experience would be disenfranchised. 
Hopefully, no national emergency will arise to create new shortages 
of teachers but that ha.s not been the situation historically. For one or 
another reason a 11 smrtage 11 of teachers has been the rule rather than the 
exception. Therefore, it seems that for the tine being, until a good system 
is devised to insure adequate teacr~r supp~y in times of emergency, realistic-
ally speaking provisional certification-1-dll remain '\'Jith us. 
Eliminating the ¥..ajor Causes of Provisional Certification 
La.ck of inforrration, late career decision, attitude of the individual 
and ineffective reciprocity plans have been identified as major causes for 
provisional certification. 
Regarding reciprocity, the s::>lutions suggested in most of the litera-
ture as well as those forthcoming from the populations surveyed were of a 
gereral nature ratrer than of a specific one, probably because there are 
so many variables involved. It is generally agreed that state legislatures 
must decide which path to take to accomplish improved procedures for reci-
procity. Their course could be (a) to seek more flexibility through agreement 
to substitute course credits from one course in one institution to other 
courses at other colleges, (b) to agree to accept college recommendations of 
approved courses or (c) to adopt uniform standards beb.'Ben states. Because 
reciprocity is a procedure that is currently receiving study and attention from 
state authorities, remining specific reconn:nendations will relate to the other 
major ca.uses stated. 
The folloidng steps are recomncnded to eliminate or at least diminish 
some of the najor causes for provisional certification. 
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1. Programs of information should be designed (a) for high school 
and college stulents who indicate teaching as a career choice 
and (b) for high school and college students who have no definite 
career choice and/or who have irrlicated a choice of a 11white 
eollar" career in a related area. Responsibility for these progra:r.is 
should be shared by the Office. of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction and educational--iristitutions. 
2. A systematic progran of individual guidance and counseling to 
assist students to mike earlier career decisions should be 
instituted. It n-=ty be said that this plan is already in effect. 
On the basis of the evidence, one is inclined to question 
whether or not the current thrust is in the right direction. 
Present programs appear to be in need of revision or even re-
construction if they are to accomplish dissemination of infor-
mation regarding requirements for certification in teaching as 
one of their goals. 
3. Junior high school attitude forming programs concerning careers 
should be developed and In3.de available to schools. These pro-
grams, in the nature of public relations progra,ms, should employ 
multi-media as attractively and interestingly packaged as 
possible to inform and enthuse pote.'1tial teachers. 
4. Programs should be designed for distributing inforr:i.ation to 
unive1·sities and colleges located i.1 states contiguous to 
Illinois and in states th:i.t educate a majority of our provisional 
teachers. These programs should demonstrate how Illinois require-
ments and the requirerents of other states are similar and point 
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out differences bet·ween them. They should suggest \.mys in which 
prospective teachers ca.n prepare themselves for state certifi-
cation in several states. 
5. Colleges and universities should be requested to design programs 
in major fields other than teaching that l·JOuld most effectively 
and completely prepare a student for teaching so the.t aD. re-
- . 
quirement s could be filled· ·with a minimum amount of effort if 
the need should present itself. These designs aDould be ma.de 
kno'\'m to students through college an::l state bulletins and through 
individual counseling. 
6. State educational organizations should be encouraged to cooperate 
wlth the state office in developing materials to recruit and 
inform prospective candidates about certification requirements 
as well as about teaching as a. career. 
Requirements 
l..fa.ny have suggested that certification requirements be rrade more 
flexible and more suited to the needs of the individual. 
Student teaching is the most inunediate and probably the most awkward 
problem to handle. Provisional teachers who have teaching e.:x:pcrience but 
have not had the course resent the idea. Yet, this rourse is regarded by 
1:10 st educate rs arrl t:E.ny educ a tiora 1 organi za ti ens as the mo st c ssential in-
gredient in the making of a successful teacher. Superintendents personally 
interviewed in this study indicated their agreement that student teaching 
is important but stated that after two years of experience there is no observ-
able difference in the two groups. It appears that by that time, provisional 
' r ~ ' 
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tea.crers have had their student teaching at tm expense of the children they 
teach. 
It is unthinkable to allow provisional teachers to get experience in 
this manner. Potential teachers who must be provisional teachers should be 
required to take a course in student teaching within six months of the date of 
issuance of the provisional certificate. pn-the-job training should not count 
a.s student teaching and provisional teachers should be expected to take the 
course during tre smmner. Implied here is that universities and local school 
systems will cooperate in providing student teaching opportunities during the 
summer months for credit. These courses nay be structured to include a 
series of seminars held during the first semester of the following school year. 
local districts could be expected to provide released time for provisional 
teachers to attend trese seminars. The seminars mJ:J.y include some provisions 
for personal guidance and counseling for these teachers regarding state 
requirements. 
Experienced teachers should be required to fulfill the student teaching 
requirements in three years time. The course should be differentiated from 
pre-service student teaching by differing the requirements and by changing the 
course name, i. e,, "Provisional Teacher Interns.hip11 or 11Practicwn". This 
course should be an on-the-job internship with supervision and regular seminars 
administered by educational institutions. 
It is hoped that the content of the courses would focus on modern 
issues, curriculum and materials and that such innovative techniques as 
television taping, microteaching, etc., would insure possibilities for learning 
experiences for teachers, whether they had been teaching five or twenty-five 
years. Teachers participating in this course should be expected to operate on 
high plane of sophistication although it is felt that only undergraduate 
credit should be granted. 
An alternate suggestion to solve the student teaching problem is the 
inception of the internship program. Under this plan a provisional teacher 
uld be assigned to a master teacher who would act as supervisor. The pro-
visional teacher would be responsible to t~e master teacher in regards to 
planning, developing curriculum materials; and evaluating students. The 
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ster teacher would be authorized to supervise by an educational institution 
on the basis of courses, perfornance, or some type of supervisory ·workshop. 
;fuile serving the :internship, a period of six months, the provisional teacher 
ould receive less pay than regularly certified teacmrs and would be allowed 
some released tine (a minimum of five school days) for vlsitation, study, or 
other professional activity. On completion of the internship, the supervising 
eacher and the district sui:::erinterrlent would recom'1en:l that the State Certifi-
cation B~~rd grant credit for student teaching to the intern. 
Course Work 
Course \<X>rk needs are so di verso they are difficult to control. Now 
hat specific needs are known about each teacher, and each region, the infor-
ation should be computerized and a print-out regarding specific courses and 
number of teachers needing the requirenent should be distributed to every 
county superintendent and to all colleges and universities in each region. 
Superintendents and ex>llege officials should plan cooperatively to offer 
needed courses at ex>nvenient locations. 
Educational institutions should work cooperatively with district 
ruperintendents to ex>me to an agreement on what kinds of content and learning 
e~riences should be included to make these courses of re:itest benefit to 
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teachers. 
Colleges should consider extending their individual study plans whereby 
teachers l•.tmld be encouraged and would have the opportunity to design indepen-
dent studies to rreet their own needs. 
An agency such as the county superintendents office or the State Certi-
fication Board should serrl a yearly statem~nt to provisional teachers regarding 
requirements they need to fulfill. 
District ruperinterrlents should be required to complete an annual 
report listing (a) the number of provisional teachers in their district, 
(b) the progress of each of these teachers toward the regular certificate 
during that year, and (c) a listing of ways in which the teachers have been 
encouraged to fulfill the requirements by the district. 
At periodic times, representatives from the State Certification Board 
should meet with the district superintendents of a region to discuss certifica-
tion problems and procedures. 
Implicit in each of these recorrunen:lations is that financial support 
1·.uuld be available from the state. The money would be well spent. Competent 
~ 
f teacrers are no luxury and although there is no assurance of excellence in-
'· l' herent in these recommendations, the people of Illinois have every right to 
expect tl'Rt at least minimum standards for standard certification are met by 
every teacher. 
Implications for Further Study 
This study revealed a great deal of inforrna.tion about provisional 
certification that has heretofore been unlmown. The hypotheses explored a 
number of the rrajor considerations that the data revealed. As a by-product, 
other questions appear tl:at would merit further investigation. They are: 
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1. What· are the most effective and efficient methods to encourage 
provisional teachers to become regularly certified? 
2. Do reeularly certified teachers perceive their status, treatment, 
and performnce differently than provisionally certified teOJ.chers? 
3. How are out-of-state teachers affected by present reciprocity 
procedures? 
4. Whti.t is the attrition rate+ -of ·provisionally certified teachers 
as compared to regularly certified teacrers during the first 
two years of teaching? 
5. What are tre most effective methods to employ in assisting young 
people to nake a career decision earl.y enough to make adequate 
preparation for it? 
6. How do school districts in which provisional teachers reported 
they had equal munbers of opportunities to be as innovative as 
regttla.rly certified teachers differ from those in which pro-
visional teachers reported they had no such opporttmities? 
7. Can first year teacre rs Ja eking student teaching be identified 
from those who have had student teaching by impartial observers? 
S. Ca.n teachers who have had a methods cour~e in a subject be 
identified from those who have not rad it, by impartial observers? 
9. In what ways do the methods of regularly certified teachers and 
provisionally certified teachers differ in the evaluation of 
students? 
10. Do students actually achieve more under a regularly certified 
teacher tha.~ under a provisionally certified teacher? 
11 •• How accurate are the perceptions of provisionally certified 
teachers? Do they have· a stronger ego than others? 
12. What is the a.rt of teaching? 
The implementation of the plr'lns described under "recommendations" 
could devolqp into other studies. 
Probably one of our rrost interesting arid r:erplexing problems is 
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how to establish standards and absolutes afrl, yet, allow for the individuality 
and un.i_queness of every nnn. In a dem<Ycr~cy, this consistent flexibility 
is demanded every day. Provisionally certified teachers themselves firmly 
state that certification is absolutely necessary, yet they plead for leniency, 
flexibility, and outright abolishment regarding criteria that confront them. 
Achievement of the rerfect balance is an insurmountable goal and it is 
tempting to sacri:f'.i.ce indiviuality for standards. Perhaps, someday, pro-
fessional licensure will overtake certification. Then provisional certifica-
tion \·tl.11 become as obselete as button hooks. Until· that time, it is up to 
us to institute action plans to fill the teaching ranks with competent arrl 
qualified personnel. 
APPENDIX A 
!{EMORANDUM 
TO: School Administrators 
FROM: Ray Page 
Superintendent of Public Instruc~ion 
iDATE: March.29, 1968 
SJBJECT: study of Provisional Teachers in Illinois 
You are no doubt aware of the fact tmt within the state of Illinois a 
substanti~ number of teachers currently hold provisional certificates. 
Even though the majority of these teachers are currently doing an 
excellent job, it w:>uld still be desirable for all teachers to hold regular 
certificates in the subjects they teach. 
The Office of tre Superintendent of Public Instruction is most arud.ous to 
assist all persons with provisional certificates in fulfilling the require-
ments needed for a regulci.r certificate and to reduce the need for 
provisional certificates. To fulfill these objectives, it is essential trat 
baseline data be obtained on all teachers cm·rently holding provisional 
certificates. Based upon this data, future programs \dll be planned by 
the state Office in conjunction filth teacher-preparation institutions 
~athin the State of Illinois. 
We request, therefore, that one of the accomp-:mying Provisional Teacher 
Fact Sheets be completed for each of the provisional teachers in your 
district. After these forms are compiled, please doublecheck them for 
accuracy and completeness. 
In addition, you personally are requested to complete the Superintendent's 
questionnaire attached to this letter and return it together i.dth all of the 
Provisional Teacher Fact Sheets to your county superintendent by 
April 12, 196S. A 100Cf ret}lrn is essen:tial to 02!f!P.letc .t.he studi. Your 
cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated. 
Enclosures 
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APPEWDIX B 
·, fURTh'Y A 
State of Illinois 
Office· of the Superint.end.en:. of Puolic Instruction 
Ray Page, Superintendent 
Code ffo: (for OSPI use) 
1. ·county · · -~------··--- ·----------- 2. District· }~oo 
j .. SJperint:.endent 
•. 
4~ Total nlll:l,)€:1' o.f teachers in district 
~~_,,..~--~~~~ 
5. Number of te?.chers in district with provisional certif.i.cate_s __ __,,.._ ______ _ 
··--6. Nun-ber of completed teacher questionnaires returned ________ _ 
7. In your opinion, ·which of tre follmdng requirenents nust be fulfilled by the rrn.jority 
of your prov.Lsion:ally certificated i:;erEonncl in order to obt:Un regular certificates? 
--~~Completion of Degree 
-~~-Student Teaching· 
Additiom.l Course \·:ork in Area of General Edu.cation 
---Additional Course \fork. in Area of Professionai. Edi1caticm 
_____ Additional Course "w:ork in .Arca of Specia.lizati_on 
---°'-' __ other (please specify) · ·-
S. In your opJ.!non, what could the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction do to 
assist p:!'ovisional te.:J.chers 1.n obtaining regular certificates? ____ ~---------
9. In your opinio!l, wr.at oould th~ te::i.cher preparatio!l institutions do to assist provision.§il 
.teachers in obtaining regular certificates?_ --------------------
·.--... 
10. '!ihat specific courses '·rould be r.-iost useful for provisional teachers? ________ _ 
11. \·Jhat alternatives to the current certification system v:ould you suggest? __________ _ 
··. 
Please feel free to add any ~tional corru::snts on the back of this sheet • 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP! 
· .. 
APPENDIX C 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Teachers w.ith Provisional Cert~ficates 
.... --·· 
FROM: Ray Page 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
DATE: M:irch 29, 1968 
SJBJECT: Study of Provisional Teachers in Illinois 
A research study is being conducted which needs your help. According 
to the state certification records, you currently hold a provisional 
teachers certificate in Illinois. The Office of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction would like to assist provisional teachers in obtaining regular 
certificates in several ways. However, we are handicapped by the lack 
of precise information as to what specific measures l.t>uld be of most 
benefit to provisional teachers. 
Because of this, you are requested to insure that the accompanying form 
is filled out completely and accurately. The information you give us 
will be used to plan educational and legislative programs designed to aid 
provisional certificated individuals. It will also serve as a necessary 
form of feedback to the colleges and universities of Illinois so that they 
can do their part. 
Please complete the attached form and return it to your superintendent 
~nthin two days. Your full cooperation is urgently requested and deeply 
appreciated. 
1 nclosure 
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APPENDIX D 
SURVI<;Y B 
.j State of Illinois 
Office of the cuperintendent of r-ublic Instruction 
Ray Page, Superinte~dcnt 
PROVISION!\! TE~.CHER FACT f:HE~'T 
-----
+ •• 
Code No. (for 
. A 
OSPI use) 
I 1. 
4. 
7. 
9. 
I 
1 
i· 
I 
. 28. 
29. 
·---'°· 
. 31. 
32. 
33. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
2. . ). 
Cotmty Dist. No. Uistrict Narae 
5. 
Na.ffie(last) (first) (initial)· Date of Birth 
'·· 
Subject{s).Taught 
Ii 
. I EDUCATIONAL TRUHING 
10; 
~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~--~~~-· 
11. 
lli..gh School County 
·--College or 
8. 
Grade level( s) 
12.__ - . 
State Year Graduated 
... 
---------Type of Year of 
University !fame 1·'!9. io-r Com·ses .,. ,.a nor Courses De~rce Degree 
-------- J5. Under,grad.u::i.te 1 }. 1'4. (I) ---Gr<>dm.te 18. --~---- 20. ~II) Graduate 23. 24. 25. 
If you lack ~- degree, enter total number of St;!r.ester hours 
credit earned. 
Number years teaching experience in present district: 
1'.Tumhei- yea.rs t.ca(".hing exper---icnc~ in Illinois..:. . 
Total nu.r:i°!)er years teachiri.g experience, all positions: -
Nu.rrher years exP3rience prior to 1964: 
-~'ierc you a'.·.rare of State Teacher Certification l;'equfrements 
as an undereradm.te? 
~'Then will you t'!OP1plete requirements for a regular 
eerti.:ficate? (Appro:dm.ately) . . 
\':ere you employed on a full-tirr.e basis before entering 
teaching? 
If yes, wh::i.t was your occ11p:i.tion? 
Do you hold a regular te.:tchiri-s certificate in a state other 
thB.n ID inois? 
If yes, in i·:hat state (s)'Z 
16. 17. ¥ .. _ .. 
21. 22. 
-26.··--· ,_. 27. / 
-- _, 
28. . 
-----29. ____ _ 
30 •. ___ _ 
31, ___ _ 
.32. ___ --' __ 
.3.3. _Yes __ .}fo· 
........... 
__ .:.31.i • ..--__ 
35. Yes No 
·36. -
37. Yes No· 
. 38. ___ ___, 
CHECK THE ARY::".S IN UUCH YOU HUST 03l'ADJ F11Fi.TH3R COURSE \'.'OPJC TO HJLFILL THE 
REqJIRE'.!EN':'~ FOR A R::~GUL\R C:SRTIFIC.~'rE IH IIJ.H!OIS: 
· General F.d.ucation 
39. IP-nsu~ge Arts 
l~O. }·~thenat.ics and/or Science 
I~ 1. Social Sci€11ce (includip.g a com~se in Arr.eri cg,n Histcry 
and/or Govern.~ent 
42. Huwmi ties 
1~3. Health an:l Physical Education 
1~4. Additiom.l electives in any of the a.bove fields. 
39. __ _ 
40. 
-----
41. 
----42, __ · --
1~3.-
44. 
-----• 
• 
( 
( 
' ,, 
" Professional Education 
45. Educ?..tional Psychology, including httl!Vln growth and 
development 
46. Methods and te.chniques of teaching in the area of 
specialization 
47. History and/or Philosophy of Education 
48. Student teaching in Area of Sp3cializ.ition 
49. Additiona.1 electives in Area of Professional Education 
50. Additiom=tl electives in Area of SJ;:iecialization 
51. General Electives 
52. Other - please spBcify~~~~----~~~----~~~--~~~~~~ 
\ 
45. _____ _ 
46 •. 
-----47. ___ _ 
48 • 49.-_-__ _ 
50. ___ _ 
51. ___ _ 
52. _____ _ 
./ 
/ 
-- . 
APPENDIX E 
119.y 13, 1968 
Dear 
Recently you received a questionnaire from the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction designed to obtain data concerning teachers holding 
provisional certificates. Your cooperation in this matter was greatly 
appreciated. · 
As a follow-up to this study, a sample of district superintendents having 
ten or more provisionally certificated teachers has been selected to 
receive a more detailed questionnaire. 
The enclosed form should take about fifteen minutes to fill in. Please mail 
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the completed form in the enclosed envelope directly to the Office of the .. · 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Educational Research, 
325 South Fifth Street, Springfield, Illinois 62706, by May 22, 1968. Your 
answers ~".i.11 be regarded as confidential infor:rration. This information will 
be used to give direction toward improving the certification program for 
teachers in the State of Illinois. Your opinions and reactions to the problems 
of provisional certification are essential to give the study necessary depth 
and quality. 
Sincerely yours, 
~~--....... ~~""""" ..... 0~:11111111111!111111•t•ii•J•::•11•2•c.111:2•a•:•t•s•.a•.•&•. •. •.•iiillllld .. llll!l!llllLllll!IJl_lliilllllllllllllllll 
Name ! I 
.I 
,-
. 
APPEHDIX F 
SURVEY C 
Code No. -OSPI Use 
/ SURVEY OF fEIECTED SUPEEHITB-.'D:!.i:NTS REGARDIEG 
/ . PROVISIONALLY C:SETI?ICATED PER~OilNEL . 
A. In your opinion, hm·r dOCS the treatrr:ent of provisionally certificated personnel 
differ from the tre~tr..ent of rcgularl~· certificated personnel in your district 
with rega~r~1 to· each of the foD.owing c;i_tegories? Please indice.te by placing a 
check in t.1e appropriate colum..Yl. An:;;.·:cr all items in Section A. ?lace a 
check in .''t·ection B only .if a particular response in Section A is based on a 
definite (!.istrict policy. · 
I ccction A ._, Section B 
-Prov.i,sional _ No Regub.rly Check 
: -~~ .. · teacher.s · preference certificated if 
given sho;m teachers this is 
.-~-. preference given a district ; 
I: 
. -. __ ... preference policy 
18. Opportunity to receive 
SUPf:!'Vi rory assistance 
--19. Opportunity to rorticipate 
in school and district 
conni t tees 
20. Opportunity to 
,...___. 
--participate in 
p:ro fe ssion:~ l neR:otiA.tions 
-
_?_!_. Inj_tiA.1 er.-.nlovrr:ent ,, 
-2;?. Assignrr..ent to school a11d 
E;rade ·- / 
23. fal-9.ry I -· 
B4. Frin.~e benefits 
25. P.etire~ent benefits . 
2b.Total -workload 
-n-. I eaves of' absence -- - <---- ~ --
28 •· ~·:ork:i.w, conditions 
-. 
29. Opportunity to participate in --
leader::hip activities 
-
team 
le::ider, etc. 
3o. Opportunity to participate in I developrnnt of oolicies 
-l!. Freedo~:i. in teaching I -
22. .Op7Jortu.ni ties for uromotion I 
33. Arr.cunt of ti:rr:e and effort 
·devoted to cv_aluating 
teacr,crs' perforirance 
-)Ii. Tr~msfer 2}?!JOrtnnit1e s 
-------~In-service training I 
- . 
(Code 1') (Code 2) (Code 3) (Code 4) 
• 
-....._. 
; . ( 
. ( 
'. . .· 
B. In your opinion, how do provisionally certificated perronncl compare to 
regularly certificated p.;;rsonnel in the follo·:::i.ng categories? Put a mark 
. in one c~tegory on;J.y after each item. 
less 
satisfact<?ry 
than 
regularly 
certificated 
personnel 
Sar.a 
as 
regularly 
certificated 
personnel 
More 
satisfactory 
tran 
regularly 
certi fi cat ed 
pereonnel 
36. ~n~th of service ~-~-·-~----~~-··-~-i--~--~~~~·~~~~----~~-
• 37. Stabil}~t~~-----~~~-~--~--+-~----"~:~-~-~~---~---t---~~~-~~~~---1---~---~~ 
38. Attcnd~nce ;;_~--~~~~-~-~-+---~-----~--1~----~-~~~~-
-3"9. Pi"onmt~n~-~e-~s~s·~---~-~~----J.--~-~~~~~l~-----~---~~--1---~~~~-
40. Regard for le gal 
resnonsibiJities .~·,-~-1-.~le~s·~on p~~r:.ni~~.Q......-~ . .;;;_ ____ ----~-~--f.--~~~--~----1· ~-----~~~-
:W.-Knowlc~g~f...<??~tc!l ..... t ____ -1-------------------~--l--------·-liJ. Up-to-datencf:s of 
inforr'l!:!.tion t----------i-------------'1----------·--,-~/-~ .-c-1-'-a-;;ro om l:'.<tn"l.!!G;e;-:r---
45.Rauport >dth students 
~·~t·· . cl" - •. 1 1 ~ t~o. r..ee ing in:.:::-1:-.:v~·i;:..;.'·.:..;;u;;..'"'.:.:·· ;__:;n.:.:;.e:-..:c::.."';:.:lS::...... __ 1 _________ 1------ ----.--1-------47. Identific:i.tion of problems 
. of studi:mt. s 
----·-------!-----·--------------·-·· -----~-J,.B. Pu!)i-lac1rl.Cve~:-:nt __ 1-____ , __ _ 
l}9• ·Effectiveness in --·----1----------·-
/ 
interpretl ng the school 
p~o.)ram -·-------------1.,--------~1-----.----·-·-_ ------
·50: Parer>.t rel;;;._.:i.;.... t.::..J;;·~·o.::..n:..;c.;;;;..c ________ .,...._ _________ --t.....___________ ·-
_ ..51. f.t:i.f f rel~.tior._:=s ________ ..J.-____ ...._ _ __:_-+------~~::----i--------
.52. Develop~on:Cof curriculu.'"!l 
nateri;J.1.s 
-5-3-.-Abili t:_;-t;;·-a-pprai se the 
__,__ effectc o_~_!.~.:._~hi~~~---~-~~~---------L---~·----~--i--~---~--~----
54. Enthuf:i.a.s::i. for t-~.::l.dn:;;.·-.::..n;;.;~----1------ -----t------------~----~--
55. Cver.:i.11 _ ,iob-J;"-erforr!"Y?~nce - -
(Code 1) (Code 2) (Cede 3) 
--
... 
. ,. 
Jb b 1 .. L t I . 112 . au ue.e a. e 4 a a. ;; !Uik . QL 21 . .t . . t .¥. ii t . WU . Z 4 z; J • 3 k 4 4Q !ffA ifAN+' Pf-
.. 
,• 
C. '\:fould you provide less salary ard 'fi•inge be-:iefits for provisionally certificated 
personnel if the sta~e aid for:r.~Jla were char.ged to provide lesE funds for 
students taught by providonally certificated teachers, 
· 56. Yes 
- ( 1) 
No 
--,2~)-
D. In your opinion, •.-rhat are the t!'lree najor f:lctors preventing a prospective 
·teacher fror:t fulf'ilJing ti:e requirements for a regular certificate? Please 
indic=tte which of the follo·,d.:ng are the mol?t important factors by ranki:ng 
tr.cm in order. · PlA.ce a 11 111 be side th~.-r::o·st important factor, a 112 11 be side 
the second nost :inportA.nt, a~d a 11.3 11 beskle the third.r.0st. important. 
57. ____ lack of inf orr:a ti on reg;:i.rding require;nent s 
58. ____ Attended college in another state 
59. ____ I.P..ck of interest whilB at college 
60. Teqching was a Eecondary rorcer choice. 
61 • 1-li.li tary service . · 
62, l,?._rriage before conpletion of req'lrl.rsments 
63. !'.aternity or child-rearing 
64. late career choice 
65. Ill health 
66. i~oved to Illinois· from another state where certified 
67. 'forced to le:i.ve rolle:;c before completin.3 rcquir0;ncnts 
·6a·; lack of access to teacher training in~titutions 
69. other (plc::tse specify) _________ _ 
,·' 
. ' 
·~ . 
.' 
C> 
. ~ ........... 
APPENDIX G 
Dear Teachers, 
Recently you received a questionnaire from the Office of the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction designed to obtain data concerning teachers 
holding provi si.onal certifica.tes. Your cooperation in the nntter was great-
ly appreciated. 
As a follow up study, a sample of the provisional teachers have been 
selected to receive a more detailed questionnaire. 
The enclosed form should take about fifteen minutes to complete. 
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Please rn.:1.il the completed form in the enclosed envelope directly to the 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Education-
al Research, 325 South Fifth Street, Springfield, Illinois 62706, by Hay 22, 
1968. Your answers will be regarded as confidential infornntion. This infor-
mation will be used to improve the certification program for teachers in the 
state of Illinois. Your opi:r.ions and reactions to the problems of provision-
al certification are essential to give the study necessary depth quality. 
Sincerely yours, 
( 
; 
i · .
. ' . 
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APPENDL'< H 
SURV1Y D 
Social 8ccurity No.-
S.JRVEY OF c·ZLECTED PROVI9Irn·!ALLY CillTIFICATED T:S 1\CH:;RS 
OSPI Code 
A. Please indicri.tc wh5_ch of the fol1o·d!"lg l':~re the threc(J) mos!-, :important 
consider.;,tions in your choice of te<3.~hi.ng as a care8r. P..a.n!c thc::t in 
order by pJacing a 11 1 11 boside tr.e nost ir::porta.nt consider:~tion, a 112 11 
beside the secon::l ;:;oft im;~ortant, an:i a "3''. be~ide th-e third :r:ost 
irrtportant • 
1 e. . Cpportu.'lity for rendering i:m.:ortant service 
19. --Financial re'.-:ards • · · 
20, Job security ,,.----
21. ----other desirable job fa.ctors (ninc-morith year, holidays, etc.) 
22. ____ Etop-r.ap uhti J !Y'.arriaee 
23. ____ Zxar.i.ple set by a favorite teacher 
2h. ____ Found previous line of l·:ork unre'\';ardiri.i:r, 
25, ____ Easiest prepA.rat.ion program in college 
26. ____ A tradition in my family 
27. · Lon?, term nr:1bi ti on · ..::i 
28. . Desire to work 't>r.i.th young people 
29. =- Ready av11.ib.biJity cf teaching job 
30, Inte1·cst in P.· subject r.i.atter field 
31. Other ro.:i.Eon (please· sf)3cify ) _____ _ 
. . 
B, Hc,·i d:i.d you fir r:t lsarn abbut Illinois state certification rec-:uirc1D.ents? 
\ CHECK CNS ' 
32. 1 College 6 ____ State 3ulletin 
2 Counselor 7 · Teacher Certificci.tion Boa!'d 
3 ___ Coi.mt;r Snpcr:.nttmdent 8 Friend 
4 ··· -- Dist.nut Cuperinh?ndent -· -.. 9 --'l'eacher 
5--0ther (pJ_a<ise specify), __________________________ _ 
· C. , ~·lien did you first )earn about Illinois ~ta.te certifb<:>:.tion requirer.-:en:ts? 
Q.l_lli CI··~ 01 TE 
·-......·. 
33, 1 High School 3 .... ____ .Vter College, five· yec-~rs er less 
2. ___ College 4 After Collei:;e, six ye?.rs or filore 
' 
D. When did you fird decide to bccorr.c a te::i.c1:er? CEI~Cr: mz 
34. 1~_Hish 2chool or oirlier 
2 > .f't TT' , " ' 1 , t ___ .. ,... er .at;n ,)01100 .. , ou 
before entering college 
3 ___ ..... College 
4_ After Collc,zc, but 'he fo:re enteri:re; 
another profession 
5 After ,.~orl.:iri,g at ci.nothcr rro.fe ssio'!'l 
for a period of tir1e 
• 
( 
E, In your opinion, hm: adequately are ~rou prep-1.red for the posit~on you 
·now hold? Cl-CC1~ OM:r 
35. 1 Poorly preyi.red 
~-Hot too well prepared 
3---Fairly well prepar~d 
. . 
4 ___ ,·iell prepared 
5 Extremely well prepared 
F, How important is it for you in terms of job security, personal 
satisfaction, etc. to obt1?.in a .regular certificate as soon as possible? 
Ci-L'£CK ONE 
36, 1 ____ Very important 
2 I~portant 
3 ____ Fai rly important 
4 Not too i1r!portant 
· 5 Hot import?.nt c.t ell 
.--
G, 1101·1 nmch opportunity do you have to use your major field in your 
present position? C1-'2CiC ONE 
37. 
Jr. 
38. 
. --
1 No 
2--_Very little 
3 _ _;._So:~e 
Do you pref er teaching 
rra.jor? cm;cK O!F.: 
1 Yes 2 
4 ____ }rec1uent 
5 Ver-~ frequent 
to working in the are~. of your noncduc-:.. tiona.l 
No 3 Not sur-~ 
I. ~ow much wo111d holding a regular cartific;;.te help y_9u to us0 your 
' .i.. , • I . -·1 / .t. "t" . • no!lu•1ucnu::i,on9. .. r:t'lJOr as sue i ope:rnngs aiu or oppor ..,uni ies e.rise in 
yo·.xr school system? CHECK OHS 
. 39. 1 }fot at all 4 ____ l:oder;:d;.ely helpful 
2 Very little 
3 __ Sorre help 
.5 E:xtrer:1ely helpful 
. J. To \·:hat ·extend do you fec1 P..dditional course ..... urk in e<i.ucatior}1l methcd s 
v:ould assist yon in the performance of yotir duties? CH:~CK ms 
40. 1 __ Eot a.t all 4 ____ Hoder<?.t ely helpful 
2 Very little 5 Extrer.tely helpful.'/ 
3 Sow£ help 
K. In your opinion, h0i·: rnuch i':ould additionE.l course 1·.;ork in· content areas 
othe!'.' .f:.inn ec1tt~::oi.tion assist you to improve you:::- tca~hing?. ClIZCK 01'1i.!: 
. ·-----
· 41 • 1' Eot at ;-;J. l 4 __ . __ Z·1od0rci.tely helpful 
2 Very little 
3 So~e help 
.--
5 ~rE.::,e~y helpful 
- ..... 
. ' 
..... 
............... 
,. 
t 
i 
L. To 't·:le. t extent do you p.'lrticipa.te in prcgr;:ir.,s invo1vi!1g educational 
irnov~ti0ri (for e):.::>.::-.ple, te!3.::t te;::.ching; ne;·: r.at:i, initia.l tee.~hing 
.tlphabet) in your school district? G!".JCY. m!~ 
I . . 
42. 1' !-11.tch nore tmn regularly certific?..tc<l te;i.~hers 
2 -Sore\·:~-:at r.:ore th"'.n regularly certificated teachers 
4 rL ss than reeula.rly certificated teachers 
5 1 ot at a.11 
I . 
. ! . 
3 · .. ~1me fre. '1uency as regula~ly certifica.:.ed teachers 
Corrnr..cnt s: 
-----
" 
M. How rer,u.b.rly are you involved i!l th_p_j.nitiP..tion of !"!e'•• educa.tio:~v:il 
proerms and· procedures in your school district?· CHECK OFZ 
43. 1 !-1lch more than regularly certifi c~ted teac'hers 
----2 / _Sorre11.11at more than regularly certific~.ted teachers 
3 1 : farr.e frequency ci.s l'8£?;tib.r1y certific.:i.ted teachers 
4 ' Les:- than rceularly c~rtificatcd te.::i.cl:ers 
5 Not at all 
Comnents: ·---------'------------------------~~·-··~~· ------~--
If you rave not fulfilled the student te~ching requirerr.snt, ansv:er qi.wstion N, 
---If you ~ fulfilled the ::::tudent te:iching requ.i.renlont, ans~·:er question o. 
N, Jn your opinion, how much would a course in stuc.ent te9.ching_ assist· you 
to improve your te-9.chine performance? CHECK.ONE 
-1;4. 1 -·--Not at all 4 ___ Hod.erately Eelptul 
2 · Very little · 5 Extre!nely helpful 
3 __ Some help · 
o. In your opinion, hm·: m11ch did your rourse in student teaching a:ssist you to 
improve your teachiri.g per forma.ncc? CEECK O!'!E 
1+5. 1 Not at all 
----
4 ____ Hoderately halpful 
2 Ve!"f little 5 Extremely helpful 
3 Serre help 
-- . 
• 
,. 
. ......... 
·j'. 
; 
I 
•'!' 
J· 
j 
. 
·. 
P. listed belo;·r are Eevcral ger~eral items per·tai!1ing to the treatrr.ent of 
teacl-ers. Indicc>.te next. to c:i~h item. ·;::hcther in your opinion, provisionally 
certificated te!lci;ers are given preferential treatment, whether no preference 
is shovm, or whether rcgJ.J.n.rly ~ertificated te"lchers arc given preferential 
treat~ent with respect to the items noted. PJoase answer all iteras by 
placing a check in the e.ppropriate box. 
-
Pro vi sione.lly No Regularly 
cert i .fi ca.ted prc:'ercnce cortificated 
teachers shm·m teachers. 
given given 
µ-~ference preference 
-
.• 
. 
46, Opportunity to recieve 1;t/'"·--
. . t sup~!Vl.so;·y assi~ ance 
47, Opportunity to __ participate 
in school and district 
cor.mittees 
48. Opportunity to pa.r-1;,icipate in 
_:___prof es fion.:=i..l negotfations · 
---...-...:..-- ... 49. Initial an ployment 
50. Assit;,11ment, to EChool and 
gr a.de 
- ---51, Sal.;i.ry 
-
-
----"----- -- ·-··---.... --52. Fring~ bflr:_e fi ~s 
--·------53. Ret i!' e::;:; nt benefits 
. 
-51~. Tot~J. \·:orkloe.d '-
------·-----55. Le-8.vas of P.b~ence , 
· 5 6. 1·:01~ kin ... -
____ : 
--~ .:? C.") !ldi ti on s 57. Opport u.11ity to pirticipate in 
. 
leadcrEhip ~.ctivities 
-
team 
leaCT.crl etc. 
-5s. Opportun:.Ly to participate in 
develop:nm1~--~£ J?Ol i cie s 
59. Fre0d0"'.1. in te?..ching ··-
60. ol?P~rt uni ~ie ~-~for E:ro·~otio!l 
-
"61. ·Amount. of til'!',e ar.d effort 
'--.... devot,cd to evalu!lting 
-te~chers' Eerrormance .• -
-
· 6'2.""'" 'f1~-1sf e.r ·0p;ort unities 
-~In--service tre.ining 
-
(Code r) (Code 2) (Code 3) 
• 
Q. \fare appropriate courses to meet the require.l.".ents for certification in 
Illinois offered by the undereraduate institution you atten:led? 
64. r Yes 2 No Don't know 
---
.'.3 
'. 
R. 
65. 
\·Jere these courses available to you? 
1 Yes 2 No 
.'.3 Don't know 
If ves, whic:1 of the following causes prevented you fro.:n co:npleting 
these courses? 
. 66. Het certific;:i.tion requircrr.ents of ho:tte state 
67. Hili t:.i.ry service •. 
68. Firyancial need 
69. - Illness 
----
•°':: 
70. Enrolled in a"lother rnjor course 
71. _Other (please specify) _________ ~-----------
s. Jiow ir;rny more years do you intend to teach? 
72. 1 ___ 1-5 years 2 ._· __ 6-10.years .'.3 ___ 11 Or more 4, ___ Uncertain 
T. In your opinion, uhat co11] d the Office of t'he Stiperintendent of Public 
Instruction do to assist prov:tsion:i.l teachers in obtaining regular certificates? 
'· 
' 
------
·----- ________ .. 
/ 
... 
U, In your opinion, , .. ~mt could the teacher preparation institutions do to assist 
prov.!.sional teachers in _obtaining regular certificates? 
~------------_...,. _____ _ 
V, What specific courses liould be most useful fc:::- provisional teachers? 
I 
--· 
-----------------
w. \·mat alternatives to the current certification system would you suggest? 
·~--------'---·---'---------------------~---
--------------------
Please feel free to ~dd any addi tiom1 ccr::n:cnts on the back of this sheet. 
TEAtJK .YOU FCR YCUR HELP! 
Upon comp1c::tion; return this forri'.. in the 5t Amped, self-ci.ddressed envelope to the · 
Dep-J.rtr.:.ent of Educ:>.tion:tl. Research, Office of the fuucrintcn::lcmt of Public 
Instruction, 325 South Fifth Street, Springfield, Iliinois 62706 
• • .· .· 
r 
APPENDIX I 
INSTRUCT IONS f()R PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 
1. Each interview should take about 30-35 minutes. 
2. Try to encourage the interviewee to be specific, i.e. on survey B, 
if he answers friend to number 3, was it a business friend, relative, 
friend of the family, etc. ,,.,. __ 
202 
3. The responses should be explanatory and interpretive in nature. Encourage 
the in-depth response to questions. 
4. P indicates "prompts". If the interviewee seems unable to answer the 
question give the prompts. If he indicates a prompt as his answer, 
circle it, otherwise record answer. 
5. At the end of the interview, close books, thank interviewee and 
start to leave. Then stop and say, "turnabout's fair play, do you have 
any questions to ask me about this study?" 
Try to remember the questions and comments and jot them down when you 
are out of the situation. Any other corrnnents about attitude and/or 
reaction you can make at that time \-nuld be most helpful. , 
.--------------------------------------------------------------------
( 
• 
. . 
.. 
, .. 
I . I -1 
' I 
: ~.. DISTRICT rnPE.11.rnTEED?IT D!':'ER.VIE1.: f:~HSDUIE 
f · . . 
J·s you know lk. . , the Office of the Superintendent. of 
Public f' stru::tion is studying provisional certification. The purpose of this 
. ihtervi
1 
,.; is to gather further inforr.ation from adrninistrato1·s regarding their 
opinioi:· and vieus on problems related to proyisiom.l certific9.tinn. 
' \ 
1. Ho;·: i'r.any providcnally ccrtifiE~d teachers do you have in your district 
this year? ,,.--~ 
2. How does that col!l.pare to the mm.ber last year? _________ _ 
3. lt~~t is the. propo;tion of pr~visionally certified te<tchers to regularly 
ce·~tificd teachers·? (P) 10% or less 25%: .• _. _ 
50% _ More than 50% ___ _ 
4. l'Jhat do you thin1~ is the major cause of teachers becoF.J.ng provisionally 
certified? Explain. 
(P) (a) Change of profession 
(b) Educated out of state 
(c) :U:.ck of funds, etc. 
5. How could this be corrected? ·Explain • 
--... . 
6. \•Jhen a provisionally certified teacher applies 
a~~re of certification requirements? Yes 
for a position here, are they 
---
No P.ow do they find 
them out? Please explain. _ 
~~~~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 
7. How do you go about rocru.tting teacmrs for this district? Could you give 
· me i!lOre details? 
~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~· 
• 
I 
"/ 
. // 
I 
I 
·~ 
.. 
( 
'· 
. ! 
s. 
9. 
10. 
I I l. 
In YO\lr opinion, are certi:'ication procedures a necessary p?.rt of the 
profession? Yes 
I ~--
No Don't know Why? 
~~~~~--~~~~ 
1 
'. 
Hr.at /is vour opinio·n of Illinois St.:i.tc certification requirements? 
Exc/i4lent Very Good Passable Poor~ Youl~eem. to }-.ave a re::i.l fee_1_i_n_g-for this _problem. He.ve you ever held a 
proi;_siom.l certificate'? Yes tfo 
---
11. Do you feel there is .an observable differ0nce beh:ecn "te8.chers th<'lt have 
not had student teaching ard th.ose that he.ve rad it? Yes No __ _ 
If yes, in •..hat ~ay? __ ~~-----'----~----~~--~~~~~--------------~-
1"2. Is i;.here an obseryable difference after 2 years of teaching experience? 
Ii 
13. Do you feel there is an observable difference beb:ecn te-9.chers th9. t r.ave 
not had methods courses and r.ave h1.d them? Y es No 
-~-If yes, in what way? _________ __:. _____________ ..,.__ 
1.4 •• Do you encourage p::!'.'ovf sionally cert.ificd teachers to become regularly 
certified? How? Cou1d you elaborate on' th'O..t stc>_terr.ent? ---~-----
15. 
/,/ 
I am goine to read a list of items concerning p::-i.rticular asi:ects of / 
employment and service. Uould you tell me if you give preferential treat-
ment to provisional or reguJarly certified teachers on any of them--
whether or not this is a district policy? 
--
.. 
.. " 
-.... . 
( 
READ LIST AND CATEGORIES EACH THIB 
Providonally 
certificated 
.·tea.er.er s 
~iven 
prefcr:enc e 
No 
preference 
shown 
Regularly 
certificated · 
teachers given 
preference 
a. Opportunity to recieve 
superv~sory assistance .~-..::.~~~~~~_...~~:..;._..:.,._o...:... ____ }~---~'--~--l-------------.i-----~~----·-~ b. Op?ortunity to participate 
in school and district 
comnittees 
---c. Oppo:i;-tunity; to participate 
in professional prbfcssion-
--~L~.got int ions 
#----. 
d. Initial emoloyrnent 
-----------'J·--·-!'- -------1-----------~-----·---+-------·-
e. As~dgrnaant to· school and 
grRde 
f. t:a1ary 
--=----"--.,--.------~-----i~~----~----1------------~~~------~~~· g. Frin~~ 'benefits· 
h. Retirenent benefits 
-------,,,----~--...,,...-~----~-------~----~~·f-----~-----+~-------~--~ i. TotR.1 workload 
Jo'j_._,.,I,__.'3_~._v..,.e_s_-_o_f:~a:b:s:e:n_.-c:a:::::::::::::::_-_-_-:_·_-~----------!1----------
k. \·!or kine conditions I ~·~..,----,-~~~~--,.-----,-=-~-.,.--~f-,-.-----------+---,._--------r---~·--~~---1. Opportunity to J)3.rticip3.te . . -<./ 
in leaderrhip activities-- _,.· 
team lead~r1~_e_t_c~•;.._,""""'_-=-___,,_..--1--~~-·-·-~--+-------~--t-~-~~~-~-~ 
m. Opportunity to particip-s.te 
~· in de\1eloomt~nt_ of nolicies 
n. Freedom in te::ichinp-
2.!_ Ooportuni tie e: for pron_o_ti_· _o_n-+---------"-1--------+------·---
i':-. _A!npun~ .. of tirr.c and effort 
.de:voted til> evaluating 
tc<.>.c l:er ~' p_e_r_f_o._r_rr_ti_.n_c_e _____ i----------1-----------1--~-----.,..---
g. Transfer opportunities 
r. In-se~·vice trP..in:i.ng ~-;;.;c_~..;;.,....~..;;__...;;.;;;._,;...:;;~~,__-----1----------'·------~...._. __ .. --.------
.. ~· 
.. 
--...· 
11 
! 
'. , 
,, 
' 
16. On the survey you ans1'.'Cred, you checked none of the itens as being district 
policy. Do you feel any of these areas should be \·irit ten policies? \;'hy? 
t -~-
", 
. ' 
; 
" 
16a. If policies are indica.ted, were tl:ese policies established during the 
tirr.e you have acted as superintendent? Ho\·i do you feel about them? 
" 
' 
-. r·--~ 
17. Do you feel the number and/or treatrr.ent of provisional teachers in your 
district is affected by the (a) location of the district, (b) size of the 
district or (c) the wealth of tte district? How? Ih what ways docs that" 
apply here?~----~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ 
1'S. How would your district be affected if provisional certification were 
discontinued in this state?~~~~---~~~---~~ 
19. Do Y?U have teachers unions here? Yes __ _ No 
---
\20. \'!ou:J_d you be wiD.ing to negotiate with provisionally certified teacl-ers if.· 
they should organize? Yes No ,,.,.,, 
21. F.ave the provisionally certificated teachers brought any grievances to 
you as a group-? Yes No l)'ldi'vidu.."'IJ.ly'L Yes~- No __ _ 
If yes, ,.f.'1at were they and how did you handle them? _________ _ 
2?.. Hmt are your major concerns about provisionalJy certified teacf.ers? 
--
23. · What are Y<?ur reco:nrr.endations ·for solvine provisional certification 
problems?~~-~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
-~ 
'' 
,. 
( 
I . 
./ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·1 
APPENDIX J 
B. ProvisionA.l Teacher !ntcrvie1·! Schedule 
. A;s you kno".·1 l·!r. , the purpose of this interview 
is to gather further infor1:-ation from provisional teacmrs regarding their 
opinions ;'and v:iei;s on problems related to provisional certification. Your 
na:ne ·wi~. be protected and your replies \',ill. be anonymous. 
1. How) ong have you been teaching in this d.istrict ? ____ _ 
! 
2. ~·i'!1a do you teach? _________ _ 
3. How did you happen to come to this particular district? (P) 
a. Live Nearby ____ _ 
p. Told of Opening by Frien:l 
-----I;~. 
i Colleee Placement Bureau~·~~-
4, Who \·ras the person primarily instrumental in your being hired? 
ConsultRnt 
---
Principal 
---
Per~nnel Director 
---
Superintendent~--
·5. Could you describe how you first learned ·abOut Illinois State certification 
requirements?~·---,-------------·---
6. .Do you feel you had adequate infor~ation early enough to pre_p1re for 
certific-'ltion? Yes __ No Why? __________ _ 
.• 
7. What ie your opinion of the Illinois certification requirer.:ents? 
.. 
Excellent · 
---
Pa.ssable 
---
Very Good 
---
Poor __ 
8. In your opinion, are certific-?-tion procedures a ne_ce::sa.ry part of the 
p:ro:'esdon? Yes Mo ~illy? <....._ • 
9. How do you feel your district superintendent vieus certification rcquire-
·ments? 
. ~~~~--~~-~~--------~~-----~~~--~~ 
10. ~·;'hat cau::ed you to ect the provisional certificate? Explain_ 
11 • Do you feel there are any differences beh·:ecn the kind of a job° the 
provision.-3.l te:?.cher does a:: compared to the regularly certlfied teC'l.cher'"':-
(P) ·such as in lesson planning, ·discipline, pro~:!ptness, public rol~.tions, 
etc.? Explain;.-:,__ __________ ~------~~--~--~----~----~--~----~~ 
-------~-~----------~--------.,.,-,--------------------------------
( 
• 
( 
-12·. Eave, you been encourar;ed to get your regular certificate? If so,, how? 
By whom? I . ~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
! 
13. In ·:hat \·:ays are you eatisfied with your treakient ~~d position as a 
P/ isiom.l teacl:er? __________________________ _ 
11~. In 1-.hat v:ays dissatisfied; explain. READ FOLIO~·IHIG LI~'.T: 
'· ~atisfied Dissatisfied . . 
a .• Opport unit:,-· to receive supervisory-_ .. 
assistance 
b. Cp_?0rtu ni t;,r to .tnrtici?-te in school arrl 
di~trict co-~"nt.tees 
·--
. 
c. Opportunity to participa.te in pro-
r I • !>1 nccr6tj_::i.tions es~:1on-.. _. 
-d. Initial i::1~rJlo1_11r.ent _ 
-~~-
e. ~- ss~..5!}'..':::r.t t.~ school :~rade 
---
____ .... _______ 
f. ~al::irir 
---~---------· -&_Frincrc b!:lnefit.s 
--h. 'D .a... - L. ~,e t-J.rc .. cnv hem fits 
Tofai ~·:orklo::i.d -i. 
··--------
,,i• lc::i.ves of P.bsence 
-·- ... ·--·-· 
-k. 1:!or1d.r.r: conditions 
-----~'- pPp_ort_1mity }:._o_ -~f.'},J~j.~'.::i.~.e. Jn __ l,e~_e:i:.: 
·-···. 
......... .... . 
-·- ··- . .... -··· ... ·-·- ........ -····, ~ . •. 
/ 
, . 
activitiero +o'.:l~ leCider.~- etc. , __£!}}.P - V-··"•IL ._.. .. _ .. 
m. OpportuYiity to participate in develop-
tr.ent of policies . 
---n. Freedom in _ tea~hing· 
0 __ 0p'.;~_t unt5= ti~_s for promotion 
-- -p. Amount of ti!'lC arrl effort devoted to 
eval Ul'I. tj_ n~ te::i.r:h~}'S' ocrforma.nce --
·j_ -g. Transfer op'.:'ortnniti3s --r. In-::crvice -1- •• .,ra1nu1g 
15. l·Jm. t solutions do you think are the rr:e st feasible in solvi:1g the pro-
visiom.l certification problem? 
--
• 
-~..____ -·· 
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